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M E D I C A L I N T E L L I G E N T TEACHING SYSTEM: H I S T O R Y TAKING 
ABSTRACT： 
This thesis studies the feasibility of using an expert system to teach 
students the art of taking a good medical history. An expert system which 
is able to take a medical history based on a simple logical approach is 
developed which can be used in practically all medical specialties provided 
the necessary knowledge is provided. Further it closely mimics the actual 
mental process of a physician. At the same time, the data structure 
developed can be used as a means of medical records and the possibility of 
extracting knowledge from medical records is also explored. 
t 
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Chapter I. BACKGROUND 
Clinical Teaching has been traditionally through Bedside Teaching and 
Tutorials, This is because clinical assessment of patients (basically 
includes History taking and Physical examination) is best considered as an 
art with a strong scientific basis. Students learn by observing what the 
tutor does and then practice what they learn on patients. .Their 
performance is then assessed by the tutor either through clinical 
presentation and discussion (tutorials) or less efficiently through marking 
their written clinical data. Throughout this process of learning, 
textbooks usually can only provide the background knowledge (Scientific 
basis) of the art. Thus the amount of exposure to criticism and guidance 
is vital to the outcome of the learning process. 
Normally, there will be around 3 to 4 bedside teaching sessions per 
veek for a group of say 8 to 10 student where one patient will be presented 
by one of the students whereas on a whole, ve expect each student to see at 
least 5-6 patients on his own per week. It is quite impossible for a tutor 
to be with a student every time he or she sees a patient and to give 
the necessary guidance which would be the ideal way of tuition. So it 
would be of ' a great help if an efficient ITS can be used to guide the 
students in their clinical learning. Physical examination is basically 
a matter of getting familiar with the physical signs which means seeing 
enough patients with the signs with virtually no alternatives. History 
taking on the other hand is the most vital part of clinical assessment and 
I strongly believe that the ability to take a good accurate history is 
one of the most important factors distinguishing a good clinician from 
others. This is because: 
- H i s t o r y is the only indication of what the patient is suffering from 
whereas physical examination and investigations merely find what the 
patient has. Although there is obviously a high possibility that 
the two are the same particularly with improving technology yet 
still there are plenty of examples of missed diagnoses due to the 
finding of some pathology which actually cannot completely explain 
the history. Further high technology is in fact very expensive. 
一 Physical examination and organization of investigations are all basing 
on the history. 
An accurate history can lead a doctor to concentrate on certain 
physical signs whigh may be o v e r l o o k e d b e c a u s e of l a c k of 
attention. 
A good history renders investigation effective and avoids wastage. 
- H i s t o r y also gives good indications to: 
whether the disease needs treatment or not； 
what is the best form of treatment; 
what is the prognosis of the patient. 
Therefore the design and implementation of a teaching aid to this 
aspect of medicine will certainly benefit Medical Education, 
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Chapter II. OVERVIEW OF HISTORY-TAKING EXPERT SYSTEMS: 
In order to teach, one must already have a program able to take a 
medical history. ‘ 
Many diagnostic programs have been designed to make medical diagnosis 
but only a few are dedicated solely to history taking. Worst of all most 
systems seem to be designed for a specialized domain such as CASNET for Eye 
p r o b l e m s , M Y C I N for I n f e c t i o u s d i s e a s e s , a n d A B E L for A c i d - B a s e a n d 
Electrolyte problems. 
History taking also poses a major problem as a history is nothing more 
than just a patient‘s interpretation of his symptoms being guided and 
processed by the understanding by the physician. Therefore guess work and 
individual opinions have a lot to play in the process of analysis which is 
therefore only very loosely related to the pathophysiological process. 
This therefore renders most of the pathophysiological approaches not very 
effective (these approach can be effective when used in well understood 
areas of medicine and in systems of diagnosis which considers all aspects — 
一 symptoms, signs and investigation results). 
II.1. Structure of Diagnostic systems: 
In general a diagnostic program consists of 3 parts: 
i. A user interface which is more of a problem of natural language 
interfacing. This is particularly important if the system is to 
be u s e d b y p a t i e n t s * T h i s p o s e s a l o t of d i f f i c u l t i e s 
p a r t i c u l a r l y in the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of p a t i e n t i n p u t a n d t h e 
assessment of the reliability of the informations obtained. 
ii. An inference engine which analyses the informations obtained from 
the user on the basis of the knowledge from the knowledge base. It 
is the brain of the whole system. In general, virtually all 
systems use a cycle of information gathering and hypotheses. 
- G a t h e r i n g information after the first round requires knowledge 
of what questions to ask. This is generated by hypothesizing on 
the information already known and then finding the symptoms that 
needs to be asked. 
- The method of Hypothesis differs in different programs: 
rule based approach: like the approach used in MYCIN 
statistical analysis: A I M . , 
pathophysiological approach: for example ABEL. 
iii. A knowledge base the design of which depends on the inference 
engine: as rules in rule based approach, as probability figures 
in statistical approach. 
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II.2 Present Design: 
In the present design I have concentrated on the knowledge base and 
i n f e r e n c e e n g i n e so the i n t e r f a c e is c o n f i n e d to s i m p 1 e p r e - d e f i n e d 
configuration and some key words. As the design is as a teaching system, 
the users can be e x p e c t e d to u n d e r s t a n d t h e k e y w o r d s w i t h m i n i m a l 
training. 
The inference engine makes use of a mixture of statistical 
and pathophysiological approach. I use statistical analysis to hypothesize 
and decide on the possibility of occurrence of the various differential 
diagnoses and uses a kind of simple pathophysiological approach in the 
design of knowledge base: the symptoms and diseases. The reason is 
because I try to mimic the mental process of a physician as far as 
possible. 
As statistical analysis requires a large amount of data ^^hich cannot be 
made available without tremendous efforts I have used expert knowledge to 
compile the various possibility figures (the Knowledge part of the system), 
an approach which is used in many expert systems. However, I have also 
done some s t a t i s t i c a l a n a l y s i s and d e m o n s t r a t e d the f e a s i b i l i t y of 
generating these figures which can be implemented on a large scale. 
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Chapter III. L O G I C A L APPROACH TO HISTORY TAKING: 
Having taught as a Clinical Lecturer for several years I have 
identified several areas of difficulty experienced by Medical students in 
history taking. This being the result of a lack of formal teaching of the 
art of history taking. 
i. Most students find it most difficult to know the most appropriate and 
important questions to ask after the patient has finished talking. 
ii. Most of them try to ask themselves what other questions have they 
not asked (vith the imagination that there is a standard set of 
questions for that ‘type' of patient). In other words they do not 
know whether they have asked enough or have they missed out 
anything. 
iii. What is the best way of getting reliable and useful informations from 
the patient. 
iv. How to analyze the informations they have got. 
In the last three years I have ta'ken a logical approach to the problem. 
III.l Objectives of Taking a Medical History 
The first and main objective of taking a history is to make a 
diagnosis. But this is not always possible because of many factors like 
the skill and knowledge of the physician, the intelligence and 
observativeness on the part of the patient and most of all, the nature of 
the disease (diseases). But more importantly if one is satisfied with 
the apparent success in finding a diagnosis and ends the session of 
history taking, one is very likely to miss the. real diagnosis which would 
have been apparent if a full history is taken. Therefore, the end point 
of history taking cannot be taken as making a diagnosis successfully, I 
d e f i n e a full h i s t o r y as one w h i c h c o n s i s t s of a l l the p o s i t i v e a n d 
negative information concerning the patient which is logically related to 
the chief complaint (s) which brings the patient to see the doctor. (There 
are of course a fair number of minor cases where the diagnoses are obvious, 
e.g. a hernia, phimosis and so forth, and therefore do not need to have 
this broad approach. These are known as "Short Cases" in the Medical 
profession and are not the target of this project.) 
A secondary goal of history taking is the assessment of the degree 
of severity (or staging) of the disease process. 
The last but not least goal of history taking is the assessment of the 
patient to help with the decision of what type of treatment should be given 
to the patient. 
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III.2 Process of History Taking 
With these objectives, the patient is interviewed. The patient may 
give a v a r i a b l e a m o u n t of i n f o r m a t i o n to t h e d o c t o r c o n c e r n i n g h i s 
illness. (This is generally one sentence in Hong Kong). Starting from 
this information, there are two possible approaches: 
H y p o t h e s i z e with the a v a i l a b l e i n f o r m a t i o n and c o n t i n u e t h e 
interrogation in the light of possible hypotheses. 
- . E x t r a c t more information from the patient based on the available 
informations first before hypothesizing, 
i. The first a p p r o a c h is g e n e r a l l y t a k e n by m o s t m e d i c a l e x p e r t 
systems because it is simple to implement and can be practicable if 
the patient is a very intelligent and observant person who can 
give a detailed description of his problems. Otherwise, when the 
initial information is limited, the initial hypothesis will either 
be: 
- n o t possible due to the inadequacy of information if the 
system is designed to consider diagnoses only if they 
are supported by significant amount of information. In real 
life, this will end up with a very one track minded approach 
— a large amount of differential diagnoses if the system would 
consider very loosely any diagnosis that is related with the 
symptoms. 
It is very difficult to take a middle of the road kind of approach 
with insufficient information when every possible diagnosis is 
supported by only one or two symptoms so that it is most difficult 
to draw a line when every one of them is more or less equally 
likely. 
ii. In actual practice however, most experienced clinicians do not 
hypothesize so early but is guided by his experience to ask more 
questions before hypothesizing: 
a. first the descriptors of the symptoms already found so far. 
This is n e c e s s a r y b e c a u s e all s y m p t o m s h a v e d e s c r i p t o r s 
which defines the symptom more precisely such that the 
relative possibility of the possible causes becomes clearer. 
一 universal descriptors: present with all symptoms, e.g. time 
factors. 
- s p e c i f i c descriptors to particular symptoms. 
b. then the symptoms which are normally associated with the 
s y m p t o m s a l r e a d y o b t a i n e d and t h e i r d e s c r i p t o r s . T h e s e 
associated (related) symptoms are related because: 
- t h e symptoms have a physiological relationship: 
e.g. vomiting is generally associated with nausea. 
- t h e symptoms have an anatomical relationship: 




So theoretically an expert system can base on these relationship and 
generate these related symptoms. 
Practically however, doctors do not think that way. The symptoms are 
related because they know by experience that they coexist very often 
experience. So in this project the related symptoms are built in 
from experience (knowledge). 
Then we undertake to hypothesize with the information available and 
produce a list of possible differential diagnoses with the corresponding 
possibility. The way of liYPothesis is simple: 
Possible Diagnosis are generated by considering the implications of 
the symptoms: 
一 site of the symptoms may indicate the organ or at least the system 
which may be involved, 
- t h e nature, character and other descriptions of the symptom may 
indicate the possible physiological abnormalities• 
) - d u r a t i o n and p r o g r e s s i o n of t h e s y m p t o m s m a y i n d i c a t e the 
pathological process involved. 
Therefore, it is theoretically possible for an expert system to derive 
a list of differential diagnosis from scratch basing on these 
principles and indeed I have taught medical student to do it this way if 
they are at a loss in the search for possible diagnoses. But once again, 
in real life, we generate these diagnoses by considering the whole 
picture by experience. Therefore in this project I have built ,in this 
knowledge into the system — the ability to draw conclusions by making use 
of e x p e r i e n c e . The b a s i c p a t h o p h y s i o l o g i c a l a p p r o a c h (e.g. A B E L ) h a s 
further limitations: very detailed knowledge is required and therefore 
knowledge is bulky and very domain specific. 
A Diagnosis is considered if it can explain the chief complaint and a 
variable amount of the symptoms in the history of present illness. 
The possibility of a diagnosis is the chance of this diagnosis being the 
real cause of the problem given the set of symptoms in the history• 
This is again from experience in practice. 
But theoretically, the presence of each symptom gives a varying degree 
of support (possibility of occurrence given the presence of the symptom) to 
different diagnoses and the possibility of each diagnosis can be considered 
as the combined effect on the possibility of occurrence of the diagnosis 
given the set of symptoms. The combination is not just simple summation 
because certain combination of symptoms will give a much higher possibility 
of occurrence to certain diagnosis. So in the present design, the whole 
picture (at any stage of the history taking) is considered from the angle 
of v a r i o u s s y m p t o m s and the m a x i m u m o n e is t a k e n to r e p r e s e n t the 
possibility of occurrence of the diagnoses which can be compared to those 
of other possibilities. 
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If one considers all the possibilities related to the symptoms of a 
patient/ one can easily end up with a very large list of possibilities. A 
d o c t o r g e n e r a l l y s o l v e s this p r o b l e m by h a v i n g an a r b i t r a r y t h r e s h o l d 
(vhich he probably is not even conscious of) above which he would 
consider the diagnosis to be possible and therefore include in his list 
of differential diagnoses while those not reaching the threshold will 
not be considered until the more likely ones eventually get disproved. 
This threshold however is very unlikely to be a fixed one. That is, in 
case he has some fairly likely and common condition on the top of the list, 
the threshold is likely to be high which means that he is not going to 
consider diagnoses which are moderately likely. On the other hand, if the 
h i s t o r y is not t y p i c a l of c o m m o n c o n d i t i o n s a n d he h a s a n u m b e r of 
rather unlikely diagnoses at hand, he would have to set the threshold 
lower to include some possibilities. This may sound like setting the 
threshold to be a number of possibilities from the top but in reality 
it is not as hard and fast as that eitheir. 
After the hypothesis, symptoms of each of the possible diagnosis are 
then being asked and the cycle i t e r a t e s u n t i l no n e w d i f f e r e n t i a l 
diagnosis is found and no new symptoms are found. In practice this cycle 
does not iterate many times if the history is being taken properly and the 
knowledge is enough. . 
III.3 The Art of Asking Questions. 
One important aspect in History taking is the art of questioning and 
e x t r a c t i o n of i n f o r m a t i o n from the p a t i e n t . A l l m e d i c a l s t u d e n t s a r e 
taught to try to avoid direct questions and instead to ask more general 
q u e s t i o n s , but s t u d e n t s n e v e r k n o w h o w t h a t is d o n e . In f a c t , t h e 
generality of a question can be represented by its implication: 
A most general question refers to information about the whole system in 
g e n e r a l . In o t h e r w o r d s a p o s i t i v e n o n — s p e c i f i c a n s w e r i m p l i e s t h a t 
something tnight be wrong in the system whereas of course a more specific 
answer can point to more specific diagnoses and is considered to be very 
r e l i a b l e . e.g. If one w i s h e s to k n o w w h e t h e r the p a t i e n t m a y h a v e 
haematuria or not. A most general question will be "Is there anything 
wrong with your water works". A rather stupid general positive answer 
like "Yes I think there is some pain in the urethra when I pee ••， would 
point much more specifically to the bladder and urethra. The meaning of a 
negative answer is rather unpredictable. 
Then a more specific quest士on will refer to a more specific organ or 
subsystem physiologically, e.g. A question like "Is there any change in the 
appearance of your urine" is more specific than the above one because it 
confines the area to the urine (contrast to the act of urination)• 
Then questions can become more and more specific like "Is there any 
change in the colour of your urine?", "Is your urine crystal clear?", "Is 
your urine ever red in colour?" 
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In general one can create a hierarchy of questions as: 
Any Change in your water works 
Anything wrong with Any change in your urine? 
^ passing urine? / 
^ ^ / \ ^ ^ / \ 
Difficulty Stream Frequency Urgency Appearance Volume 
/ \ 
Colour Clarity 
This can also be M i l t into an expert system by programming a hierarchy 
of questions which can be triggered off by the need to ask any of the 
children and should start from the root, (most general) and gradualllpfnoving 
towards the s p e c i f i c . In the p r o g r a m I h a v e s i m p l y p l a c e d a set of 
questions in each symptom which is from general to specific and when a 
particular symptom needs to be asked the program will start from the most 
general question and gradually work towards the more specific. Since a 
general question will appear in a number of related symptoms, I keep a list 
of questions asked to avoid asking the same questions. 
III.4 Implementation Problems 
III.4.1 Question of Users 
I never believe that an expert system can mimic the process of history 
taking an experienced clinician who can judge the severity and 
reliability of the infonuations obtained. 
Patients are not always able to give a clear description of their 
problems for a number of reasons: 
— l i m i t e d by intelligence 
- p e r s o n a l i t y : some are observant some are not 
some are conscious of his own self, others not 
一 affected by prior beliefs: from old wives' tales 
from other people 
- neurotic symptoms, 
Therefore I believe that the best an expert system should be designed 
to to is to help and analyze informations obtained by a clinician. In 
other words I do not believe in expert systems used directly by 
patients. I therefore conclude that it is most useful to design an 
expert system to help medical students to learn to take a full history. 
Q 
111.4.2 Question of the End Point 
A clinician can probably judge easily when to finish but with an expert 
system this has to be defined very carefully or else either the history is 
not going to be complete or else a lot of stupid questions are being asked. 
With the logic presented above, it is obvious that there are 
possibilities when the generation of related symptoms can fan out 
indefinitely so that a lot of symptoms will be included a lot of which can 
be very inappropriate. . » 
111.4.3 Analysis Problems 
The combined effect of symptoms. 
A p h y s i c i a n n o r m a l l y has i m p r e s s i o n s of t h e r e l a t i v e i m p o r t a n c e of 
different symptoms toward individual diagnoses. In an expert system this 
has to be built in but unfortunately these figures cannot be accurately 
obtained from experts: 
experts do not use a figure 
local experience is important. 
^ (experiment) 
The making of double diagnoses is most difficult but can be solved by 
simple probability if the prevalence of individual disease can be found. 
The combined probability of double or triple diagnosis can be used to 
compare with that of other differential diagnoses. 
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C h a p t e r IV. D E S I G N OF THE SYSTEM 
IV.1 D A T A R E P R E S E N T A T I O N 
IV.1.1 DIAGNOSIS (stored in the Module "diseases.lisp") 
A diagnosis is represented by a class "disease-type" which consists 
of: 
Disease-name: a simple term representing the disease 
Symptoms: a list of symptoms which are related to the disease. 
Specific-symptoms: a list of symptoms which are specific to the present 
l e v e l of d i s e a s e and not to a m o r e g e n e r a l l e v e l of 
diseases. 
Both symptoms and specific—symptoms are represented by a list of 
l i s t s w h i c h c o n s i s t s of a s y m p t o m n a m e a n d a f a c t o r w h i c h 
represents the change of the symptom being present given the 
presence of the disease. 
N.B. symptoms are not represented by the structure of the class of 
symptoms and in the present design the factor is not being used in 
deduction. 
Signs: a list of signs, (not applicable in the present project) 
(defclass disease-type () 
« •» 
r r 
；; Define the Class of diseases 
• • 
/ f 
((name '.accessor disease-name ； name of disease 
:initarg :disease-name 
:initform nil) 
(symptoms :accessor disease-symptoms ； symptoms of disease 
:initarg :disease-symptoms ； list of symptoms: 
:initform nil) ； (name score) 
, ;score is unused 
(specific-symptoms .-accessor disease-specific-symptoms ； specific symptoms 
:initarg :disease-spedfic-symptoms ； to add and amend 
:initform nil) ； symptoms 
(signs :accessor disease-signs ； signs (unused 
:initarg '.disease-signs 
:initform nil) )) 
Fig 1. structure of the Class of Disease-type 
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A hierarchy of diseases is then built basing on this simple structure. 
The first level is d i s e a s e s y s t e m s , e . g . s t o m a c h - d i s e a s e , u r i n a r y -
disease, colonic-diseases etc. At this level, general symptoms of the 
s y s t e m are p l a c e d in s y m p t o m s w h i c h is i n h e r i t e d by all s u b c l a s s e s . 
Symptoms is a list of lists which consists of the name of symptom and its 
possibility of occurring given the disease, e.g. for Appendicitis ‘ ((rif-
pain 0.8) (vomiting 0.5)) means that given Appendicitis, the symptoins rif — 
pain occurs in 80% of times and vomiting in 50% of times. 
The next level separates diseases according to its pathophysiological 
nature, e.g. malignant—stomach—disease, ulcer—stomach—disease. In this 
l e v e l , s y m p t o m s are i n h e r i t e d from t h e s u p r a - c l a s s but m o r e s p e c i f i c 
symptoms are put in the specific-symptoms. When diseases are being loaded, 
the program checks the specific-symptoms and the symptoms of the supra-
class and: 
- a d d specific symptoms to symptoms if it does not exits in symptoms 
- r e p l a c e s the possibility of occurrence of the symptoms if it exists 
in both lists. 
IV.1.2 SYMPTOMS (stored in the Module "symptoms.lisp") 
A symptom is represented by a class "symptoms" which consists of: 
symptom-name: name of symptom 
certainty: this is a figure from 0 to 1 indicating the certainty that 
this symptom actually is present. This depends on the 
judgment of the user 
duration: universal descriptor 
length of time symptom exists 
site: universal descriptor most of the time; with some symptoms 
、 this is implied 
where is the symptom 
description: list of specific descriptors of the symptom 
get-description: this is a function that inputs the descriptors of the 
particular symptom. 
in some occasions, the list of descriptors to ask need to 
be modified according to informations already obtained, 
related-symptoms: list of symptoms normally related to the particulai: 
symptoms. 
path-system: list of pathological system symptom may belong to 
diagnostic—of: disease name for which symptom is diagnostic 
symptom-of: a function to generate the list of disease names and 
the possibilities of their occurrence according to the 
descriptions and other symptoms present or absent. 
questions: list of possible questions one can use to ask for the 
particular symptom in the order of most general to most 
specific. 
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(defclass symptoms 0 
； ; c l a s s definition for symptoms 
((symptom-name :accessor symptom-name ； name of the symptom 
:initarg :symptorn-name 
:initform nil) 
(certainty :accessor symptom-certainty ； degree of certainty of 
:initarg :symptom-certainty ； the symptom being present 
:initform 1) 
(duration :accessor symptom-duration ； duration of the symptom 
:initarg :symptom-duration ； . in form of a list of 
:initform nil) ； a number and a time unit 
(site :accessor symptom-site ； site of the symptom 
:initarg :symptom-site 
:initform nil) 
(description :accessor symptom-description ； list of descriptions 
:initarg :symptom-description ； each description consists of 
:initform nil) ； a descriptor and a value 
(descriptors :accessor symptom-descriptors ； list of descriptors to ask 
:initarg :symptom-descriptors ； can be modified by 
:initform nil) ； get-description 




(related-symptoms ； list of related symptoms 
•.accessor symptom-related-symptoms ； (name only) 
:initarg :symptom-related-symptoms 
:initform nil) 
(path-system :accessor symptom-path-system ； not used at present 
:initarg :symptom-path-system 
:initform nil) 




(symptom-of .-accessor symptom-symptom-of ； function to generate DDX 
:initarg :symptom-symptom-of ； and their score for this 
:initform nil) ； symptom 
(questions :accessor symptom-questions ； list of question to ask 
:initarg :symptom-questions ； when this symptom is wanted 
:initform nil) ) ) 
Fig 2. Structure of the Class of Symptoms 
‘ s 
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IV.1.3 P A T I E N T H I S T O R Y 
Each patient (case) is designed as a structure consisting of: 
— D e m o g r a p h i c Data of the patient. 
- A Chief Complaint which is a symptom b e l o n g i n g to the class of 
j symptoms. 
J • 
- A History of Present Illness which is a list of symptoms, 
• I 
- A list of all symptoms already asked is also kept: this minus the HPI 
will give the list of negative symptoms. 
一 A list of Differential Diagnosis is also kept which at the end will be 
I sorted according to the p o s s i b i l i t y (from the symptoms) and the top 
one will be the Diagnosis. 
j 
j (defstruct case 
•i 
• * 
I ； ; define a structure to represent a medical case 
i '' {name nil) ；； name of the patient 
(阴X nil) ； ; sex of the patient 
(琴 0) ； ; age of the patient 
(occupation nil) ； ; occupation of patient 
(chief-complaint nil) ； ; a symptom: reason for consultation 
(history nil) ； ; list of symptoms: history of present illness 
(physical-examination nil) ；; list of signs: not used at present 
(diagnosis nil) ； ; a disease: with the highest possibility 
(differential-dx nil) ； ; list of diseases: moderate possibility 
(less-likely-dx nil) ； ; list of diseases: low possibility 
(sYmptoms-already-asked nil) ； ; list of symptoms: way/ may not be +ve 
(j}jp 0) ； ; time lapse from last menstruation 
(final-dx nil) ；； final diagnosis: feed back from user 
J ；; after case is discharged 
j 










DIAGNOSIS AND SYMPTOMS ("diseases.lisp" and "symptoms.lisp") 
The knowledge of this system is mostly built into the Database of 
i Diagnosis and Symptoms. 
I 
IV.2.A SYMPTOMS: 
I The knowledge base resides in: 
j IV.2.A.i Descriptor lists: 
j important in the generation of questions to ask in the history 
5 taking which leads to the more precise hypothesis. The knowledge 
is stored as a list of descriptor names — the result is 
stored as a list of descriptions which are lists each consisting 
of 2 'elements: 
I - descriptor name 
- d e s c r i p t i o n . 
IV.2.A.ii List of Related symptom: 
i m p o r t a n t in the g e n e r a t i o n of q u e s t i o n s to be a s k e d in t h e 
I h i s t o r y t a k i n g n a r r o w s down the d i f f e r e n t i a l d i a g n o s e s in 
h y p o t h e s i s g e n e r a t i o i K The k n o w l e d g e is s t o r e d as a l i s t of 
symptom names which are considered to be related to the symptom. 
i 
I 
IV.2.A.iii Function to get the descriptions: 
i this function is important in modifying the list of descriptors to 
1 ask based on the other descriptors. This enables the program to 
I modify its performance with informations obtained and therefore 




I IV.2.A.iv Function to generate the list of diagnosis: 
I (in file 丨 丨 g e t d x . l i s p " ) 
This is the most important part of the program responsible for the 
Diagnostics. The key feature of the program is to generate a list 
of d i f f e r e n t i a l d i a g n o s e s b a s e d on e a c h s y m p t o m b u t w i t h 
consideration of the description and other supporting symptoms. 
Since this process is based on each symptom, the same diagnoses 
广 can be g e n e r a t e d but m o r e than o n e s y m p t o m w i t h the s a m e or 
d i f f e r e n t d e g r e e s of s u p p o r t . S i n c e t h e n a t u r e of m e d i c a l 
d i a g n o s i s d e m a n d s that one be m o r e s u s p i c i o u s t h a n to m i s s a 
diagnosis, it is perfectly acceptable to simply take the highest 
p o s s i b i l i t y v a l u e as t h e f i n a l p o s s i b i l i t y v a l u e of t h a t 
d i a g n o s i s . This a p p r o a c h is d i f f e r e n t f r o m o t h e r d i a g n o s t i c 
algorithms because it is designed to mimic the mental process of a 
physician, i.e. derive the possible diagnoses from the information 
available 
as a whole and this process is repeated more or less 
with new information becoming available. 
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The functions of this program is as follows: 
a. G e n e r a t e the p o s s i b l e d i a g n o s i s b a s e d on the p a r t i c u l a r 
symptoms this is simply what diagnoses is possibly the cause of 
the symptom in question* Each diagnosis however has a 
i d i f f e r e n t p o s s i b i l i t y f a c t o r b a s i n g on the p r e s e n c e of t h e 
1 symptom alone, 
i • 
b. Modify the relative possibility factor according to: 
i 
- I t s descriptions 
this is simple book knowledge whereby certain character of a 
I symptom favours certain diagnosis and renders certain 
j diagnoses less likely. 
For example, a mass (symptom) which is reducible 
(description) favours a hernia but is against a sebaceous 
！ cyst which cannot be reduced; upper abdominal pain {symptom) 
j wiiich is colicky (description) favours biliary colic but is 
i against a perforated peptic ulcer. 
T h e i n f l u e n c e ( s t r e n g t h of t h e e f f e c t s ) of v a r i o u s 
d e s c r i p t i o n s o v e r t h e v a r i o u s p o s s i b l e d i f f e r e n t i a l 
diagnoses are expressed as: 
j - m o s t l y a f a c t o r to be m u l t i p l i e d to the p o s s i b i l i t y 
i f a c t o r s of the d i a g n o s i s in q u e s t i o n -- a f a c t o r > 1 
enhances while a factor of < 1 lessens the probability. 
一 sometimes a new fixed possibility factor particularly in 
cases of paediatric diagnosis, (cf. Haematuria). 
： - o t h e r symptoms present or absent 
I It is very important to account for the fact that 
combination of symptoms more often than not favour certain 
1 diagnosis more than the simple sum of the effects of the 
symptoms alone. 
For example, haematuria and pain in the abdomen is 
indicative of ureteric colic due to calculi but neither 
haematuria nor abdominal pain alone is very diagnostic of 
such. 
A g a i n the e f f e c t s of these c o - e x i s t i n g s y m p t o m s c a n be 
enhancing or lessening and can be similarly represented by 
numbers 〉 or 〈 1. 
Some of the descriptions of these co-existing symptoms are 
also important and some of these have also been considered, 
e.g. in M e l a e n a , the e f f e c t of L o s s - o f - a p p e t i t e a n d the 
intensity (severity) of the loss-of-appetite. 
T h e r e f o r e it is important: to g e n e r a t e an a p p r o p r i a t e 
possibility factor for each possible diagnosis. I have 
simply built in these figuares as expert opinions but in 
reality these figuares can be derived simply by statistics. 
I have collected 3 - 4 months‘ data from the Surgical Unit 
of Caritas Medical Centre and the result is tabulated 
in Appendix 5. 
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一 other factors like sex age etc. 
Patients of different age group obviously have a different 
set of possibility figures for most diagnosis; in general, 
younger patients have more congenital and infectious disease 
whereas older ones are more prone to degenerative and 
malignant conditions. But the effect of age is normally a 
function of itself: . 
- there can be a vague cut off point of age for certain 
diagnosis 
一 the effect can be increasing/decreasing linearly with age 
1 - but most of the time the effect of age is not linear and 
I 工 have tried using the square of age difference, e.g. 
the effect of age in Ca stomach. 
For obvious reasons, male and female patients can differ a 
good deal in the possibilities of various diagnoses; for 
example, a woman with haematuria and dysuria is likely to be 
due to Urinary Tract Infection while a man with similar 
symptoms is likely to have an underlying pathology to the 
UTI. , 
The combination of age and sex is often of particular 
significance; for example in a woman of child bearing age 
I with lower abdominal pain, one must consider the possibility 
of dysmenorrhoea and ectopic pregnancy. 
All these are built into a function in which: 
a. All possible Diagnosis is initialized with a possibility figure 
which represents the relative possibilities of these in the 
presence of the unqualified symptom. 
b. All other factors (a, b. c.) are considered one by one and if 
applicable the possibility of the differential diagnosis are 
modified by multiplying with a factor which is 
> 1 if the factor is supporting 
e.g. abdominal pain (symptom) which is colicky 
(descriptor) support biliary colic (diagnosis) 
< 1 if the factor has a negative effect 
e.g. haematuria (symptom) which is accompanied by 
pain (another symptom) renders Ca Bladder (diagnosis) 
less likely 
0 if the factor renders the diagnosis impossible 
e.g. haematuria (symptom) in a female (factor) 
renders BPH impossible. 
Most of the figures in my program are purely from expert opinion 
except those in APPENDICITIS. In fact, one can generate these 
figures and is absolutely scientific about it by analyzing large 
numbers of patient-records or doing prospective studies. These 
figures are simple statistical figures like: 
the p o s s i b i l i t y of b i l i a r y c o l i c g i v e n the p r e s e n c e of 
abdominal pain 
the possibility of the diagnosis being biliary colic given 
that the pain is colicky in character amongst all patients 
with abdominal pain. 
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i The expert opinion, however, is very difficult to convert into 
these factors exactly as these expert opinions are not so exact. 
Therefore I have endeavored to achieve the desirable result in a 
I trial-and-error fashion, I first enter the figures to the best 
of my k n o w l e d g e (which is d i f f i c u l t e v e n for a p e r s o n w h o 
understands both the field and the AI methods). I then tried the 
丨 figures vith hypothetical cases and marginal cases that I can 
^ think of and when they did not come to the desired conclusion, I 
made slight adjustments of the figures in the right direction and 
’ gradually the performance improves. 
] 
‘ This therefore forms the basis of the learning technique of the 
I system. What is lacking in this thesis is the automation of such 
I learning process which I think is a good area for my next thesis. 
IV.2.B CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES: 
It is obvious that the way the inference engine is designed at the 
moment (which is an exhaustive search of the known diseases from the 
available informations and then an exhaustive search of the symptoms 
the list of hypothesis) the system will be very inefficient if it is to 
handle all possibilities in the medical world. But this design can be 
easily modified to search through only related groups of diseases and 
j symptoms by an hierarchical design: 
！ Diseases can be classified according to: 
i - Anatomical system • 
j e.g. liver disease, stomach diseases 
j - Pathophysiological system 
！ e.g. cancers, inflammations, 
i 
I Symptoms can likewise be classified and the search being limited 
i. according to the information already found: once again a score can be 
calculated according to the known facts (when the history is confined 
to only the chief complaint, this is still possible) to point to one 
or more systems (by setting a threshold) and search confined to these 
systems for the time being. If the subsequent informations is found 
to increase the scoring of one or more of these systems, then we can 
continue to confine the search, otherwise, a new score is calculated 
and new systems are i^icluded and some old ones excluded from the 
search. 
IV.2.C DIAGNOSIS: 
The k n o w l e d g e r e s i d e s in the e x h a u s t i v e l i s t of a l l p o s s i b l e 
diagnosis and the symptoms which are associated with each of them 





IV.3 INFERENCE ENGINE ("diagnose.lisp" for Diagnostic module and 
"teach.lisp" for Teaching module) 
！ The Inference Engine is a simple one. 
In the Diagnostic Module, it takes the following steps: 
i . 
5 1. Get the Demographic Data of the patient. 
1 
j 2. Get the Chief C o m p l a i n t s and o t h e r c o m p l a i n t s f r o m t h e p a t i e n t 
】 allowing the user to input the descriptors as far as possible. 
I 3. Get the descriptors and related symptoms of the chief complaint and 
I other symptoms already got. 
i J 
I 4. Hypothesize a list of differential diagnosis 
！ . 
I 5. Generate more symptoms to ask from the list of differential diagnoses, 
1 j 
I 6. If the list of symptoms changes, Re-hypothesize and go to step 5 
I again. 
J 
j In the Teaching Module, it takes the following steps: 
1. Get the Demographic Data of the patient. 
！ 2. Get the Chief Complaints from the patient allowing the user to input 
I the descriptors as far as possible. 
I 
3. Offers help and allows 4 choices: 
• 
S - provide: the systems to which symptoms to be asked belong 
the symptoms 
I sample questions for these symptoms 
i • 
D 一 provide the list of differential diagnoses under consideration 
at that point. 
G — provide: Descriptors of positive symptoms not yet asked 
S 
D 
If the history is complete, congratulates and let user 
choose whether to record the case before program 
terminates 
F - let the user choose to finish the session and 
choose whether to record down the case 
4. Let the user input more information: 
New symptoms 
Symptom descriptors 
5. Repeat 3 and 4 until either the user terminates by choosing F in 3 or 
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The inference engines used by other expert systems are generally domain 
specific and different approaches have been used. Pauker et al used an 
approach centred on frames which represents disease entities, clinical 
states or physiological states. Hypothesis is by a fairly complicated 
p r o c e s s and is not c l e a r l y s p e l l e d o u t in h i s p a p e r , but it c l e a r l y 
involves a fairly complicated process of pathophysiological analysis which 
is only possible in certain well understood diseases or syndromes for which 
such an approach would be efficient. However, it would be difficult to 
generalize this to more empirically understood entities and therefore is 
difficult to generalize this approach to fit all systems. In fact a 
medical doctor does ‘ not enter into such complicated analysis when he is 
taking the history* This basic pathophysiological knowledge is used when 
he is learning and understanding the relationship between symptoms and 
diseases and by the time he qualifies such relationship is already built in 
as expert knowledge. Furthermore, there are many symptoms whose exact 
pathophysiological reasoning is unknown, e.g. it is quite well known that 
patients with hepatitis develops a strange dislike of cigarette smoking 
even if he used to be a smoker; the basis of this is not known at all. 
The Internist—I involves with more than just history taking but rather 
includes medical diagnosis as a whole. The basic process is more or less 
the same as the present project but it starts off with a user entering all 
known information and starts the cycle of hypothesis - questioning. The 
mechanism is by scoring each possible differential diagnosis by matching 
the information (positive and negative) with those of the differential 
diagnosis. Here the scoring of each symptom is built within each disease 
as two f i g u r e s : e v o k i n g s t r e n g t h a n d f r e q u e n c y . T h i s is o b v i o u s l y 
efficient as a diagnostic tool but is not representative of the behaviour 
during history taking where the doctor is considering a set of symptoms and 
t r i e s to g e n e r a t e t h e p o s s i b l e d i f f e r e n t i a l d i a g n o s e s . H e r e t h e 
possibilities of the different diagnoses depends on the symptoms rather 
than the disease. In other words, one should be asking: what is the 
possibility of occurrence of Diagnosis A given this particular set of 
symptoms? rather than what is the possibility of a symptom if the disease 
is what the patient is suffering from? The Internist—I of course 
is a classical system and is most valuable as a diagnostic tool but 
the knowledge is built in specific disease entities like alcoholic 
cirrhosis. During history taking a doctor is usually very general in 
his thoughts, e.g. chronic liver disease, cirrhosis and so forth. 
After all no matter how important history taking is, it cannot be a very 
accurate and specific process. 
So my inference engine differs in that it is aiming for history taking 
and further to teach/guide students to take a proper history. So it is 
designed to mimic the mental process of a physician in the taking of a 
medical history. Although most doctors do not consciously consider the 
process as such, they generally do a similar mental exercise. But one 
particular feature in a doctor's behaviour is the consideration of common 
and likely problems first before the rarities. Doctors generally consider 
a set of common problems only during the history taking, the rarities being 
kept in the back of their minds and are only taken up when the common 
conditions are proven not to be the case. Therefore, unconsciously they 
draw a line somewhere in the list of differential diagnoses. This is 




j history becomes cumbersome and not practical. To mimic this I have used an 
1 arbitrary figure to be the threshold above which the differential 
diagnosis is considered in the list of differential diagnoses otherwise it 
will be put in another list of less likely differential diagnosis which is 
not considered actively but kept in mind. This is necessary also to avoid 
unnecessary iteration and inclusion of unnecessary questions. 
In the diagnostic module, the inference engine is designed to ask for all 
the descriptors of the symptoms already available. The relevant 
descriptors are stored with the symptom but the system will accept any 
descriptors offered by the users. Then the system searches for the related 
symptoms to these symptoms and ask for them and their descriptors. Then 
, basing on the information available, hypotheses are made as to the possible 
I diagnosis. This is done from point of view of the symptoms present as the 
knowledge required for the generation of hypotheses rests in the specific 
I function which contains the possibility figures. In other words' possible 
diagnoses are generates because of the presence of the symptoms and not by 
! mapping of the symptoms to pictures of the specific diagnoses. Then for 
j each of the diagnoses, the relevant symptoms are asked if they have not 
j already done so. Hypothesis is made again and the process continues if 
symptoms are left unasked. In this system, the re-hypothesis is done from 
square one so that previous picture will not affect the new hypothesis, 
j This is necessary because the hypottiesizing process should be done taking 
i the whole set of symptoms and other features of the patient. Then the list 
j of differential diagnoses is sorted and the most probable diagnosis is 
chosen to be the p r o v i s i o n a l d i a g n o s i s and the m o s t l i k e l y o n e s the 
丨 differential diagnoses and the low probability ones as the less likely 
！ d i a g n o s e s . T h i s s e g r e g a t i o n of t h e m o s t l i k e l y a n d l e s s l i k e l y 
i differential diagnoses can be done either by a hard and fast threshold 
1 • which tends to be too rigid or by taking a number from the top of the list 
I which may not always be appropriate and is probably best done by applying 
both: apply a t h r e s h o l d which is in a p r o p o r t i o n a l p o i n t b e t w e e n the 
1 highest and the lowest scores in the differential diagnoses, 
j ] 
I The shortcoming of this module are: 
- l a c k of natural language interface. 
This can only be overcome with a fairly large amount of effort in the 
development of the interface. One fortunate point is that the language 
used in taking a medical history is in fact a confixied subset of 
natural language so the effort is not as big as expected. 
一 Some questions are direct questions: this is not that important because 
the program is not designed to take the history but rather used by 
medically trained people. However, most of the questions are now 
arranged from general to specific with the concept of group 
symptoms which can be built in a hierarchical manner: 
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e.g. the group of urinary symptoms can be divided into 
j - symptoms concerning the act of micturation which can be further 
divided into: 
I — symptoms of obstruction 
straining 
hesitancy 
j weak stream 
j narrow stream 
dribbling 
- s y m p t o m s of control 
stress incontinence 
frank incontinence 




- s y m p t o m s concerning the appearance of the urine further 
I subdivided into: 
j - change of colour of urine 
haematuria 
chyluria 
i tea-coloured urine 
I .- change of volume of urine 
1 oliguria 
polyuria 
j - pains 
} 一 associated with urination 
I dysuria 
] - a s s o c i a t e d with calculus disease 
j colics 
i So questions can be designed to associate with group and subgroup and 
by. asking questions of the more general group, nonspecific questions 
are asked before more specific ones. 
I e.g. "Any thing wrong with you water works?" covers all urinary 
J symptoms. 
, "Any problems when you wee?" covers the group of micturation 
j symptoms. 
"Any abnormalities with the appearance of you urine?" covers 
the symptoms of the appearance of the urine. 
"Any change in the colour of your urine?" asks for any colour 
abnormality of the urine 






j • L 
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IV.4 TEACHING M E C H A N I S M 
The system has two major modules: 
Diagnostic Module: 
Teaching Module: 
IV.4.1 Diagnostic Module: ("diagnose.lisp") 
The main objective of this module is to make diagnoses by taking a 
history. By following the logic described above the system will generate 
questions and ask the users and after the user have given the answer, he is 
offered the reason for the question if required. In general there are only 
two reasons to ask questions: … 如 一 
— t h a t the question is for symptomCs) related to some positive symptoms 
- that the question is for symptomCs) related to some possible diagnoses 
IV.4.2 Teaching Module: ("teach.lisp") 
In the teaching module, the basic process of the inference engine is the 
same except that the program does not positively ask questions but let 
I the user enter the symptoms and the descriptors. At all stage of the 
I program, it offers advices: 
- G e n e r a l advices 
- D i f f e r e n t i a l Diagnoses list 
- A d v i c e s on symptoms 
- F i n i s h 
General Advises: 
The module: . , ^ . 
- c h e c k s each symptom and see if all descriptors (stored in the 
knowledge) has been asked, 
if not the u s e r will be n o t i f i e d t h a t d e s c r i p t o r s of s o m e 
. symptoms have not been asked and if the user wishes, he will be 
given the list of descriptors not yet asked. (By no means am I 
advocating that a rigid list of descriptors be used in clinical 
practice but rather to use one's common sense in the asking of 
descriptors. But in computer implementation, due to lack of 
common sense, a rigid list has to be used. 
一 g e n e r a t e s the d i f f e r e n t i a l d i a g n o s e s l i s t a n d c h e c k s if the 
symptoms of each diagnosis on the list has been asked, 
if not, the user will be notified and if he wishes, the symptoms 
not yet asked will be grouped together into symptoms groups and 
displayed. Once again, I do not intend that this be rigid in 
clinical practice, 
if both are satisfied, then the user will be congratulated for 
taking a good history and the module will return. 
Then, if user requests, the list of differential diagnosis from the 
information available is displayed for reference. 
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Differential Diagnosis List: 
This module simply deduces the list of differential diagnoses for the 
user but the differential diagnoses are not sorted. 
j Advises on Symptoms: 
！ ‘ This module generates all the symptoms that needs to be asked and gives 
i advices on how to ask by shoving the questions that is in the symptoms. 
T h i s is done only for s i m p l i c i t y of i m p l e m e n t a t i o n . T h e h i e r a r c h i c a l 
nature of symptoms means that questions can be stored with each class 
(generation) of symptoms. 
Summary: 
This module gives a summary of the case under study. 
i 
Recording Module: 
This module allows the user to record the case. This is particularly 
important because it can be used also as a method of Medical Records. 
By retrieving a case and then executing the Summary module, one can 
retrieve a reasonable history. 
Also one can apply s t a t i s t i c a l s t u d i e s to t h e d a t a r e c o r d e d w h i c h 





Chapter V. S T A T I S T I C A L STUDY. 
In order to investigate the possibility of learning by the system from 
statistics of patients' records, a study was undertaken in the Surgical 
Unit of Caritas Medical Centre. 
For a 3 month period, the medical staff in charge of patients with 
symptoms of Abdominal pain, Gastrointestinal Bleeding and Haematuria 
filled in a specially designed form (Appendix 1) upon discharge of the 
patient. 
The information on the forms was transferred to DBase IV files and 
v a r i o u s p r o b a b i l i t i e s were c a l c u l a t e d . U n f o r t u n a t e l y the n u m b e r of 
patients is only very small and can only reflect gross trends but it 
illustrates my point that knowledge can be learned by the system from 
records. 
For example, there are 25 patients with RIF pain of which: 
14 had Acute Appendicitis -- probability of 0.56 
2 had Urinary calculus ~ probability of 0.08 
3 had Gastroenteritis -- probability of 0.12 
Then, there are 15 patients with RIF pain of 2 days or less 
13 had Acute Appendicitis — probability of 0.87 
10 patients with RIF pain of more than 2 days 
1 had appendicitis — probability of 0.1 
So the fact that the pain is of 2 days duration or less would increase 
the probability of Acute Appendicitis by 1.55 (0.87/0.56) and if the 
pain is more than 2 days then the probability of Acute Appendicitis 
will be decreased by a factor of 0.18 (0.1/0.56). 
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C h a p t e r VI. S A M P L E R U N N I N G OF THE PROGRAM： 
The system has two main modules, a d i a g n o s t i c module and a tutoring 
m o d u l e . 
The diagnostic m o d u l e goes through the taking of history as if the user 
is the p a t i e n t w i t h b r i e f e x p l a n a t i o n s o f f e r e d in b e t w e e n u n t i l t h e 
h i s t o r y is complete according to the current d i a g n o s e s under c o n s i d e r a t i o n . 
The tutoring module allows the user to input the informations offering 
advices along the way. 
BEGINNING： 
At present, the system is operating under cuhklisp / monolisp. To load 
the system, one has to enter the editor mode (ed) of cuhklisp / m o n o l i s p 
and load the file "mts.lisp" (load "mts"). ‘ 
> (load "mts") ‘ 
；；；Loading source file "mts,lisp" 
接P'7data/grad/pccheng/mts/mts.lisp“ 
> (mts) 
；；；Loading source file "symptoms.lisp" 
；；；Loading source file "diseases.lisp" 
；；；Loading source file "getdescrAisp" 
； ;； L o a d i n g source file "getdxAisp" 
；；；Loading source file "diagnose.lisp“ 
；；；Loading source file "teach.lisp" 
Fig 4. Loading the Program 
To execute the p r o g r a m , just execute the function mts by typing (mts) 
which will give you the first screen: 
MEDICAL EXPERT SYSTEM 
BY DR. P. C. CHENG 
1. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM 
2. TUTORING SYSTEM 
3. DISPLAY CASES 
4. FINISHED 
1 
Fig 5. Main Menu of the Program 
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V I . 1 . D I A G N O S T I C M O D U L E . 
i i I 
V I . 1 . 1 D e m o g r a p h i c D a t a , Chief C o m p l a i n t and H i s t o r y of Present I l l n e s s . 
•‘ 
To enter the D i a g n o s t i c module simply type 1 and the program will start 
by asking for the Demographic Data of the patient and then the Chief 
Complaint followed by the History of Present Illness offered by the user 
until the user responds with "No More". 
INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS 
BY DR, P. C. CHENG 
Press Y if you want to use the MEDICAL HISTORY TUTOR 
N if you have finished 
y 
Please enter Patient Name: Wong 
Sex M/F: M 
Age (years as whole number) 
(Month as first 2 decimal places) 
(Days as next 2 decimal places): 50 
* 
Occupation: salesman 
Chief Complaint: epigastric-pain 
For how long did you have EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 3 months 
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More‘ if finished character dull 
Is that correct? Y/N y 
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More' if finished periodicity yes 
Is that correct? Y/N y 
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More' if finished length-of-each-attack 2-3-hrs： 
Is that correct? Y/N y 
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More' if finished brought-on-by fatty 
Is that correct? Y/N n 
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More' if finished brought-on-by fatty 
Is that correct? Y/N n 
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More' if finished brought-on-by fatty-food 
Is that correct? Y/N y 





Is that correct? Y/N y 
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More' if finished no more 
\ ‘ 
Any other problems? no bowel-symptoms 
Any other problems? no vomi ting 
Any other problems? loss-of-appetite 
For how long did you have LOSS-OF-APPETITE 3 months 
Describe your LOSS-OF-APPETITE 'No More' if finished character mild 
Is that correct? Y/N y 
Describe your LOSS-OF-APPETITE 'No More ‘ if finished no more 
How certain are you that LOSS-OF-APPETITE is genuine? 
in a scale of 0 to 1, 
1 = completely certain .6 
Any other problems? no more 




V I . 1 . 2 R e l a t e d S y m p t o m s . 
Then the system will examine the symptoms and ask for other symptoms it 
considers to be relevant with simple e x p l a n a t i o n s if wanted. 
； DO YOU FEEL SICK? n 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? y 
Because we want to know about NAUSEA which is related to EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 
j 
Do you have the problem of REGURGITATION n 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? n 
\ 
I Fig 1. Asking for Related Symptoms, 
VI.1.3 S y m p t o m D e s c r i p t o r s . 
i 
T h e n the s y s t e m w i l l e x a m i n e all t h e p o s i t i v e s y m p t o m s a n d s e e if 
some descriptors are missing and ask for them. 
Please describe the ONSET of your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN sudden 
Please describe the REFERRED-PAIN of your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN none 
How would you describe the ONSET of your LOSS-OF-APPETITE gradual 
Fig 8. Asking for Descriptions of Symptoms 
V I . 1 . 4 D e d u c t i o n and A s k Cycle. 
Then the system will deduce a list of Differential Diagnoses from the 
i n f o r m a t i o n a l r e a d y a v a i l a b l e a n d e x a m i n e t h e s y m p t o m s r e l a t e d to 
these possibilities. If the symptoms have not been asked, the system will 
do so and if positive consider the related symptoms again. 
The cycle repeats until there is no change in the list of positive 
symptoms. 
ANYTHING WRONG WITH YOUR BOWEL? n 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? y 
Because we want to know about MELAENA which is a symptom of GU DU 
DO YOU THROW UP ANYTHING? n 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? y 
Because we want to know about HAEMATEMESIS which is a symptom of GU DU 




Y I . 1 . 5 . S u m m a r y . 
When the h i s t o r y is complete then a summary will be printed and the user 
congratulated for taking a good history and given the option to record the 
case. 
SUMMING-UP 
NAME： WONG SEX： M/50 OCC: SALESMAN 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: EPIGASTRIC-PAIN for 3 MONTHS 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
EPIGASTRIC-PAIN for 3 MONTHS with certainty 1 
CHARACTER DULL; PERIODICITY YES； LENGTH-OF-EACH-ATTACK 2-3-HRS; 
BROUGHT-ON-BY FATTY-FOOD； RELIEVED-BY REST； ONSET SUDDEN； 
LOSS-OF-APPETITE for 3 MONTHS with certainty 0,6 
CHARACTER MILD； ONSET GRADUAL； 
no DIARRHOEA; no CONSTIPATION; no PR-BLEEDING; no TENESMUS; 
no VOMITING; no NAUSEA; no REGURGITATION； no MELAENA； 
no HAEMATEMESIS; 
DIAGNOSIS: GU 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: DU 
REMOTE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: FPU CA-STOMACH 
Congratulation! 
You have finished taking- a good history! 
Do you want to record this case? Y/N y 
INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS 
BY DR. P. C. CHENG 
Press Y if you want to use the MEDICAL HISTORY TUTOR 
N if you have finished 
n 
MEDICAL EXPERT SYSTEM 
BY DR. P. C. CHENG 
1. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM 
2‘ TUTORING SYSTEM 
3. DISPLAY CASES 、— 
4. FINISHED 
Fig 10. Summing up and Congratulation and back to Menu 
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V I . 1 . 6 A record w o u l d have been made in a file called "casebook" 
V I . 2 THE T U T O R I N G M O D U L E . 
By typing 2 in the main menu, one enters the Tutoring Module 
MEDICAL EXPERT SYSTEM 
BY DR. P. C, CHENG 




INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEM FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS 
.BY DR. P. C, CHENG 
Press Y if you want to use the MEDICAL HISTORY TUTOR 
N if you have finished 
y 
Fig 11, Main Menu and Choosing Tutoring System 
VI.2.1 Demographic Data and Chief Complaint. 
Please enter Patient Name: Chan-Tai-Man 
Sex M/F: M 
Age (years as whole number) 
(Month as first 2 decimal places) 
(Days as next 2 decimal places): 50 
Occupation: Driver 
Do you need any advice now Y/N n 
Chief Complaint: Jaundice 
For how long did you have JAUNDICE 2 weeks 
Describe your JAUNDICE 'No More ‘ if finished colour green 
Is that correct? Y/N y 
Describe your JAUNDICE 'No More ‘ if finished no more 
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V I . 2 . 2 Advises and H i s t o r y of Present I l l n e s s . 
Advises are offered alternating with data entry by user 
VI.2.2.1 A d v i s e s . 
Do you need any advice now Y/N 
y 
Press S if want to be advised on Symptoms to ask 
D if you want to know the DDX so far 
G if you want some General Advices 
F if you have finished 
9 
You have not Finished asking for the Descriptors of: JAUNDICE 
Do you want to see the list of Descriptors not asked?y 
Your have not asked DEGREE PROGRESSION 
The Differential Diagnosis at the moment are HEPATITIS RFC PERI-AMPILLARY-CA 
May be you should try asking about: 
the MISC system, 
the PAIN system, 
the BILIARY system, 
the GI system. 
Do you want to know the symptoms you have not asked? Y/N y 
% 
























！ Do you need any advice now Y/N 
n 
i 
Do you want to see the summary? Y/N y 
SUMMING-UP 
NAME： CHAN-TAI-MAN SEX: M/50 OCC： DRIVER 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: JAUNDICE for 2 WEEKS 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
JAUNDICE for 2 WEEKS with a certainty 1 
COLOUR GREEN； 
DIAGNOSIS: HEPATITIS ‘ 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: RFC PERI-AMPILLARY-CA 
Fig 13. Summing up the Case 
V I . 2 . 2 . 3 H i s t o r y of P r e s e n t I l l n e s s . 
This time a n e g a t i v e group symptom called abdominal-pain which includes 
Epigastric-pain RUQ_j)aiii LUQ—pain RIF_pain KEF-pain is entered. This will 
result in all these symptoms being considered negative (cf. summary in 
II.2.7) 
Any other problems? no abdominal-pain 
Any other problems? no more 
Fig 14. Entry of Negative Group Symptom. 
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V I . 2 . 2 . 4 Advises again 
參 
I Do you need any advice now Y/N 
I 
y 
Press S if want to be advised on Symptoms to ask 
D if you want to know the DM so far 
G if you want some General Advices 
F if you have finished 
s 
May be you should try asking symptoms of: 
the MISC system, 
the BILIARY system, 
the GI system. 
Do you want to see the symptoms you should have asked? Y/N y 












Do you want to know some questions for the symptoms? 'Y/N y 
For FEVER: 
IS IT TRUE THAT YOU ARE NOT FEELING WELL GENERALLY? 
DO YOU FEEL HOT? 
DO YOU FEEL FEVERISH? 
For CHILLS: 
IS IT TRUE THAT YOU ARE NOT FEELING WELL GENERALLY? 
DO YOU FEEL HOT AND COLD? 
DO YOU HAVE CHILLS 
For RIGOR: 
IS IT TRUE THAT YOU ARE NOT FEELING WELL GENERALLY? 
DO YOU FEEL HOT AND COLD? 
DO YOU HAVE RIGOR? 
For TEA-COLOURED-URINE: 
ANY CHANGE IN THE APPEARANCE OF YOUR URINE? 
HAS YOUR URINE BECOME DEEPER IN COLOUR? 
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IS THE COLOUR OF YOUR URINE AS DEEP AS CHINESE PO LI TEA? 
j - “ 
For PALE-STOOL: 
ANYTHING WRONG WITH YOUR BOWEL? 
ANY CHANGE IN THE APPEARANCE OF YOUR BOWEL? 
ANY CHANGE IN THE COLOUR OF YOUR BOWEL? 
IS YOUR STOOL MUCH PALER IN COLOUR? 
For LOSS-OF-WEIGHT: 
ANY CHANGE OF YOUR BODY WEIGHT? 
HAVE YOU LOST WEIGHT? 
For LOSS-OF-APPETITE: 
ANY PROBLEM WITH YOUR MEALS? 
DO YOU HAVE PROBLEM TAKING A NORMAL MEAL? 
ANY LOSS OF APPETITE? 
For GENERAL-MALAISE: 
ARE YOU NOT WORKING WELL RECENTLY? 
DO YOU FEEL TIRED/WEAK? 
Fig 15. Advises given by Symptom Advice 
V I . 2 . 2 . 5 History of Present Illness again 
Do you want to see the summary? Y/N n 
Any other problems? no fever 
Any other problems? no chills 
Any other problems? no rigor 
Any other problems? no more 
Fig 16. Entering more negative symptoms 
VI.2.2.6 Advises again. 
Do you need any advice now Y/N 
y 
Press S if want to be advised on Symptoms to ask 
D if you want to know the DDX so far 
G if you want some General Advices 
F if you have finished 
d 
The Differential Diagnosis at the moment are HEPATITIS PERI-AMPILLARY-CA RFC 
Fig 17 Advices given by Differential Diagnosis Advise 
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V I . 2 . 2 . 7 Smnmary again. 
Do you want to see the summary? Y/N y 
SUMMING-UP 
NAME： CHAN-TAI-MAN SEX: M/50 OCC: DRIVER 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: JAUNDICE for 2 WEEKS 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS： 
JAUNDICE for 2 WEEKS with a certainty 1 
COLOUR GREEN; 
no RIF-PAIN; no LIF-PAIN; no EPIGASTRIC-PAIN; no RUQ-FAIN; 
no LUQ-PAIN; no FEVER; no CHILLS; no RIGOR; 
DIAGNOSIS： HEPATITIS 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: PERI-AMPILLARY-CA RPC 
Fig 18. Another summary, 
V I . 2 . 2 . 8 History of Present Illness again 
Any other problems? tea-coloured-urine 
For how long did you have TEA-COLOURED-URINE 5 days 
Describe your TEA-COLOURED-URINE 'No More ‘ if finished colour deep 
Is that correct? Y/N y 
Describe your TEA-COLOURED-URINE 'No More' if finished no more 
How certain are you that TEA-COLOURED-URINE is genuine? 
in a scale of 0 to 1, 
1 = completely certain .8 
Any other problems? no more 
Fig 19. Entering more symptoms. 
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V I . 2 . 2 , 9 O f f e r of a d v i c e and S u m m a r y a g a i n 
Do you need any advice now Y/N 
n 
\ 
Do you want to see the summary? Y/N y 
SUMMING-UP 
NAME： CHAN-TAI-MAN SEX: M/50 OCC： DRIVER 
CHIEF COMPLAINT： JAUNDICE for 2 WEEKS , 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
JAUNDICE for 2 WEEKS with a certainty 1 
COLOUR GREEN； 
TEA-COLOURED-URINE for 5 DAYS with a certainty 0,8 
COLOUR DEEP； 
no RIF-PAIN; no LIF-PAIN; no EPIGASTRIC-PAIN; no RUQ-PAIN; 
no LUQ-PAIN; no FEVER; no CHILLS; no RIGOR; 
DIAGNOSIS: PERI-AMPILLARY-CA 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: RFC HEPATITIS 
Fig 20. Another Summary. 
V I . 2 . 2 , 1 0 T e r m i n a t i n g the H i s t o r y t a k i n g by u s e r and r e c o r d i n g the c a s e . 
Any other problems? no more 
Do you need any advice now Y/N 
y 
Press S if want to be advised on Symptoms to ask 
D if you want to know the DDX so far 
G if you want some General Advices 
F if you have finished 
f 
Do you want to record this case? Y/N y 
Do you want to see the summary? Y/N n 
Fig 21. Quitting the program by user, 
VI,2.3 T e r m i n a t i o n . 
If the user does not terminate the system will continue the cycle 
until it is satisfied of all the symptoms and descriptions (as in 
the Diagnostic Module) in which case it will congratulate the user 
and offer to record the case. 
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V I . 3 . R E T R I E V I N G CASES A N D S U M M A R I Z I N G . 
If one chooses option 3 in the main menu one can retrieve all the cases 
in the file "casebook", load them into memory and display a summary or 
each. This can be further developed for other p u r p o s e s . 










:symptom-description '((CHARACTER DULL) (PERIODICITY YES) 
(LENGTH-OF-EACH-ATTACK 2-3-HRS) (BROUGHT-ON-BY FATTY-FOOD) 
(RELIEVED-BY REST) (ONSET SUDDEN) (REFERRED-PAIN NONE))) 




:symptom-description '((CHARACTER DULL) (PERIODICITY YES) 
(LENGTH-OF-EA CH-A TTA CK 2-3-HRS) (BROUGHT-ON-BY FATTY-FOOD) 




:symptom-description '((CHARACTER MILD) (ONSET GRADUAL)))) 
:diagnosis '(GU 0,59) 
:differential-dx ' ((DU 0,492)) 





：symptom-description '((CHARACTER DULL) (PERIODICITY YES) 
(LENGTH-OF-EA CH-A TTA CK 2-3-HRS) (BROUGHT-ON-BY FATTY-FOOD) 















I i j I 
:symptom-name ‘TENESMUS 
:symptom-site 'LOWER-GI 
； s y m p t o m - d e s c r i p t i o n 'NIL) 
(make-instance 'symptoms 
:symptom-name ‘VOMITING 





















:symp tom-descrip ti on 'NIL)) 
:LMP '0) 
(make-case 

















:symptom-description ‘((COLOUR DEEP)))) 
-diagnosis ‘ (PERI-AMPILLARY-CA 3.3599999999999995) 





:symptom-si te 'BILIARY 





































、 :symptom-name ‘TEA-COLOURED-URINE 
:symptom-site 'BILIARY 
:symptom-description ‘((COLOUR DEEP)))) 
:LMP '0) 
Fig 22. 2 Records in the file "casebook" 
When retrieved and displayed: 
MEDICAL EXPERT SYSTEM 
BY DR. P. C. CHENG 
‘ 1. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM 
2. TUTORING SYSTEM 
丄 DISPLAY CASES 
4. FINISHED 
3 




NAME: WONG SEX: M/50 OCC： SALESMAN 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: EPIGASTRIC-PAIN for NIL NIL 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS： 
EPIGASTRIC-PAIN for NIL NIL with a certainty 1 
CHARACTER DULL； PERIODICITY YES; LENGTH-OF-EACH-ATTACK 2-3-HRS; 
BROUGHT-ON-BY FATTY-FOOD； RELIEVED-BY REST； ONSET SUDDEN； 
LOSS-OF-APPETITE for NIL NIL with a certainty 1 
CHARACTER MILD； ONSET GRADUAL； 
no EPIGASTRIC-PAIN； no DIARRHOEA; no CONSTIPATION; no PR-BLEEDING; 
no TENESMUS; no VOMITING; no LOSS-OF-APPETITE; no NAUSEA; 
no REGURGITATION; no MELAENA; no HAEMATEMESIS； 
DIAGNOSIS: GU 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: DU 
REMOTE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: FPU 
CA-STOMACH 
SUMMING-UP 
NAME： CHAN-TAI-MAN SEX: M/50 OCC： DRIVER 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: JAUNDICE for NIL NIL 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
JAUNDICE for NIL NIL with a certainty 1 
COLOUR GREEN; 
TEA-COLOURED-URINE for NIL NIL with a certainty 1 
COLOUR DEEP； 
no JAUNDICE; no RIF-PAIN; no LIF-PAIN; no EPIGASTRIC-PAIN; 
no RUQ-PAIN; no LUQ-PAIN; no FEVER; no CHILLS; no RIGOR; 
no TEA-COLOURED-URINE; 
DIAGNOSIS: PERI-AMPILLARY-CA . 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: RFC HEPATITIS 
Fig 23. Displaying the cases read from "casebook" 
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Chapter VII. P E R F O R M A N C E OF THE SYSTEM 
This system is fairly unique as a teaching tool for medical students in 
the exercise of History taking. Most other systems would concentrate in 
the making of diagnosis by the machine and some of them like Dyspepsia from 
the Univeirsity of Glascow concentrated on the taking of the history by the 
computer from the patient. 
This present system although also being a diagnostic program is more 
concerned about the reasoning and the skill of qiiestioning of the patient. 
May be the word "questioning" is not even quite right because more rightly 
the patient should be guided to volunteer information rather than being 
questioned so as to reduced bias. From this point of view the system can 
be i m p r o v e d g r e a t l y w i t h a b e t t e r u s e r i n t e r f a c e c a p a b l e of n a t u r a l 
language processing and a restructuring of the questions in the hierarchy 
of the diseases. 
One of the major differences from most other system is the importance 工 
p l a c e on the c e r t a i n t y f a c t o r of t h e s y m p t o m s in the d e d u c t i o n of 
diagnosis. Here the accuracy of the system depends on the judgment of the 
user on the reliability and validity of the informations given by the 
patient. 
Another unique feature of this system is its general inference engine 
which is designed to process information of practically all specialties in 
medicine. This is possible because the design is object orientated and the 
knowledge lies within objects that represents symptoms and diseases. 
The system was test run with life cases in my own unit and has always 
found substantial discrepancies in the histories taken by my staff. A lot 
of necessary symptoms have not been gone through and most symptoms lack 
description altogether. This shows that the system can perform better than 
most of my junior staff in the scope of history taking -- in other words, 
it is more "open minded" which I always consider to be vital in history 
taking. 、 
As far as the diagnostic capability is concerned in the cases where the 
knowledge has been programmed sufficiently, the final diagnosis is always 
within the first 2 — 3 differential diagnoses in the list. One must not 
forget that the final diagnosis is made after physical examination and 
sometimes very sophisticated investigations and therefore one can consider 
the diagnostic capability very satisfactory. 
Further, a history is best judged by its ability to suspect and cover 
the right differential diagnoses so as to guide physical examination and 
investigations but avoid getting too far out. So it is best to compare 
with a history taken by a physician who is good in history taking to see 
whether he would consider certain questions necessary, certain diagnoses 
possible. When I look at a summary by the system, I would consider the 
history to be adequate. 
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Chapter VIII. F U R T H E R DEVELOPMENT 
This system has just been designed and implemented. Certainly there are 
a lot of areas where improvements can be made. 
1. It aims at mimicking the behaviour of a physician. Generally speaking, 
the system is successful in this but it can be improved further if more 
knowledge can be built into the knowledge base. 
2. It aims at b e i n g a t e a c h i n g s y s t e m . In b o t h m o d u l e s , t h e r e a r e 
mechanisms for explanations as to why certain questions need to be asked 
but once again this mechanism can be improved with more knowledge built 
in. 
3. It uses an inference engine that theoretically can be used to diagnose 
• any kind of diseases provided the knowledge base is large enough. This 
is possible because history taking is basically simple in terms of its 
algorithm but the artistic and skill in the actually questioning is only 
realized in the most basic fashion and can be improved significantly 
by another project aiming at better user interface. 
4. Knowledge is kept in the form of symptoms and diseases. 
Knowledge can be produced purely as expert opinion but can also be 
more scientifically calculated using statistical methods and probably 
best be by both. Expert opinions are difficult to put down to exact 
f i g u r e s b u t f o r t u n a t e l y m e d i c a l s c i e n c e is n o t e x a c t a n y w a y . 
. Statistical methods are exact but figures would be very labourious to 
obtain. . 
5. The skill of q u e s t i o n i n g in this s y s t e m is m e r e l y a s e q u e n c e of 
questions from more general to specific. This can in fact be built into 
the hierarchy of disease so that these questions can be generated from a 
differential diagnosis because of its inheritance from the different 
subclasses' properties and similarly generated from a related symptom. 
Also, in this system, when a negative response is obtained from a 
general question which involves several symptoms all these symptoms are 
deemed negative. This in general is true but in some special occasions 
when a very important symptom is being sought one would go on asking the 
more specific questions in spite of a negative response to a general 
question. This can be done by evaluating the importance of the certain 
symptom or diagnosis under consideration. 
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6. As such the system advises Medical student on questions to ask and 
potentially can explain why such questions are necessary. But it can 
be extended to give advices: 
on what important signs are necessary 
if the necessary knowledge is built in the knowledge base. 
on what investigations to do 
with the signs also considered, investigations can be designed 
from the final differential diagnosis list. The objectives of 
investigations are: 
1. if a firm diagnosis is not yet possible, then the first 
objective is to confirm the diagnosis. 
2. consider whether the treatment plan of the patient requires 
any further information. If so investigations need to be 
done to achieve this purpose. 
3. after treatment investigations may be useful to follow up 
the progress of the patient and plan further treatment if 
necessary. . 
I n v e s t i g a t i o n s c a n b e p l a n n e d a c c o r d i n g to t h e f o l l o w i n g 
principles: 
- i n v e s t i g a t i o n s should be designed to achieve its objectives 
as effectively as possible, i.e. fastest and least expensive. 
- o n c e an objective is achieved, investigations need not be 
designed for the same objective 
- i n v e s t i g a t i o n s are chosen by balancing the following factors: 
一 the efficiency of the particular investigation 
- t h e potential risk and discomfort to the patient 
— t h e cost 
- t h e availability of the investigation 
- t h e expertise of personnel involved 
on what treatment to give 
ttie system can be extended to consider investigations as well and 
advises on treatment plans can also be built in. 
7. The system can be used as a recording system as well and potentially can 
also make use of feedback to increase its knowledge. 
8. The system can make use of a hospital information system to generate the 
necessary figures and can also ‘learn' this way. 
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CONCLUSION 
This project has accomplished its set objectives of providing a teaching 
system for medical students in Medical History Taking which can potentially 
be used in any subspecialties. A system of data structure was developed 
w h i c h can be u s e d as a r e c o r d i n g s y s t e m . K n o w l e d g e c a n be o b t a i n e d 
h e u r i s t i c a l l Y f r o m e x p e r t s but can a l s o be o b j e c t i v e l y o b t a i n e d by 
statistical means. 
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APPENDIX 1. FLOW CHART OF THE MAIN MODULES OF THE SYSTEM 
MAIN MENU 
• I 1 / I ； M ] ~ 
DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING RETRIEVE QUIT 
MODULE MODULE RECORDS 
(diagnose) (menu) (dispcase) 
Flow Chart of MTS 
. 1 
i 
DIAGNOSTIC MODULE diagnose 
-J get-name, get-age 
Get Demographic Data get-sex, get-occupation 
get-Imp 
Get Chief Complaint g e t - c M e f - c o m p l a i n t 
Get Own History own-history 
take-history 
Generate and ask generate-related-symptoms 
Related symptoms 
I 
Check and Ask chk-symptom-descriptor 
Symptoms Descriptions 
deduct-ddx 
Deduction DDX < 
Generate and ask 
Symptoms from — if new s y m p t o m s -
List of DDX 
Print Summary sum-up-case 
Offer to Record Case writecase 
^ I 
Return to Menu 




TEACHING MODULE menu 
get-name,get-sex 
Get Demographic Data get-age,get-occupation 
get-Imp 
Get Chief Complaint get-chief-complaint 
advise-menu 
Advice Menu < 
sum-up 
if choose to 
quit Print Summary 
1 
Option to 
Record case writecase Get Own History 
J own-history 
Print Summary sum-up 
Congratulate if 
History complete 
Return to Menu 
Flow Chart of Teaching Module 
3 
DISPLAY CASES 
Create Temporay File 
from Casebook 
Display Cases 
one by one 
I 
Return to M e n u 





A P P E N D I X 2 
I N S T R U C T I O N S F O R THE M E D I C A L T U T O R I N G SYSTEM 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The medical tutoring system is an expert system designed to help M e d i c a l 
Students in taking a proper medical h i s t o r y . It is designed to address the 
basic problems faced by medical student in history taking, namely: What to 
ask and When to stop. 
The system has two main modules, a diagnostic module and a tutoring 
module. 
The diagnostic module goes through the taking of history as if the user 
is the patient with brief explanations offered in between until the history 
is complete according to the current diagnoses u n d e r consideration. 
The tutoring module allows the user to input the informations offering 
advises along the way. 
HOW T O BEGIN: 
At present, the system is operating under cuhklisp / monolisp. To load 
the system, one has to enter the editor mode (ed) of cuhklisp / nionolisp 
and load the file "mts.lisp" (load ”mts"). 
> (load "mts") 
；;;Loading source file "mts.lisp" " 
§p"/data/grad/pccheng/mscthesis/mts Aisp" 
> (mts) 
Loading source file "symptoms,lisp" 
； ; ; L o a d i n g source file "diseases.lisp" 
；;;Loading source file "getdescr.lisp" 
；;;Loading source file "getdxAisp" 
,•// Loading source file "diagnose.lisp" 
；;;Loading source file "teach.lisp" 
； ; ; L o a d i n g source file "readcase.lisp" 
To execute the program, just execute the function mts by typing (mts) 
which will give you the first screen: MEDICAL EXPERT SYSTEM BY DR. P. C. CHENG 1. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM 




G E N E R A L I N S T R U C T I O N S 
1. Lisp consider a string ending with a space to be an atom. So if YOU 
type in a space after any other character entry. Lisp will consider 
the string before to be a discrete atom. T h e r e f o r e in inputting data 
consisting of more than one word it is essential to use hyphens to 
connect, e.g. Chan-Tai-Man as patient's name. 
2, The system does not have a natural language interface. Therefore it is 
essential for you to take note of some of the key words in order to 
make the system work, (see Appendix) 
I. D I A G N O S T I C M O D U L E . 
I.l D e m o g r a p h i c D a t a , Chief C o m p l a i n t and H i s t o r y of Present I l l n e s s . 
To enter the Diagnostic module simply type 1 and the program will start 
after confirmation by the user by asking for the Demographic Data of the 
patient and then the Chief Complaint followed by the History of Present 
Illness offered by the user until the user responds with "No More". 
Please enter Patient Name: 
Sex M/F:-
Age (years as whole number) 
(Month as first 2 decimal places) 
(Days as next 2 decimal places): 
Occupation: 
Chief Complaint: epigastric-pain 
For how long did you have EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 一一一 
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More ‘ if finished 
Is that correct? Y/N 一 
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More' if finished 
Is that correct? Y/N -
Describe your EPIGASTRIC-PAIN 'No More' if finished no more 
2 
N o t e s : 
1. The chief complaint should be a symptom recognizable by the 
system. 
2. Duration is in 2 parts: 
First must be a number 
Second must be a key word of time: 
Hours Days Weeks Months Years. 
3. Symptom d e s c r i p t i o n s are in 2 parts: 
First is the descriptor, e.g. character, onset 
Second is the description, e.g. sharp, sudden 
(see Appendix) 
4. When you make a mistake with descriptions you can cancel it 
by responding N when asked to confirm. 
5. 'No More' terminates the entry of d e s c r i p t i o n s . 
H i s t o r y of Present I l l n e s s 
Any other problems? no 
Any other problems? 
For bow long did you have ？ 
Describe your 'No More, if finished 
Is that correct? Y/N 一 
Describe your 'No More ‘ if finished no more 
How certain are you that is genuine? 
in a scale of 0 to 1. 
1 == completely certain 一 _ 
Any other problems? no more 
Any other problems? no 
Any other problems?大州大耐大嫩 
For how long did you have大大大大犬犬大大大大大大大大犬大汝犬 
Describe your 大大大大大大大大大大**大'No More , if finished 
Is that correct? Y/N 一 
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Describe your大大大大大大大大大大才大大大大大大大'No More ‘ if finished no more 
How certain are you that •大才大大大犬大•犬大*大汝*大大• is genuine? 
in a scale of 0 to 1, 
• 1 = completely certain — 
Any other problems? no more 
N o t e s : . 
1. 'Any other Problems' asks for any other symptoms present: 
• 一 Entering a single term means a positive symptom 
- E n t e r i n g a 'No' + a term means a n e g a t i v e symptom 
- Entering 'No More' ends the entry of History by user. 
2. Positive symptom: you may be asked for: 
— s i t e : there is a list of legal sites (see Appendix 3) 
none is also acceptable 
- d u r a t i o n : same as CC 
- d e s c r i p t i o n s : same as CC 
— c e r t a i n t y : you have to enter a number between 0 and 1 
1 if you firmly believe that the patient really has the symptom 
<1 if you have some reservation in the belief 
0 if you want to ignore (cancel) the symptom altogether 
3 If a n e g a t i v e s y m p t o m is a group symptom, e.g. bowel-symptom, then the 
v h o l e lot of s y m p t o m s r e p r e s e n t e d b y t h e g r o u p s y m p t o m w i l l be 
considered to be negative. 
1.2 Q u e s t i o n s f r o m the System. 
ANY TOMMY PAIN? y 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? y � 
Because we want to know about RUQ-PAIN which is related to JAUNDICE 
DO YOU HAVE PAIN IN THE RUQ? n 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? n 
ANYTHING WRONG WITH YOUR BOWEL? n 
Do you want to know whv this question is asked? y 
Because ve want to know about PALE-STOOL which is related to 
TEA-COLOURED-URINE 
N o t e : 
1. Questions can only be answered by; . 
Y - if you agree with the question even when its meaning is negative 
(please note that there is a difference here when compared with 
c o n v e n t i o n a l E n g l i s h in w h i c h c a s e a n e g a t i v e m e a n i n g is 
answered with a no) 
N _ If you disagree with the question 
Symptom name - if you want to volunteer a symptom. 
2 If the questions then leads to a symptom or you volunteered the right 
symptom then the rest is similar to entry of a symptom as described 
above. 
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1.3 Q u e s t i o n s for S y m p t o m D e s c r i p t o r s . 
How would you describe the DEGREE of your JAUNDICE deep 
N o t e : You can respond by giving the d e s c r i p t i o n (one word) 
or n o n e / n if none or not applicable. 
1.4 D e d u c t i o n and A s k C y c l e . 
IS IT TRUE THAT YOU ARE NOT FEELING WELL GENERALLY? n 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? n 
ANY CHANGE OF YOUR BODY WEIGHT? n 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? y 
Because we want to know about LOSS-OF-WEIGHT which is a symptom of 
PERI-AMPILLARY-CA 
ANY PROBLEM WITH YOUR MEALS? n 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? y 
Because we want to know about LOSS-OF-APPETITE which is a symptom of , 
PERI-AMPILLARY-CA 
HOW ARE YOUR WORKING GENERALLY? y 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? y 
Because we want to know about GENERAL-MALAISE which is a symptom of 
PERI-AMPILLARY-CA 
DO YOU FEEL TIRED/WEAK? n 
Do you want to know why this question is asked? n 
1.5. Summary. 
A s u m m a r y w i l l be d i s p l a y e d w h e n t h e h i s t o r y is s a t i s f a c t o r i l y 
completed. 
1.6. Record. 
If you respond with a Y the case record will be written to the file 
"casebook". 
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II. T H E T U T O R I N G M O D U L E . 
By typing 2 in the main menu, one enters the Tutoring Module 
II.1 D e m o g r a p h i c D a t a and Chief C o m p l a i n t . 
Please enter Patient Name: Fung 
Sex M/F: m 
Age (years as whole number) 
(Month as first 2 decimal places) 
(Days as next 2 decimal places): 75 
Occupation: None 
Do you need any advice now Y/N 
n 
Chief Complaint:大大大大大大大大大大大 
For how long did you have才大大大大大大大大才大大大 
Describe your 大*大大犬大大大汝大大'No More ‘ if finished no more 
Notes: Same as D i a g n o s t i c Module 
1. The chief complaint should be a symptom recognizable by the 
system. 
2. Duration is in 2 parts: 
First must be a number 
Second must be a key word of time: 
Hours Days Weeks Months Years. 
3. Symptom descriptions are in 2 parts: 
First is the descriptor, e.g. character, onset 
Second is the description, e.g. sharp, sudden 
(see Appendix) 
4. When you make a mistake with descriptions you can cancel it 
by responding N when asked to confirm. 
5. 'No More' terminates the entry of descriptions. 
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II.2 A d v i s e s and H i s t o r y of Present I l l n e s s . 
Advises are offered alternating with data entry by user , 
II.2.1 A d v i s e s . 
Do you need any advice now Y/N 
y 
Press S if want to be advised on Symptoms to ask 
D if you want to know the DDK so far 
G if you want some General Advices 
F if you have finished 
9 
You have not Finished asking for the Descriptors of: PR-BLEEDING 
Do you want to see the list of Descriptors not asked?y 
Your have not asked FORM RELATION-TO-STOOL BROUGHT-ON-BY 
The Differential Diagnosis at the moment are CA-COLON HAEMORRHOIDS 
May be you should try asking about: 
the GI system, 
the MISC system. 
Do you want to know the symptoms you have not asked? Y/N n 
Notes: 
You are given 4 choices: 
S - if you want some advises on what symptoms to ask 
D - if you wish to know the Differential Diagnosis under consideration 
at the moment: 
G - if you wish to get general advises in all aspects, 
you will be given more choices of what advises to get, 




Do you want to see the summary? Y/N y 
SUMMING-UP , 
NAME: FUNG SEX: M/75 OCC： NONE , 
CHIEF COMPLAINT: PR-BLEEDING for 2 MONTHS 
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS: 
PR-BLEEDING for 2 MONTHS with a certainty 1 
DIAGNOSIS: CA-COLON 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: HAEMORRHOIDS 
REMOTE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSES: FISSURE-IN-MO 
11.2.3 Further History of Present Illness, 
Any other problems? xxxxxxxxx 
For how long did you have xxxxxxxx 一一 
Describe your TENESMUS 'No More ‘ if finished no more 
How certain are you that xxxxxxxx is genuine? 
in a scale of 0 to 1. 
1 = completely certain .5 
Any other problems? ooooooooo 
For how long did you have ooooooooo -一 
Describe your ooooooooo 'No More‘ if finished no more 
How certain are you that ooooooooo is genuine? 
in a scale of 0 to 1. 
1 = completely certain .5 
Any other problems? no more 
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Notes: same as the Diagnostic Module. 
1. 'Any other Problems' asks for any other symptoms present: 
- E n t e r i n g a single term means a positive symptom 
- E n t e r i n g a 'No' + a term means a n e g a t i v e symptom 
- E n t e r i n g 'No More' ends the entry of History by user. 
2. Positive symptom: you may be asked for: 
- s i t e : there is a list of legal sites (see Appendix) 
none is also acceptable 
- d u r a t i o n : same as CC 
- d e s c r i p t i o n s : same as CC 
- c e r t a i n t y : you have to enter a number between 0 and 1 
1 if you firmly believe that the patient really has the symptom 
<1 if you have some reservation in the belief 
0 if you want to ignore (cancel) the symptom altogether 
3. If a negative symptom is a group symptom, e.g. bowel-symptom, then the 
whole lot of symptoms represented by the group symptom will be 
considered to be negative. 
II.2.4 T e r m i n a t i n g the History taking by u s e r and recording the case. 
1 - 3 will continue to be repeated until: 
1. You are fed up vith it and terminate it by choosing the F option 
when you are offered advises. 
Then you will be offered to record the case and to show the summary 
again. 
or 2. When the h i s t o r y is satisfactorily completed in vhich case you will 
be congratulated and again offered to record the case and the summary. 
Any other problems? no more 
Do you need any advice now Y/N 
y 
Press S if want to be advised on Symptoms to ask 
D if you want to know the DDX so far 
G if you want some General Advices 
F if you have finished 
. f 
Do you want to record this case? Y/N y 
Do you want to see the summary? Y/N n 
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APPENDIX 3： KEY WORDS USED IN THE MEDICAL TUTORING SYSTEM 
1. LIST OF DISEASES： 
ANASTOMOTIC-ULCER APPENDICITIS BENGIN-TUMOUR-COLON 
BLADDER-STONE BPH ^^'SLADDER 
CA-COLON CA-GALL-BLADDER CA-KIDNEY 
CA-STOMACH CHOLANGITIS CHOLELITHIASIS 
S L I T I S COLITIS CONSTIPATION 
FFTOPIC ENDOMETRIOSIS FIA 
FISSURE-IN-ANO GASTRITIS GASTROENTERITIS 
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS HAEMORRHOIDS HEPATITIS 
？ S L T A B L E - B O W E L KIDNEY-STONE OESOPHAGEAL-VARICES 
PANCREATITIS PERI-AMPILLARY-CA PID 
PPU PRURITIS-ANI RPC 
URETERIC-STONE UTI WILMS-TUMOUR 
2. LIST OF SYMPTOMS: 
CHANGE-OF-BOWEL-HABIT CHILLS ^ O N ^ I P A T I O N 
DIARRHOEA DRIPPLING ^YS^RIA 
EPIGASTRIC-PAIN FAT-INTOLERANCE ^^VER 
FLATULENCE FREQUENCY � ^ ^ ^ ^ M L A I S E 
HAEMATEMESIS HAEMATURIA ^^F^^R^L 
HESITANCY ITCHINESS 二 F 二 
T tf-PATN LOSS-OF-APPETITE LOSS-OF-WEIGHT 
LUO-PAIN MELAENA MUCOUS-IN-STOOL 
N A U S s r 、 NOCTURIA PALE-STOOL 
PR-BLEEDING REGURGITATION RIF-PAIN 
RIGOR RUQ-PAIN TEA-COLOURED-URINE 
TENESMUS URGENCY VOMITING 
3. LIST OF DESCRIPTORS: 
AMOUNT AMOUNT BROUGHT-ON-BY 
CHARACTER COLOUR L L T L R Y 
DURATION FORM FREQUENCY 
INTENSITY LENGTH-OF-EACH-ATTACK NO-OF-TIMES-PER-DAY 
NO-OF-TIMES-PER-NIGHT ONSET PERIODICITY 
PROGRESSION PROGRESSIVE REFERRED-PAIN 






4. EXAMPLES OF DESCRIPTORS WITH DESCRIPTIONS: 
AMOUNT >10 AMOUNT LARGE 
BROUGHT-ON-BY CONSTIPATION BROUGHT-ON-BY EATING 
BROUGHT-ON-BY FATTY-FOOD BROUGHT-ON-BY FOOD 
； B R O U G H T - O N - B Y HUNGER BROUGHT-ON-BY SPICY-FOOD 
‘ C H A R A C T E R BLOOD-AND-MUCOUS CHARACTER BLOODY 
CHARACTER COLICKY CHARACTER CONTINUOUS 
CHARACTER FRESH CHARACTER MUCUS 
CHARACTER WATERY COLOUR GREENISH 
FORM COFFEE-GROUND INTENSITY MILD 
INTENSITY SEVERE ONSET VERY-SUDDEN 
PROGRESSION WORSENING REFERRED-PAIN INFRASCAPULAR 
REFERRED-PAIN RIGHT-BACK REFERRED-PAIN RIGHT-LOIN 
RELATION-TO-STOOL MIXED RELATION-TO-STOOL ON-TOILET-PAPER 
RELATION-TO-STOOL SEPARATE RELIEVED-BY ANTACID 
RELIEVED-BY FOOD WIDTH-OF-STREAM NARROW 
5. LIST OF LEGAL SITES RECOGNISED BY THE SYSTEM 
R U Q L U Q Epigastrium L-flank 
Umbilical R-flank RIF hlY 
Hypogastrium R-loin L-loin GI 
Upper-GI Lower-GI Genital Urinary 




APPENDIX 4 PROGRAMS OF THE M E D I C A L TUTORING SYSTEM 
APPENDIX 4A: MODULE MTS ~ main p r o g r a m 
THE ‘ TOP ‘ LEVEL‘ MODULE OF THE MEDICAL TUTORING SYSTEM 
；； basically loads the other modules and ；; 
；; set knowledge (Symptoms and Diseases) into variables ；; 
；； display a menu for choice ；； 
{in-package 'user) 
； R ' I E F I N I T I O N S ；; 




； ; d e f i n e a structure to represent a medical case 
争• 
‘‘(name nil) ； ; name of the patient 
(sex nil) ；; sex of the patient 
(age 0) ；； age of the patient 
(occupation nil) ；； occupation of patient 
(chief-complaint nil) ；; a symptom: reason for consultation 
(history nil) ；； list of symptoms: history of present illnes 
(physical-examination nil) ；; list of signs: not used at present 
(diagnosis nil) ；; a disease! with the highest probability 
(differential—dx nil) list of diseases: moderate probability 
(less—likely—dx nil) ；; list of diesease: low probability 
(symptoms-aiready-asked nil) ；; list of symptoms: may/ may not be +ve 
(LMP 0) ；； time lapse from last menstruation 
(final—dx nil) ；； final diagnosis: feed back from user 
) ；; after case is discharged 
(defvar 大legal—site大 
Keeps all the legal entries for symptom-site for validation purposes 
"，（ R U Q LUQ Epigastrium L-flank Umbilical R-flank RIF LIF Hypogastrium 
R—loin L-loin GI Upper-GI Lower-GI Genital Urinary Upper-urinary 




(defvar ddx nil) ；; list to hold differential diagnoses 
；； during deduction by 
；； deduct-ddx and dduct-ddx 
(defvar less-likely-ddx nil) ；； list to hold the less likely ddx 
；； during deduction by 
；； deduct-ddx and dduct-ddx 
(defvar symptom-list nil) ；; list to hold positive symptoms 
；； throughout the history taking 
；; when finished --> case-history 
(defvar symptom—required nil) ；； a variable to return found symptom 
(defvar symptoms-already-asked nil) ；; list to hold all symptoms asked 
；； whether positive or negative 
；； throughout the history taking 
；; when finished --> case-symptoms-
；； already-asked 
(defvar questions-asked nil) ；; list to keep all the questions asked 
；; to avoid repeating the general 
；; questions common to >1 symptoms 
{defvar (make-instance ’case)) ；；patient 
(defvar system-list nil ) ；; list to keep all legal systems 
(defun set-symptoms () 
；；load the symptoms of each system one by one into the corresponding 
；； variables 
；；calls set—GI set-Gen-Urin set—abd—pain set-biliary set-general set—disease 
；; called by mts() 










； ; T o p m o s t function to start the system: 
；; 1. loads all the other modules 
；； 2. calls set-symptoms and set-systems to load data ‘ 
；; 3. displays a menu to allow user to choose: 










(do ((finished nil)) 
((eq finished t)) 
(format t MEDICAL EXPERT SYSTEM") 
(format t BY DR. P. C. CHENG") 
(format t ""%"% 1. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM") 
(format t ""'%''% 2. TUTORING SYSTEM") 
(format t ""%"% 3* DISPLAY CASES") 
(format t 4. FINISHED~%"'%") 
(let ((choice (read))) 
(if (eq choice 1) 
(diagnosis) 
(if (eq choice 2) 
(menu) 
(if (eq choice 3) 
(disp-case "casebook") 
(if (eq choice 4) 





A P P E N D I X 4B D I A G N O S T I C M O D U L E (diagnose.lisp) 
；;; MAIN PROGRAMS OF THE DIAGNOSTIC MODULE ；;; 
；；； - T a k e s a M e d i c a l History with ；；； 
；；； - E x p l a n a t i o n s to users as to why ；；； 
；；； symptoms or questions are being ；；； 
；；； asked ；；； 
；;; - D i s p l a y summary of the case ；;; 
；;; - R e c o r d s case if desired ；;; 
(in-package 'user) 
；; MAIN FUNCTIONS ；; 
I t t I I t I f f I t I f I f t I t I I f I I 
(defun diagnosis () 
； ; m a i n function of the module 
；； Displays a menu for user to continue using the module 
；; called by mts() if chosen by user 
；； calls take-case if chosen 
(do ((finished nil)) 
{(eq finished t)) 
(format t INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM FOR 
M E D I C A L STUDENTS") 
(format t ""%"% BY DR. P. C. CHENG") 
(format t %~%Press Y if you want to use the MEDICAL HISTORY TUTOR~%") 
(setf 大 p 大 ( m a k e - i n s t a n c e 'case)) 
(format t ” N if you have finished~%") 
(let ((choice (read))) 
(if (eq choice 'y) . 
(take-case 大 p大 ) 
(if (eq choice 'n) 






(defun take-case (case) 
i 峰 等 
；；Starts to take medical history of the case 
；； 一 initializes variables like DDX Symptom-list Symptoms-already-asked 
；; and questions-asked 
；； - c a l l s other functions to start taking history 
I ；; called by diagnosis () 
i ‘ 
；； calls 
；； get-name get-sex get-age get-occupation -
；； to get demographic data 
；； get—chief—complaint —一 gets the c/c and its descriptions 
；； take-history the main subfunction which takes care of the rest 
；; of history taking 
(setf ddx nil) 
(setf symptoms-already-asked nil) 
(setf symptom-list nil) 





(if (and (eq (case-sex case) 'f) (> (case-age case) 10) 






； ; I N P U T FUNCTIONS 
(defun get-symptom (symptom) 
；；Function to 
；; - r e t r i e v e from the knowledge base a symptom whose symptom-name 
；; matches the parameter symptom (if this has not been asked before) 
；; from get-sptm 
；； — a s k for universal descriptors like duration site etc 
； ； - a l l o w s user to enter any number of descriptors 
；; — o f f e r s explanation 
；； Called by own—history get-disease-symptom deduct-ddx 
；; Calls get-sptm symptom-present ask-reason question-already-asked 
；； get-certainty get—duration get—site get—description 
；；Returns a symptoms with slots filled by user 
； ; S i d e Effects Nil 
H e t ((s nil)) 
(when (not (symptom-present (symptom-name symptom) symptoms-already-asked)) 
(let ((sm (get-sptm symptom system-list))) 
(when (not (null sm)) 
(setf symptom sm)) 
(when (null sm) 
(setf (symptom-symptom-of symptom) ‘return-nil) 
(setf (symptom-site symptom) 'none)) 
(setf (symptom-duration symptom) ‘(0 days)) 
) 
(setf symptoms-alreadY-asked (append symptoms-already-asked 
(list symptom))) 
(if (not (null (symptom-questions symptom))) 
(do {(q (symptom-questions symptom))) 
((null q)) 
(if (eq (question-already-asked (first q)) nil) 
(when t 
(do ((ans nil)) 
((or (eq ans 'n) (eq ans'y))) 
(format t ""‘%~% ") 
(delist (w (first q)) 
(format t "~A " w) 
) 
(setf ans (read)) 
(if (or (eq ans (symptom-name symptom)) 
(and (eq ans 'y) (null (cdr q)))) 
(when t 
(setf ans 'y) 
(if (null (symptom-site symptom)) 
(get-site symptom)) 
(setf (symptom-duration symptom) 
(get-duration symptom)) 
(setf (symptom-description symptom) 
(get-description symptom)) 
(setf s symptom) 
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(self (symptom-certainty s) (get-certainty s)) 
(setf q nil) . 
(setf questions-asked (append questions-asked 
(list (list (first q) 'y)))) 
) 
) 
(if (eq ans 'y) 
(when t , . 
(setf questions-asked (append questions-asked 
(list (list (first q)丨y)))) 
(setf q (cdr q)) 
) 
(when (eq ans 'n) 
(setf questions-asked (append questions-asked 
(list (list (first q)丨n)))) 
(setf q nil) 、 




(ask-reason symptom) , 
) ， C 
(if (eq (question-already-asked (first q)) 'Y) Y. 
(setf q (cdr q)) ：丨 
； ; i f question already asked and is negative ；, 




(when t ^ „ 
(format t Do you have the problem of A 
(symptom-name symptom)) 
(when (eq (read) 'y) 
(if (null (symptom-site symptom)) 
(get-site symptom)) 
(setf (symptom-duration symptom) (get-duration symptom)} 
(setf (symptom-description symptom) (get-description symptom；) 
(setf s symptom) 









(defun get-sptm (symptom system-list) • • 
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；; Retrieves a symptoms from knowledge base by 
；; going through the system-list and thus the symptoms systems 
；; matching symptom-name with the parameter symptom 
；; When found, symptoms is returned 
；; When not found, a new symptoms is created clearing its slots • • 
f / 
；；Called by get-symptom, own-history, get—chief-complaint get-system 
；; chk-symptomlist get-group-symptoms 
；； Return a symptom 
； ; S i d e effect Nil 
‘(let ((sptm nil)) 
(dolist (sys system-list sptm) 
(when (not (null sys)) 
(dolist (s sys sptm) 
(if (not (null s)) 
(when (eq (symptom-name s) (symptom-name symptom)) 
(setf sptm s) 
(return sptm)))) 
(if (not (null sptm)) 
(return sptm)))) 
(when (null sptm) 
(setf sptm (make-instance ‘symptoms :symptom-name 
(symptom-name symptom))) 
(setf (symptom-symptom-of sptm) #•return-nil) 
(setf (symptom-site sptm) 'none) 




(defun get-name (case) • • 
f i 
； ; F u n c t i o n to capture patient‘s name 
；； Called by take-case « • 
/ / 
(format t "''%~%Please enter Patient N a m e : " ) 
(setf (case-name case) (read)) 
) 
(defun get-sex (case) • • 
/ / 
； ; F u n c t i o n to capture patient‘s sex and validates only allows M/F 
；； Called by take-case • « 
''(format t "~%~%Sex M / F : " ) 
(setf (case-sex case) (read)) 







(defun get-age (case) 
i f f 
I ；； Function to capture patient's age and validates only allows numbers 
i ;; < 120 . 
i ；; Decimals represents months and days for infants 
I ；； Called by take-case 
• • 
I (format t "~%"'%Age (years as whole number)") 
I (format t ""% (Month as first 2 decimal places)") 
I (format t (Days as next 2 decimal p l a c e s ) : " ) 
(setf (case-age case) (read)) 
(if (or (not (numberp {case-age case))) (< (case-age case) 0) 
(> {case-age case) 120)) 
(get-age case)) 
) 
(defun get-occupation (case) 
；；Function to capture patient‘s occupation 
；； Called by take-case 
(format t "~%"'%Occupation:") 
(setf (case-occupation case) (read)) 
) 
(defun get-LMP (case) 
； ; F u n c t i o n to capture patient's last menstrual period 
；； in number of weeks ago 
；； M for Menopause and N for Not yet menarchy 
；； Called by take-case 
(format t "~%~%How long ago is your LMP (in w e e k s ) ? ,，） 
(format t N if not yet Menarchy and M if M e n o p a u s e d . " ) 
(setf (case-Imp case) (read)) 
(if (not (or (eq (case-Imp case) ,m) (eq (case-Imp case) 'n) 





(defun g e t - c h i e f - c o m p l a i n t (case) 
I '； ； F u n c t i o n to get C h i e f C o m p l a i n t of t h e p a t i e n t 
: ； ; a n d its d e s c r i p t i o n s 
；； C a l l e d by t a k e - c a s e 
；; c a l l s g e t - s p t m 
；； R e t u r n s 
； ; S i d e E f f e c t : p l a c e d u s e r i n p u t of C C i n t o 
；； c a s e 
；； s y m p t o m - l i s t 
；; s y m p t o m s - a l r e a d y - a s k e d 
(format t "~%~%Cliief C o m p l a i n t : " ) 
(setf ( c a s e — c h i e f — c o m p l a i n t c a s e ) n i l ) 
(setf ( c a s e - c h i e f - c o m p l a i n t 大 p 大 ) •>.—、、 
( g e t - s p t m ( m a k e - i n s t a n c e ' s y m p t o m s : s y m p t o m - n a m e (read)) s y s t e m - l i s t ) ] 
(setf ( s y m p t o m - c e r t a i n t y ( c a s e - c h i e f - c o m p l a i n t 大 p 大 ） ） 1 ) 
(setf ( s y m p t o m - d u r a t i o n ( c a s e — c h i e f — c o m p l a i n t 大 p 大 ） ） 
( g e t — d u r a t i o n ( c a s e - c h i e f — c o m p l a i n t 大 p * ) ) ) 
(setf ( s y m p t o m - d e s c r i p t i o n ( c a s e — c h i e f — c o m p l a i n t 大 p * ) ) 
一 d e s c r i p t i o n (case一chief-complaiiit 大 p 大 ) ) ) 
(setf s y m p t o m - l i s t ( a p p e n d s y m p t o m - l i s t (list ( c a s e - c h i e f - c o m p l a i n t * p * ) ) ) ) 







I (defun own-history (case) 
；；； F u n c t i o n for user to enter history without being asked and put in a list 
；; Recurs until the user enters No More 
I ；; If No XX, XX is a negative symptom 
I ；； If YY then YY is a positive symptoms 
；； If YY already exist then allow user to enter descriptors 
；； Otherwise process a new symptom 
；； Called by take-case 
；; Calls get-sptm amend-symptom is-group-symptom get-group-symptoms 
；; get-site get-duration get-certainty get-description 
；； Returns list of positive symptoms 
；； Side Effect amendment of description of symptoms in symptom list 
(let ((s-list nil) 
(present nil) 
(symptom nil)) 
(do ((problem 'yes) 
(neg-problem nil)) 
((and (eq problem，no) (eq neg-problem 'more)) s-list) 
(format t "“%~%AnY other p r o b l e m s ? " ) 
(setf problem (read)) 
(when {eq problem 'no) 
(setf neg-problem (read)) 
；;if first entry is No and second entry is More simply returns the list 
；； of symptoms 
(if (eq neg-problem 'more) 
s-list 
；；if first entry is No and second is not More then it means negative symptoms 
；; if second entry represents a group then whole group becomes negative 
(if (is-group-symptom neg-problem) 
(setf symptoms-already-asked (append symptoms-already-asked 
(get-group-symptoms (find-group neg-problem)))) 
(setf symptoms-already-asked. 
(append symptoms-already-asked (list (make-instance 




；；If entry is not No 
；； check if symptom is already been entered into SYinptom—list 
；; if not then it is a new symptoms to be processed accordingly (get-sptm) 
；; if present then allow user to enter descsriptors (amend-symptom) 
(when (not (eq problem 'no)) 
(setf present nil) 
(when (not (endp symptom-list)) 
(delist (s symptom-list present) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(when (eq problem (symptom-name s)) 





(when (not (endp s-list)) 
(dolist (s s-list present) 
(when (not (null s)) 
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j 
(when (eq problem (symptom-name s)) 





(when (not present) 
(when (eq problem (symptom-name (case—chief-complaint case))) 
{setf (case-chief-complaint case) (amend—symptom 
(case-chief-complaint case)))) 
(when (not (eq (symptom-name (case-chief-complaint case)) 
problem)) 
(setf symptom (get-sptm 
(make-instance ‘symptoms :symptom-name problem) 
system-list)) 
(if (or (null (symptom-site symptom)) 
(eq (symptom-site symptom) 'none)) 
(get-site symptom)) 
(setf (symptom-duration symptom) (get-duration symptom)) 
(setf (symptom—description symptom) 
(get-description symptom)) 
(setf (symptom-certainty symptom) (get-certainty symptom)) 
(when (> (symptom-certainty symptom) 0) 
(setf s—list (append s-list (list symptom))) 
(if (not (symptom-present (symptom-name symptom) 
symptoms-already-asked)) 
(setf symptoms-already-asked (append 






(let ((s nil)) 
(if (symptom-present problem symptom-list) 
(dolist (sym symptom-list) 
(if (not (null sym)) 
(when (eq problem (symptom-name sym)) 
(setf s sym) 
{return s))) 
) • 
(dolist (sym s-list) 
(if (not (null sym)) 
(when (eq problem (symptom-name sym)) 














(defun takeT-history (case) 
• 4 
I f 
\ ； ； Main function to take the history of present illness 
I ； ； after chief complaint and demographic data has been entered 
；； — L e t user enter voluntary information (own-history) 
；; - G e n e r a t e s a list ot symptoms to ask from related symptoms of 
；; positive symptoms already entered and asks for them 
；; (generate-related-symptoms get-symptom) 
；; - C h e c k the descriptors of +ve symptoms and ask for them 
；； (get-descriptor) 
；； - D e d u c t s DDX like until no more symptoms unasked 
；； (deduct-ddx) 
；; - S o r t the DDX 
；； (sort-ddx) 
；； - E n t e r s the findings into case and sum up 
；; (sum-up-case) 
；；Returns 
；; Side Effects: generates symptoms-to-ask 
；; amends symptom-list symptoms-already-asked 
；； generataes and sorts DDX 
；； update case 
« • 
/ f 
(setf ddx nil) 
(let ((symptoms-to-ask nil) 
(old-symptom-list nil)) 
(setf symptom-list (append symptom-list (own-history case))) 
； ; c a l l generate-related-symptoms to check the related symptoms of the c/c 
(delist (s symptom-list) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(setf symptoms-to-ask (append symptoms-to-ask 
(generate-related-symptoms s))))) 
(setf symptoms-to-ask (remove-if #’null symptoms-to-ask)) 
； ; i f there are symptoms to ask, ask them together with description • • 
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(if (not (null symptoms-to-ask)) 
(dolist (symptom symptoms-to-ask) 
(when (not (null symptom)) 
(setf symptom-list (append symptom-list 




(setf symptom-list (remove-if # ， i i u l l symptom-list)) 
；；check if symptom-decriptors have been fully asked «• 
f t 
(dolist (s symptom-list) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(setf (symptom-description s) (get-descriptor s)))) 
； ; D e d u c t the differential dx and generate symptoms to ask from the DDX 
；; (deduct-ddx recurs until there is no new symptoms added to the symptom-list 






(setf symptom-list (remove-if #’null symptom-list)) 
(let ((significance 1)) 
(deduct-ddx old-symptom-list significance)) 
； ; p l a c e d the symptom-list into the case history • • 
/1 
(setf (case-history case) symptom-list) 
(setf (case-symptoms-already-asked, case) symptoms-already-asked) 
(setf (case—diagnosis case) (first ddx)) 
(setf (case—differential—dx case) (rest ddx)) 




(defun amend-symptorn (s) 
；； Function to enter more description of symptoms in symptom-list 
；; Reads in 2 inputs from user: 
；； first is the name of descriptor 
；； second is the description 
；； until No is entered as the first entry 
； ; C a l l e d by take-history 
；；Returns s 
；; Side effect: Amends the slot symptom-description of s 
(do ((fin nil) 
(descriptor nil)) 
(fin s) 
(format t ""%"% Describe your ~A or No More “ (symptom-name s)) 
(setf descriptor (list (read) (read))) 
(if (eq (first descriptor) 'no) 
(setf fin t) 
(when (not (eq (first descriptor) 'no)) 
(if (eq (first descriptor) ‘site) 
(setf (symptom-site s) (second descriptor)) 
(if (eq (first descriptor) 'duration) 
(setf (symptom-duration s) (second descriptoi:)) 
(when t 
(do ((ans 'p)) 
((or (eq ans 'y) (eq ans 'n))} 
{format t ""‘% Is that correct? Y/N ") 
(setf ans (read)) 
(when (eq ans 'y) 
(setf (symptom-description s) (append 












) ) ) ) ) ) \ ) ) t 1 t t f f 9 t 9 f S f t 9 t 1 9 t i t 9 t t 9 f t f f f i t ‘ t f f 9 f f t f ‘ 
； ; I N F E R E N C E ENGINE OF THE DIAGNOSITIC SYSTEM ；; 
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ' t ) 'l "i "t 't 'l 't ) I 'l ! t I I ! t t t I I t I t I t I I I I I I 1 
(defun deduct-ddx (old-symptom-list significance) 
；; Recursive function to Deduce the list of DDx from Symptoms 
；； and asks for symptoms of these DDX until no new one to be asked 
；; - D e d u c e s DDX list from symptom-list 
；; - Identify symptoms related to these DDX not yet asked and ask them 
；; - I f significant ask for related symptoms of these new symptoms 
；； Called by take-history 
；; Calls get-ddx-symptom generate-related-symptoms 
；； Returns 
；; Side Effects Generates DDX and Less-likely-DDX 
；; Amends Symptom-list and Symptoms-already-asked 
• • 
/ / 
(let ((score 0) 
(possible-ddx nil)) . 
(setf old-symptom-list symptom—list ddx nil less—likely—ddx nil) 
Go through symptom—list and generates the possible diagnoses for each 
；； G o through each possible diagnosis and 
；; generates a score from each positive symptom in symptom—list 
；； .take the maximum to be the score of this possible diagnosis 
；； (maximum to fit the nature of medical diagnosis) 
；； if it can explain CC score is doubled otherwise divided by five 
；； if score above a threshold it is considered as a likely ddx — > DDX 
；； otherwise if above a much lover threshold — > Less-likely-DDX 
；; if case is rare and all scores are low, Less-likely-DDX — > DDX 
• • 
r t 
(delist (symptom symptom-list) 
(if (not (null symptom)) 
(if (not (null (symptom-symptom-of symptom))) 
(dolist (disease (funcall (symptom-symptom-of symptom) symptom)) 
(setf possible-ddx (first disease)) 
(setf score 0) 
(when (or (and (null ddx) (null less-likely-ddx)) 
(and (null ddx) (not (is-in possible-ddx less-likely-ddx))) 
(and (null less-likely-ddx) (not (is-in possible-ddx ddx))) 
(and (not (is-in possible-ddx ddx)) 
(not (is-in possible-ddx less-likely-ddx)))) 
(dolist (s symptom-list) 
(if (not (null (symptom-symptom-of s))) 
(dolist (d (funcall {symptom-symptom-of s) s)) 
(if (eq (first d) possible—ddx) 
(if 0 ( 大 ( s e c o n d d) (symptom-certainty s)) score) 





(if (explain—CC possible—ddx 大 p 大 ） 
(setf score score 2)) 
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(setf score score 0.5))) 
(if 0 score 0.25) 
(when t 
(let ((nlist nil) 
(olist ddx)) 
(do ((fin nil)) 
(fin) 
(if (null olist) 
. (if (null nlist) 
(setf nlist (list (list possible-ddx score)) 
fin t) 
(setf nlist (append nlist (list 
(list possible-ddx score))) fin t) 
) 
(if (< (second (first olist)) score) 
(when t 
(if (null nlist) 
(setf nlist (append (list (list 
possible-ddx score)) olist)) 
(setf nlist (append nlist (list (list 
possible-ddx score)) olist)) 
) 
(setf fin t) 
) 
(if (null nlist) 
(setf nlist (list (first olist)) 
olist (cdr olist)) 
(setf nlist (append nlist (list 
(first olist))) 





(setf ddx (remove-if # ， n i i l l nlist)) 
) 
) 
(if 0 score 0.1) 
(setf less-likely-ddx (append less—likely—ddx 






(when (null ddx) 
(setf ddx less-likely-ddx) 
(setf less-likely-ddx nil)) 
) 





I ；; If there are new symptoms added to symptom-list after asking 
i ；; Generates list of new symptoms and generate related symptoms 
：；; from them (get-realted-symptoms) 
J ；； As deduct-ddx recurs the significance of these related symptoms 
! ；； becomes less and less and so each time the significance is 
； ； ; decreased to 80% and if it falls below a threshold (50%) then 
i ；; the related-symptoms becomes insignificant 
i- ；; This prevents uncontrolled expansion of related symptoms 
I « • 
！ (when (not (no—difference symptom-list old—symptom—list)) 
(let {(d-list nil) 
(symptoms-to-ask nil)) 
(delist (si symptom-list) 
(if (not (null si)) 
(when (not (symptom-present (symptom-name si) old-symptom-list)) 




(setf d-list (remove-if #'niill d-list)) 
(when (not (null d-list)) 
(dolist (si d-list) 
(if (> significance 0.5) 
(when (not (null si)) 





(dolist (si (remove-if # ， n i i l l symptoms-to-ask)) 
(when (not (null si)) 
(setf symptom-list (append symptom-list 
(list (get-symptom si)))) 
) 
) 
(setf symptom—list (remove-if ITnull symptom-list)) 






i • • 
i 
； ; ' " G E N E M T I O N OF SYMPTOMS AND QUESTIONS TO ASK ；; 
i f f t f t f f r r r r i f f f f f f f f i f f f f r r f f f r i r r r i r f f ^ r f f f r / f f f i f f 
(defun get-ddx-symptom 0 
；；Function to generate the symptoms related to the diagnoses in DDX 
；； Called by deduct-ddx 
；；Calls get-disease-symptom 
；； Returns none 




(let ((disease-list 大diseases*)) 
(dolist (dx ddx) 
(dolist (disease disease—list) 






(defun get-disease-symptom (disease) • • 
；；Function to ask for symptoms related to the parameter — disease 
；；Called by get-ddx-symptom 
；；Calls get-symptom 
；； Returns 
,•； Side Effect adds new symptoms to Symptom—list and Symptoms—already—asked • » 
/ / 
(let ((symptom nil)) 
(dolist (s (disease-symptoms disease)) 
(if (is—group-symptoni (first s)) 
(when t 
(let ((present nil)) 
(dolist (gs (get-group-symptoms (find—group (first s)))) 
(if (not (null gs)) 
(if (symptom-present (symptom-name gs) 
symptoms-already-asked) 
(setf present t)) 
) 
) 
(if (not present) 
(do ((ans ’x)) 
((or (eq ans，y) (eq ans 'n))) 
(format t ""%"% Do you have any "A symptoms?"'%" (first s)) 
(setf ans (read)) 
(when (eq ans ’n) 
(setf symptoms-already-asked (append symptoms-already-asked 
(get-group-symptoms (find-group (first s))))) 
) 
(when (eq ans 'y) 





(format t Which one of these do you h a v e ? " ) 
(dolist (gs gslist) 
(format t ” (symptom-name gs))) 
(setf choice (read)) 
(if (or (eq choice 'n) (eq choice 'none)) 
(setf fin t) 
(when (symptom-present choice gslist) 
(setf symptom-list (append symptom-list (list 
(get-symptom (make-instance 'symptoms 
:symptom-name choice))))) 









(when t . 
(setf symptom (make-instance ‘symptoms :symptom-name (first s))) 







(defun minus-last (1) 
(let { ( H i s t nil)) 
(do ((11 1) 
(fin nil)) 
{(eq fin t)) 
(if (null (cdr I D ) 
(setf fin t) 
(when t 
(setf H i s t (append H i s t (list (first 11)))) 
(setf 11 (cdr 11))) 
) 
) 




(defun generate-related-symptoms (symptom) 
；；Function to generate all symptoms related to positive symptoms 
；； by going through the symptom-list and adding the related symptoms of 
；; each of them to the list 
； ; C a l l e d by take-history deduct-ddx 
；; Returns a list of symptoms (to be asked) 
；; Side Effect none 
(let ((associated—list nil) 
{s-list nil) 
(ok nil)) 
(dolist (sys system-list associated-list) 
(when (not (null sys)) 
(dolist (s sys) 
(if (not (null s)) 
(when (eq (symptom-name symptom) (symptom-name s)) 
(setf associated-list (symptom-related-symptoms s)) 
(return associated—list) 
)))) 
(if (not (null associated—list)) 
(return associated-list))) 
(dolist (s associated—list) 
(setf ok t) 
(dolist (si symptom-list) 
(if (not (null si)) 
(if (eq s (symptom-name si)) 
(setf ok nil))) 
(if ok 
(setf s-list (append s-list 




(defun question-already-asked (q) 
；；Function to test if a question q has already been asked 
；； Called by get-symptom 
；； Returns nil if not asked 
；； Y if asked and answer is positive 
； ； N if asked and answer is negative 
；; Side Effects none 
(let ((asked nil)) 
(if (not (null questions-asked)) 
(do ((qa questions-asked)) 
((endp qa)) 
(if (equal q (first (first qa))) 
(when t 
(setf asked (second (first qa))) 
(setf qa nil) 
) 







；; EXPLAINING FUNCTIONS OF THE DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM 
(defun ask-reason (symptom) 
；；Function offering explanation as to why questions/symptoms are asked 
；； — s e a r c h e s symptoms—list and finds any symptom whose related symptoms 
；； includes the parameter symptom 
；； 一 searches DDX and matches any disease—symptom with parameter symptom 
；； Called by . get-symptom 
；； Calls find—disease to extract disease data from knowledge 大diseases* 
；； Returns none 
；; Side Effect output explanations 
(format t ""% Do you want to know why this question is asked? ••) 
(when (eq (read) 'y) 
(let ((rslist nil)) 
(dolist (s symptom-list) 
(if (not (null s)) 
(if (symptom-present (symptom-name symptom) 
(generate-related-symptoms s)) 
(setf rslist (append rslist (list (symptom-name s)))) 
) ) 
) 
(when (not (null rslist)) 
(format t 
Because we want to know about "A which is related to “ 
(symptom-name symptom)) 
(dolist (rs rslist) 
(format t ” rs)) 
) 
(when (not (null ddx)) 
、 (let ((rxlist nil)) 
(dolist (d ddx) 
(let ((dd (find-disease (first d)))) 
(if (not (null dd)) 
(if (not (null (disease-symptoms dd))) 
(dolist (ds (disease-symptoms dd)) 
(if (eq (symptom-name symptom) 
(first ds)) 
(if (not (member dd rxlist)) 




(when (not (null rxlist)) 
(if (null rslist) 
(format t 
""'% Because we want to know about ~A which is a symptom of ” 
(symptom-name symptom)) * 
(format t Because it is a symptom of ") 
) 
(dolist (dd rxlist) 
(format t “ "a ” (disease-name dd))) 
) ) ) ) ) 
) 
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‘；；‘‘FUNCTIONS FOR SEARCHING KNOWLEDGE 
(defun find-disease (d) 
； ; F u n c t i o n to retrieve the data of disease from knowledge ^diseases* 
；； matching the disease name d 
；；Called by ask-reason 
；；Returns Disease obtained from 大diseases大 
； ; S i d e Effects none 
“(let ((dx nil)) 
(do ((dd nil) 
(dlist ^diseases*)) 
((null dlist)) 
(setf dd (first dlist)) 
(when (eq d (disease-name dd)) 
(setf dlist nil dx dd)) 





(defun symptom-present (s s_list) 
'.'’ Function to test whether symptom s is present in list s-list 
Called by deduct-ddx dduct-ddx symptom-absent chk-symptom-list sum-up 
；; sum-up-case sort-ddx and all get description functions 
Returns、t if present and nil if absent 
； ; S i d e Effects none 
(let ((found nil)) 
(dolist (symptoms s-list found) 
(if (not (null symptoms)) 
(when (eq 3 (symptom-name symptoms)) 
(setf found t) 




(defun symptom-absent (s) « • 
/ / 
；； F u n c t i o n to test whether symptom is negative 
；; if it has been asked (present in symptom-already-asked) 
；； but not positive (absent in symptom—list) 
； ; C a l l e d by 
；； Calls symptom-present 
；; Returns t if negative symptom and nil if not 
；; Side Effects none 
(if (and (symptom-present s symptoms-already-asked) 





(defun is-group-symptom (s) 
•等 
/ / 
； ; F u n c t i o n to test if the parameter s is the name of a group of symptoms 
；； Called by own-history 
；； R e t u r n s t if s is a group symptom name nil if not 
；; Side Effects none 
普• 
f t 
(let ((found nil)) 
(dolist (g *group-symptoms*) 
(when (not (null g)) 
(when (eq s (name g)) 






(defun find-group (s) 
/ / 
Function to find the group to which parameter s (symptom) belongs to 
； ; C a l l e d by own-history 
；； Returns Group if found Nil if not 
；; Side Effects none ‘ 
* • 
/ / 
(let {(group nil)) 
(dolist (g ^^group-symptoms*) 
(if (not (null g)) 
(when (eq s (name g)) 







(defun get-group-symptoms (g) 
；；Function to retrieve the symptoms belonging to a group g 
；；Called by own-history 
；；Calls get-sptm 
； ; R e t u r n s List of symptom if found Nil if not 
； ; S i d e Effects none 
(let {(slist nil)) 
(dolist (s (symptoms g)) 
(if (not (null s)) 
(setf slist (append slist (list (get-sptm (make-instance 








REPORTING FUNCTION ；; 
(defun sum-up-case (case) 
；；Function to report the case 
； ; C a l l e d by take-history 
；; Calls symptom-present writecase 
；； Returns none 
； ; S i d e Effects Display summary Record case 
；；Displays heading and Demographic data and CC 
(format t "~%~%SUMMING-UP") 
(format t "‘% NAME: ” (case-name case)) 
(format t “ SEX: ~A/~A ” (case-sex case) (case-age case)) 
(format t •’ OCC: "A" (case-occupation case)) 
(format t " " % " % C H I E F C O M P I J A I N T : ~ A for ~ A " A " 
(symptom-name (case-chief-complaint case)) 
(first (symptom-duration (case—chief—complaint case))) 
(second (symptom-duration (case-chief-complaint case)))) 
；；Displays the History of Present Illness by 
；; Displaying each symptom from symptom-list with their descriptions 
；； Display negative symptoms 
(format t ""%"% HISTORY OF PRESENT I L L N E S S : " ) 
(dolist (s symptom-list) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(when (> (symptom-certainty s) 0) 
(format t ~A for "A "A with certainty “ 
(symptom-name s) (first (symptom-duration s)) 
S (second (symptom-duration s)) (symptom-certainty s)) 
, “ (if (not (null (symptom-description s))) 
(dolist (d (symptom-description s)) 
, (if (not (null d)) 】、，、、、 
丨 (if (and (not (eq (second d) 'none)) (not (eq (second d) n))) 
、 (format t "A; ” (first d) (second d))) 
I • ) 
) 
) 




(dolist (s symptoms-already-asked) 
(when (not (null s)) . 
(if (not (symptom-present (symptom-name s) symptom-list)) 





；；If cc is not present then no further display 
；；Else display the diagnosis and ddx if available 
(if (not (eq (case—chief—complaint case) 0)) 
(let ((unasked (chk-symptom-list)) 
{descriptor~ok t)) 
(when (not (endp symptom-list)) 
(dolist (s symptom-list) 
(if (not (null s)) 
. (when (not (endp (chk-symptom-descriptor s))) 





(when (not (endp ddx)) 
(format t DIAGNOSIS: "A “ (first (first ddx))) 
(if (not (endp (rest ddx))) 
(when t 
(format t """% DIFFERENTIAL D I A G N O S E S : " ) 
(dolist (dx (rest ddx)) 
(if (not (null dx)) 




(format t There is no Differential Dx under 
c o n s i d e r a t i o i T V ) 
) 
(when (not (endp less-likely-ddx)) 
(format t REMOTE DIFFERENTIAL D I A G N O S E S : " ) 
(dolist (dx less-likely-ddx) 
(if (not (null dx)) 





；; if all the required symptoms and descriptors asked 
；; congradulate the user 
；; offer to record the case 
(if (and (endp unasked) descriptor-ok) 
(when t 
(setf (case-diagnosis case) (first ddx)) 
(setf (case-differential-dx case ) (rest ddx)) 
(setf (case-less-likely-dx case) less-likely-ddx) 
(setf (case-history case) symptom-list) 
(setf (case-symptoms-already-asked case) symptoms-already-asked) 
(when (not (null (case-diagnosis case))) 
(format t Congradulationi") 
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(format t You have finished taking a good history 
‘ ) 
(when (null (case-diagnosis case)) 
(if (< (list-length symptom-list) 4) 
(when t 
(format t ""%"'% Information you have provided so far") 
(format t is not sufficient to generate any Diagnosis") 
(format t Do you want to quit? Y/N ") 
(let ((ch (read))) 
(if (not (eq ch 'y)) 
(when t 

















；; MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS ；; 
(defun is-in (dx dxlist) 
(let ((yes nil)) 
(do ((dlist dxlist)) 
((or (null dlist) yes)) 
(if (eq dx (first (first dlist))) 
(setf yes t) 





(defun no-difference (listl list2) 
；; Functon to test if both listl and list2 are exactly the same 
；; both must be lists of the class symptoms 
；； Called by deduct-ddx 
；； Returns t if same and nil if not 
；; Side Effects none 
(let ((nodifference t)) 
(do ({11 listl) 
(12 list2)) 
{(or (null 11) (not nodifference)) nodifference) 
(if (eq (first 11) (first 12)) 
(setf 11 (cdr 11) 12 (cdr 12)) 
(setf nodifference nil)) 
(if (or (and (null 11) (not (null 12))) 
(and (null 12) (not (null 12)))) 




APPENDIX 4C: T E A C H I N G MODULE: (teach.lisp) 
；；;"TEACHING ‘ MODULE "；'；'； 
(in-package 'user) 
； ; M A I N PROGRAMS ；; 
r t r f r r i r f r f r i f r r f 9 f f r r 
(defvar fin 0) 
(defun menu 0 
；； F u n c t i o n which displays a menu to allow user to opt for using the module 
；； Called by mts 
；；Calls tutor 
；； Returns none 
Side Effect Initiates 大p大 and starts the whole module 
(do ((finished nil)) 
((eq finished t)) 
(format t INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEM FOR 
MEDICAL STUDENTS") 
(format t BY DR. P. C. CHENG") 
(format t ""'%~%Press Y if you want to use the MEDICAL HISTORY TUTOR~%") 
(setf 大p大(make一instance 'case)) 
(format t ” N if you have f i n i s h e d ~ V ) 
(let ((choice (read))) 
(if (eq choice 'y) 
(tutor 大p*) 
(if (eq choice 'n) 







(defun tutor (case) 
；；Main Function of the module 
；； - i n i t i a l i z e variables . 
；; - allows entry of demographic data 
；； - g e t s the chief complaint arid its descriptions 
；; - set the ball rolling for input of history and advices 
；； Called by menu 
；；Calls 
；； get-name get-sex get-age get-occupation -- gets demographic data 
；; get-chief-complaint -- gets the c/c and its descriptions 
；； get-advice 一一 input of history and offer advices 
；； Returns none 
；; Side Effects: takes the HPI: sets symptom-list symptom-alreadY-asked 
；; ddx less-likely-ddx etc 
" ( s e t f fin 0) 
(setf ddx nil) 
(setf symptoms-already-asked nil) 











(defun dduct-ddx (old-symptom-list case) 
；; Function to Deduce the list of DDx from Symptoms 
；； Go through symptom—list and generates the possible diagnoses for each 
；； Go through each possible diagnosis and 
；； generates a score from each positive symptom in symptom-list 
；; take the maximum to be the score of this possible diagnosis 
(maximum to fit the nature of medical diagnosis) 
；； if it can explain CC score is doubled otherwise divided by five 
；； if score above a threshold it is considered as a likely ddx 一一> DDX 
；; otherwise if above a much lower threshold --> Less-likely-DDX 
；; if case is rare and all scores are low, Less-likely-DDX --> DDX 
； ; C a l l e d by advise-menu advise advise-ddx sum-up 
；； Calls explain-cc 
；； Returns none 
；; side Effects Generates DDX and Less-likely-DDX 
(let ((score 0) 
(possible-ddx nil)) 
(setf (case-physical-examination case) nil) 
(setf old-symptom-list symptom-list ddx nil less-likely-ddx nil) 
(dolist (symptom symptom-list) 
(if (not (null symptom)) 
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(if (not (null {symptom-symptom-of symptom))) 
(dolist (disease (funcall (symptom-symptom-of symptom) symptom)) 
(setf possible-ddx (first disease)) 
(setf score 0) 
(when (or (and (null ddx) (null less-likely-ddx)) 
(and (null ddx) (not (is-in possible-ddx less-likely-ddx))) 
(and (null less-likely-ddx) (not (is-in possible-ddx ddx))) 
(and (not (is-in possible-ddx ddx)) 
(not (is—in possible—ddx less-likely-ddx)))) 
(dolist (s symptom-list) 
(if (not (null (symptom-SYmptom-of s))) 
(dolist (d (funcall (symptom-symptom-of s) s)) 
(if (eq (first d) possible-ddx) 
(if (> (second d) (symptom-certainty s)) score) 





(if (explain—cc possible—ddx 大 p * ) 
(setf score score 2)) 
(setf score score 0.5))) 
(if 0 score 0.25) 
(when t 
(let ((nlist nil) 
(olist ddx)) 
(do ((fin nil)) 
(fin) 
(if (null olist) 
(if {null nlist) 
(setf nlist (list (list possible-ddx score)) 
fin t) 
(setf nlist (append nlist (list 
(list possible-ddx score))) fin t) 
) 
(if (< {second (first olist)) score) 
‘ (when t 
(if (null nlist) 
(setf nlist (append (list (list 
possible-ddx score)) olist)) 
(setf nlist (append nlist (list (list 
possible-ddx score)) olist)) 
) 
(setf fin t) 
) 
(if (null nlist) 
(setf nlist (list (first olist)) 
olist (cdr olist)) 
(setf nlist (append nlist (list 
(first olist))) 






(setf ddx (remove-if #'niill nlist)) 
) 
) 
(if (> score 0.1) 
(setf less-likely-ddx (append less-likely-ddx 






(when (null ddx) 
(setf ddx less-likely-ddx) 
(setf less-likely-ddx nil)) 
) 
) 
(defun explain-cc (dx case) 
；；Function to test of the parameter dx is a disease that can explain the 
；; Chief complaint of the parameter case 
；；Called by dduct-ddx deduct-ddx 
；；Returns t if can explain and nil if not 
； ; S i d e Effects none 
“ ( l e t ((d nil)) 
(dolist (dd ^diseases*) 
(if (not (null dd)) 
(when (eq dx (disease-name dd)) 





(if (null d) 
nil 
(when t 
(let ((explain nil)) 
(dolist (s (disease—symptoms d)) 
(when (eq (symptom-name 
(case-chief-complaint case)) 
(first s)) 










； ; " F U N C T I O N S TO CHECK W H E T H E R HISTORY IS COMPLETE ；; 
) ] ) ) ) * t ) ) ) ) ) 't \ ) ) 't *t "l *t 't *t 't *! I ) 'l t t ) t I I I I t I I t t I I I I I I t t I I I t t t 
(defun c h k - s y m p t o m - l i s t () 
；； F u n c t i o n to see if necessary symptoms have been asked basing on DDX 
；； C a l l e d by advise a d v i s e - s y m p t o m sum-up sum-up-case 
；； Calls s y m p t o m - p r e s e n t 
； ; R e t u r n s a list of symptoms to be asked and not yet 
；; Side Effects none 
(let ((disease-list ^diseases*) 
(s-list nil)) 
； ; g o through ddx and for each of the diseases go through its symptoms 
and if symptom has not been asked put it is s-list 
(if (not (endp ddx)) 
(dolist (dx ddx) 
(if (not (endp disease-list)) 
(dolist (disease disease-list) 
(when (eq (first dx) (disease-name disease)) 
(dolist (s (disease-symptoms disease)) 
(if (is-group-symptom (first s)) 
(let ((present nil)) 
(dolist (gd (get-group-symptoms {find-group 
(first s)))) 
(if (or (symptom-present (symptom-name gd) 
symptoms-already-asked) 
(symptom-present (symptom-name gd) 
s-list)) 
(setf present t) 
) 
) 
(if (not present) 
(setf s-list (append s-list (list (get-sptm 
(make-instance 'symptoms :symptom-name 
(first s)) system-list)))) 
) 
) 
(if (and (not (symptom-present (first s) 
symptoms-already-asked)) 
(not (symptom-present (first s) 
s-list))) 
(setf s-list (append s-list (list (get-sptm 
(make-instance ‘symptoms :symptom-name 










； ; g o through symptom-list and for each symptom go through its related symptoms 
；; if a symptom has not been asked yet put it in s-list 
(if (not (endp symptom-list)) 
(dolist (s2 symptom-list) 
(when (not (null s2)) 
(let {(s (get-sptm s2 system-list))) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(if (not (endp (symptom-related-symptoms s))) 
(dolist (si (symptom-related-symptoms s)) 
(let ((ok t) 
) 
(when (symptom-present si symptoms-already-asked) 
(setf ok nil) 
(return ok)) 
(when ok 
(if (not (symptom-present si s-list)) 
(setf s-list (append (list (get-sptm 
















(defun chk-symptom-descriptor (symptom) 
；； Function to check if all the descriptors of a symptoms has been asked 
；； Called by advise sum-up sum-up-case 
；; Returns a list of unasked descriptors 
；; Side Effects none 
(let ((descriptor-list (symptom-descriptors symptom)) 
(sdescription (symptom-description symptom)) 
(description nil) 
(already-asked nil)) 
(when (not (endp descriptor—list)) 
(dolist (descriptor descriptor-list) 
(when (not (null descriptor)) 
(setf already-asked nil) 
(when (not (endp sdescription)) 
(dolist (desn sdescription already-asked) 
(when (eq descriptor (first desn)) 
(setf already-asked t) 
(return already-asked)))) 
(when (not already-asked) 










(defun prt-sys-symp (slist) 
；； F u n c t i o n display the symptoms in slist according to it groups 
；； with a heading 
；； C a l l e d by advise advise-symptoms 
； ; C a l l s right-system 
；； Returns none 
； ; S i d e Effects Displays the symptoms in groups 
« 
； ; g o through the systems and for each system extract the symptoms from 
；; s-list that belongs to it and display them under the system if not null 
(let ((systems ‘(GU GI Biliary Pain))) 
(format t "~%''%You should ask the following s y m p t o m s : " ) 
{dolist (sys systems) 
(let ({syslist nil)) 
(dolist (s slist) 
(when (right-system s sys) 
(setf syslist (append syslist (list s))) 
(setf slist (remove s slist))) 
) 
(when (not (endp syslist)) 
(format t ~A" sys) 
(dolist (s syslist) 




(when (not (endp slist)) 
(format t ""'%"% O t h e r s : " ) 
(dolist (s slist) 
(format t ""% "a" (symptom-name s))) 
) ) 
) 
(defun advise-ddx (case) 
； ； O n e of the Advise Function whicli displays the DDX currently 
；； under consideration 
；； C a l l e d by advise-menu 
；； Returns none 
； ; S i d e Effects display DDx 
(let ((old-symptom-list nil)) 
(dduct-ddx old-symptom-list case) 
(when (endp ddx) 
(format t "~%"'%Informations not enough for Deduction of DDX")) 
(when (not (endp ddx)) 
(format t "“%~%The Differential Diagnosis at the moment are ") 
(dolist (d ddx) 








..i . ！ 
i 
)(defun advise-symptom 0 
•會 
； ‘ ； ; O n e of the Advise Function which advises on symptoms to be asked 
；； Called by advise-menu 
,；； C a l l s chk-symptom-list get-system 
• ；； Returns none 
- ； ; s i d e Effects display systems of symptoms and symptoms according to system 
; I • • ！ 
‘； (let* ((unasked (chk-symptom-list)) j 
(unasked-systems (get-system unasked))) | 
(if (not (endp unasked)) i 
(when t 
(format t "''%''%May be you should try asking symptoms of: ") n 
(dolist (s unasked-systems) H 
(format t the ""A system." s)) I； 
t t I 
：• t 
(format t ""'%'"%Do you want to see the symptoms you should have asked? Y/N| 
(when (eq (read) 'y) h 
(prt-sys-symp unasked) ！ 
•1 ；‘ 
^ 1 
(format t you want to know some questions for the symptoms? Y/N 
(when (eq (read) 'y) || 
(dolist (s unasked) I‘ 
(when (not (endp (symptom-questions s))) 丨 
(format t For "A: ” (symptom-name s)) 
(dolist (q (symptom-questions s)) 
(format t ""% ") \ 
(dolist ( w q) I 




i ) - ； 
) 1 
； ) ！ 
) 
(format t ""'%You have finished with all the important symptoms. %") 
( ) ‘ 
• ！ ) • 
i ) j 
i 
i ： ••} . 
I : 
1 i 




！ i .I { 
! 
！ • i 
i • 








i • { 
I 
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(defun get-advice (case) 
； ; R e c u r s i v e function offering advices to user and allows user to continue 
；； input of history until flag fin = 1 (set by user wanting to finish in 
；； advise-menu or by sum-up if all relevant symptoms and descriptors 
；; have been asked) 
；；Called by tutor 
；; Calls advise-menu own-history sum-ups 
；； Returns none 
；; Side Effects through calling other functions give advices and 
；; sets symptom-list symptoms-already-asked etc 
(do ((finished nil) 
(answer nil)) 
{(eq finished t)) 
(format t "“%~%Do you need any advice now Y/N"'%") 
(setf answer (Read)) 
(if (eq answer 'Y) 
(if (eq (case-chief-complaint case) 0) 
(format t "~%"'%You have not even ask the Chief Complaint") 
(advise-menu case)) 
) 
(if (or (eq answer ,y) (eq answer 'n)) 
(setf finished t)) 
) 
(when (not (eq (case-chief-complaint case) 0)) 
(do ((choice 'u)) 
((or (eq choice 'y) (eq choice 'n))) 
(format t "~%"'%Do you want to see the summary? Y/N ") 
(setf choice (read)) 
(if (eq choice ‘y) 
(sum-up case)) 
) 
(when (not (eq fin 1)) 







(defun advise (case) 
7 7 One of the Advise Function which gives general advices 
；； - o n descriDtors not asked 
；； - o n symptoms one should ask 
；； 一 differential diagnoses currently under consideration 
；； C a l l e d by advise-menu 
； ; C a l l s chk-symptom-list chk_symptom-descriptor dduct-ddx 
；； prt-sys-symp get-system 
；； Returns none 
1 ；; Side Effects display advices 
！ 
(let ((old-symptoEn-list nil) I 
(unasked-descriptor nil)) 1 
；； g o through symptom-list and check for unasked descriptors 
if found give advice and offer to display the unasked descriptors 
(when (not (endp symptom—list)) 
(dolist (s symptom-list) 
(when (not (null s)) ^ 
(setf unasked-descriptor (chk-symptom-descriptor s)) 
(when (not (endp unasked-descriptor)) _ 
(format t "'"%~%You have not Finished asking for the Descriptors o f : 』 
(format t "''%~%Do you want to see the list of Descriptors not asked?" 
(when (eq (read) 'y) 
(format t ""%"% Your have not asked ") 
(dolist (d unasked-descriptor) 
(format t “ d) 
) 





； ; d e d u c e s differential diagnosis list and advice • • 
(dduct-ddx old-symptoQi-list case) 
(when (endp ddx) 
(format t ormations not enough for Deduction of DDX")) 
(when (not (endp ddx)) 
(format t "~%''%The Differential Diagnosis at the moment are ") 
(dolist (d ddx) 
(format t ""A ” (first d)))) 
；； c h e c k if symptoms have been omitted unasked basing on DDX 
； ; i f present give advice and offer to show the symptoms and 
；; the relevant questions 
'' (let* ((unasked (chk-symptom-list)) 
(unasked-systems (get-system unasked))) 
(if (not (endp unasked)) 
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(when t 
(format t "~%~%May be you should try asking a b o u t : " ) 
(dolist (s unasked-systems) 
(format t the ~A system." s)) 
(format t "~%"'%Do you want to know the symptoms you have not 
asked? Y/N ") 










(defun advise-menu (case) 
； ; F u n c t i o n s offering different forms of advices 
；；Called by get-advice 
；；Calls advise advise—symptom advise—ddx writecase 
；； Returns none 
；; Side Effects displays choice menu 
(do ((finished nil)) 
((eq finished t)) 
(format t "•"%~%~%~%Press S if want to be advised on Symptoms to ask") 
(format t ""'% D、if you want to know the DDX so far") 
(format t G if you want some General Advices") 
(format t ""‘% F if you have finished—^ ") 
(let ((wish (read))) 
(cond 
((eq wish ‘S) (advise—symptom) (setf finished t)) 
((eq wish ，D) (advise—ddx case) (setf finished t)) 
((eq vish 'G) (advise case) (setf finished t)) 
((eq wish 'F) (setf fin 1) (dduct-ddx nil case) 






； ; M E T H O D S TO IDENTIFY SYMPTOM'S SYSTEM ；; 
；； Group of Method testing wether a symptom belongs to a system 
；； Called by prt-sys-symp 
；； Returns t or nil 
；; Side Effects none 
(defmethod right-system {(s Gl-symptoms) sys) 
(if (not (null s)) 





(defmethod right-system ((s GU-symptoms) sys) 
(if (not (null s)) 





(defmethod right-system ((s Biliary-symptoms) sys) 
(if (not (null s)) 





(defmethod right-system ((s pains) sys) 
(if (not (null s)) 





(defmethod right-system ({s symptoms) sys) 
(if (not (null s)) 





(defun get-system (slist) 
• • 
； ; F u n c t i o n that returns the list of system to which the symptoms in 
；; the parameter slist belongs 
；； Called by advise advise-symptom 
；；Calls sys 
；；Return list of system 
； ; S i d e Effects none • « 
' ' ( l e t ((svslist nil)) 
(doiist (s slist) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(let ((symp-system (sys s))) 
(if (not (null symp-system)) 
(if (not (member symp-system syslist)) 
(setf syslist (append syslist (list symp-system)))) 
(if (not (member 'misc syslist)) 




(setf syslist (remove t'null syslist)) 
) 
) 
； ; G r o u p of methods that returns the system to which the parameter s belongs 
；；Called by get-system 
；；Returns name of the system 
； ; S i d e Effects none • • 
i f 
(defmethod sys ((s biliarY-symptoms)) 
(if (not (null s)) 
•Biliary) 
) 
(defmethod sys ((s Gl-symptoms)) 
(if (not (null s)) 
'GI) 
) 
(defmethod sys ({s GU-symptoms)) 
(if (not (null s)) 
,GU) 
) 
(defmethod sys ((s pains)) 
(if (not (null s)) 
•pain) 
) 
(defmethod sys ((s symptoms)) 





； I ';' REPORTING FUNCTIONS ；; 
‘j 
(defun sum-up (case) 
；；Function to report the case 
；； Called by get-advice 
；； Calls symptom-present writecase dduct-ddx 
；； Returns none 
； ; S i d e Effects Display summary Record case 
； ； D i s p l a y s heading and Demographic data and CC 
I 
j (format t ”~%~%SUMMING_UP") 
(format t NAME: • "A ” (case-name case)) 
j (format t “ SEX: “ (case-sex case) (case-age case)) 
: (format t “ OCC: (case-occupation case)) 
(format t " “ C H I E F COMPLAINT: "A for "A "A" 
(svmptorn-name (case-chief-complaint case)) 
' (first (symptom-duration (case-chief-complaint case))) 
(second (symptom-duration (case-chief-complaint case)))) 
； ; D i s p l a y s the History of Present Illness by 
；J Displaying each symptom from sYniptom—list with their descriptions 
；； Display negative symptoms 
(format t ""%"'% HISTORY OF PRESENT I L L N E S S : " ) 
(dolist (s symptom-list) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(when 0 (symptom-certainty s) 0) 
(format t ""% for with a certainty "‘% ” 
(symptom-name s) (first (symptom-duration s)) 
1 (second (symptom-duration s)) (symptom-certainty s)) 
! (if (not (null (symptom-description s))) 
i (dolist (d (symptom-description s)) 
I (if (not (null d)) 
I (if (and (not (eq (second d) 'none)) (not (eq (second d) 'n))) 








\ (dolist (s symptoms-already-asked) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(if (not (symptom-present (symptom-name s) symptom-list)) 





；; If CC is not present then no further display 
；；Else display the diagnosis and ddx if available 
(if (not (eq (case-chief-complaint case) 0)) 
(let ((unasked (chk-symptom-list)) 
(descriptor-ok t)) 
(when (not (endp symptom-list)) 
(dolist (s symptom-list) 
(if (not (null s)) -
(when (not (endp (chk-symptorn-descriptor s))) 





(dduct-ddx nil case) 
(when (not (endp ddx)) 
(format t DIAGNOSIS: "A “ (first (first ddx))) 
(if (not (endp (rest ddx))) 
(when t 
(format t DIFFERENTIAL D I A G N O S E S : " ) 
(dolist (dx (rest ddx)) 
(if (not (null dx)) 




(format t ， 广 ％ There is no Differential Dx under 
consideration. 
) 
(if (not (endp less-likely-ddx)) 
(when t 
(format t ""% REMOTE DIFFERENTIAL D I A G N O S E S : " ) 
(dolist (dx less-likely-ddx) 
(if (not (null dx)) 






；； if all the required symptoms and descriptors asked 
；; congradulate the user 
；; offer to record the case 
• • 
/ • 
(if (and (endp unasked) descriptor-ok) 
(when t 
(setf (case-diagnosis case) (first ddx)) 
(setf (case-differential-dx case ) (rest ddx)) 
(setf (case-less-likely-dx case) less-likely-ddx) 
(setf (case-history case) symptom-list) 
. (setf (case-symptoms-already-asked case) symptoms-already-asked) 
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(when (not (null (case-diagnosis case))) 
(setf fin 1) 
(format t Congradulationl") 
(format t You have finished taking a good history!""%"%"%") 
) 
(when (null (case-diagnosis case)) 
(if (< (list-length symptom-list) 4) 
(when t 
(format t Information you have provided so far") 
(format t is not sufficient to generate any Diagnosis") 
(format t ""‘% Do you want to quit? Y/N ") 
(let ({ch (read))) 
(if (eq ch 'y) , 
(setf fin 1) 丨 
(when t 






(format t Unfortunately I am too stupid to analyse your history.") 
) 
) 








(defun writecase (case) 
； ; F u n c t i o n that records the data of the Case onto a file 
；; called "casebook" in form of LISP that enables the 
；; data to be retrieved into a LISP structure case when required 
；； Called by sum-up sum-up-case 
；； Returns none 
；; Side Effect records case onto file 
(do ((ok nil) (choice 'n)) 
((eq ok t)) 
(format t"''%~%~% Do you want to record this case? Y/N ") 
(setf choice (read)) 
(if (eq choice 'Y) 
(with—open—file (file "casebook" :directioii :output 
rif一exists -.append 
:if一does—not—exist :create) 
{format file "(make-case "% :name ‘"A" 
(case-name case)) 
(format file "“% :sex (case-sex case)) 
(format file ""% rage (case-age case)) 
(format file ""‘% :occupation '""A" 
(case-occupation case)) 
(format file ""% ；chief-complaint (make—instance 
‘symptoms ") 
(format file :symptom-name '~A" 
(symptom-name (case-chief-complaint case))) 
(format file ""% :symptom-site 
(symptom-site (case—chief—complaint case))) 
(format file :symptom-description '"A" 
(symptom-description (case—chief—complaint case))) 
(format file ")") 
(setf (case-history case) symptom-list) 
{when (not (null (case-history case))) 
(format file """% :historY (list ") 
(dolist (s (case-history case)) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(format file "“% (make—instance 'symptoms") 
(format file ""% :symptom-name ‘~A" 
(symptom-name s)) 
(format file :symptom-site 
(symptom-site s)) 
(format file :symptom—description ‘"A" 
(symptom—description s)) 
(format file ")••) 
) 
) 
(format file ")") 
) • 
；; (physical-examination nil) 
{setf (case-diagnosis case) (first ddx)) 
. (format file :{liagiiosis (case—diagnosis case)) 
(setf (case-differential-dx case) (rest ddx)) 
(format file ""% :differential-dx '"A" 
(case-differential-dx case)) 
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(setf (case-less-likely-dx case) less-likely-ddx) 
(format file :less-likely-dx '"A" 
(case-less-likely-dx case)) 
(setf (case-symptoms-already-asked case) symptoms-already-asked) 
(when (not (null (case-symptoms-already-asked case))) 
(format file :symptoms-already-asked (list ") 
(dolist (s (case-symptoms-already-asked case)) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(format file (make-instance 'symptoms") 
(format file ""% :symptom-name 
(symptorn-name s)) 
(format file :symptom—site '"A" 
(symptom-site s)) 
(format file ""% tsYmptom-description '"A" 
(symptom-description s)) 
(format file ")") 
) 
) 
(format file •，）”） 
) 
(format file :LMP (case-LMP case)) 
(setf ok t) 
) 
(if (eq choice 'N) 





APPENDIX 4D: KNOWLEDG FOR DEDCUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSEIS 
(getdx.lisp) 
；；File containing programes which analyses the DDX of each symptom ；; 
I t I t I t I I I I t t t I t I I t t t ! t t t I I I t J > I t > I I t t I t I t ' I t I t I I t I t ' t t t t I > I I I ' I ' f ' 
(in-package 'user) 
； ; F u n c t i o n s to generated the possible basing on the characteristics of 
；; the patient: e.g. age, sex : these should apply to CC and sometimes • 
；; particular instances 
；; the symptom e.g. duration character 
；; other symptoms: only if the symptoms exerts extra effect if present 
；； together 
；； Called by funcall of symptom-of slot of symptom 
；； Calls symptom present 
；； Returns List of ddx each with it score 
；; Side Effects None 
/ / 
； ; R I F _ P A I N 
(defun get-dx-rif-pain (symptom) 









(when (< (case-age 大 p 大 ) 1 2 ) 
(setf pid-score (大 pid-score 0)) 
(setf ureteric—stone—score (大 ureteric—stone—score 0.5))) 
(when 0 (case-age 大 p * ) 30) 
(if (< ( c a s e - a g e 大 p大 ) 5 5 ) 
； s e t the chance of ca caecum to be proportional to the cube of the age 
； in excess of 30 up to age 55 after which chance is set to be 10 times 
(setf ca-caecum-score (大 ca-caecum-score 
(/ ( 大 ( - ( c a s e - a g e 大p大)30) (一 (case-age 大p*) 30) 
(一 (case-age 30)) 1400))) 
(setf ca-caecum-score (* ca-caecum-score 10)))) 
(when 0 (case-age 大 ） 1 5 ) 
(if (<. ( c a s e - a g e 大 p大 ) 3 0 ) 
； s e t the chance of ca caecum to be proportional to the square of the age 
； in excess of 15 up to age 30 after which chance is set to be 2 times 
(setf ca-caecum-score (* ca-caecum-score 
(/ (大(一 (case-age 大p大)15) (一 (case-age 大p*) 15)) 100))) 
(setf ca-caecum-score (大 ca-caecum-score 2)))) 
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(if (eq (case-sex 'f) 
(when (not (or (eq (case-Imp 大 P * ) 'm) (eq (case-Imp 大 ) ' n ) ) ) 
(if 0 (case-age 30) 
(when (< (case-age 〒 ） 4 0 ) 
(setf pid-score pid-score 
(/ (- 10 (- (case-age 々 大 ） 3 0 ) ) 5))) 
) 
• (when (> (case-age 大 p 大 ) 1 5 ) 
(setf pid-score (大 pid_score 




(setf pid-score 0) 
) 
；；if more than 2 days the chance of appendicitis would be small and by 
；; 5 days very small 
(when (> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom)) 72) 
(setf appendicitis—score (* appendicitis—score 1.55)) 
(setf appendicitis-score appendicitis—score 0.18))) 
(if (symptom-present 'vomiting symptom-list) 
(when t 
(setf appendicitis—score (大 appendicitis-score 1.12)) 
(setf gastroenteritis—score (大 gastroenteritis—score 1.04)) 
(setf bowel-obstruct-score bowel-obstruct-score 3.12))) 
(when t 
(setf appendicitis—score appendicitis—score 0.95)) 
{setf ureteric—stone—score (* ureteric—stone—score 1.5)) 
(setf gastroenteritis—score gastroenteritis—score 0.98))) 
) 
(if (symptom-present ， d i a r r h o e a symptom—list) 
(setf appendicitis-score appendicitis-score 0.6)) 
(setf appendicitis—score appendicitis-score 1.05))) 
(if (symptom-present ‘constipation symptom-list) 
(setf appendicitis—score appendicitis-score 0.89)) 
(setf appendicitis-score appendicitis-score 1.05))) 
(if (symptom-present ‘frequency symptom—list) 
(setf ureteric-stone-score (大 ureteric-stone-score 4.17)) 
(when t 
(setf ureteric—stone—score (大 ureteric—stone—score 0,57)) 
(setf appendicitis-score (大 appendicitis-score 1.14))) 
) 
(if (symptom-present 'dysuria symptom-list) 
(when t 
(setf appendicitis-score (大 appendicitis—score 0,6)) 
(setf ureteric-stone-score (大 ureteric-stone-score 8.33))) 
(setf appendicitis—score (* appendicitis—score 1.06))) 
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(setf dx—list (list (list 'appendicitis appendicitis—score) 
(list 'gastroenteritis gastroenteritis—score) 
(list 'pid pid-score) 
(list ‘ca-caecum ca-caecum-score) 
(list 'constipation constipation-score) 
(list ‘torsion-omentum torsion-omentum-score) 








； ; R U Q - P A I N 
(defun get-dx-ruq-pain (symptom) 









(when (member ， (character colicky) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test #‘equal) 
(setf cholelithiasis—score (大 cholelithiasis—score 1.2)) 
(setf kidney-stone-score kidney-stone-score 1.2)) 
(setf gastroenteritis-score (大 gastroenteritis—score 1.2))) 
(when (member ‘(brought-on-by fatty-food) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(setf cholelithiasis-score (太 cholelithiasis—score 1.5))) 
(when (or (member ‘(referred-pain right-back) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(member •(referred-pain infrascapular) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(member ‘(referred-pain right-loin) (symptom—description symptom) 
: t e s t # ， e q u a l ) 》 
(setf cholelithiasis-score cholelithiasis-score 1.2)) 
(setf kidney-stone-score kidney-stone-score 1.2)) 
(setf ca-kidney-score ca-kidney-score 1.2))) 
(when (or (member ‘(relieved-by food) (symptom-description symptom) 
: t e s t # ， e q u a l ) 
(member ‘(relieved-by antacid) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test equal)) 
(setf du-score (、du-score 1.5))) 
(when (member ‘(brought-on-by hunger) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test #'equal) 
(setf du-score du-sdore 1.3))) 
(when (< (case-age 〒 ） 3 5 ) 
(setf ca—kidney—score (大 ca—kidney—score 0.1))) 
(when (< (case-age 大p*) 20) 
(setf kidney-stone-score (大 kidney-stone-score 0.1))) 
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(setf dx-list 
(list (list 'cholelithiasis cholelithiasis-score) 
(list 'DU DU-score) 
(list ’Hepatitis Hepatitis-score) 
(list 'Hepatoma Hepatoma-score) 
(list 'Pancreatitis Pancreatitis-score) 
(list ‘Kidney-stone Kidney-stone-score) 
(list 'Ca-Kidney Ca-Kidney-score) 
(list 'Gastroenteritis Gastroenteritis-score))) 
dx-list) 
) 
； ; E P I G A S T R I C PAIN 
(defun get-dx-epigastric-pain (symptom) 
(let ((dx-list nil) 
(cholelithiasis-score 0.15) 
(DU-score 0.3) 







(when (member ‘(character colicky) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(setf cholelithiasis-score (大 cholelithiasis-score 1.2)) 
(setf gastroenteritis—score (大 gastroenteritis-score 1.2)) 
(setf pancreatitis-score (大 pancreatitis—score 0.5)) 
(setf ppu-score (大 ppu-score 0,5)) 
) 
(when (member ‘(intensity severe) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(setf pancreatitis—score (大 pancreatitis-score 4)) 
(setf ppu-score (大 ppu-score 6)) 
) 
(if (member ,(character continuous) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test #ieqiial) 
(setf pancreatitis-score (大 pancreatitis—score 1.5) 
ppu-score ppu-score 1.5)) 
) 
(when (member ， （brought—on—by fatty-food) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test #'eciual) 
(setf cholelithiasis—score (大 cholelitliiasis_score 1.2))) 
(when (member ‘ (intensity mild) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test #I equal) 
(setf pancreatitis-score pancreatitis-score 0.1)) 
(setf ppu-score (* ppu-score 0.1))) 
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(when (member ‘(onset very-sudden) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(setf ppu-scQre (大 ppu-score 1.5)) 
(setf cholelithiasis—score (大 cholelithiasis-score 1.2)) 
) 
(when (or (member ’ (referred-pain right-back) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(member ‘(referred-pain infrascapular) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test equal) 
{member ‘(referred-pain right-loin) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test equal)) 
(setf cholelithiasis—score (大 cholelithiasis-score 1.1))) 
(when (or (member ‘(relieved—by food) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test # ， e q u a l ) 
(member ‘ (relieved-by antacid) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test equal)) 
(setf du-score (大 du-score 1.5)) 
(setf gu-score gu-score 1.5)) 
. ) 
(when (member ,(brought-on-by hunger) (symptom-description symptom) 
；test equal) 
(setf du-score (* du-score 1.3))) 
(when (or (member ‘ (brought-on-by food) (symptom—description symptom) 
••test #’eqiia]J 
(member ‘ (brought-on-by spicy-food) (syinptom—description symptom) 
:test equal)) 
, (setf gu-score gu-score 1.2)) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (大 ca-stomach-score 1.1))) 
(when (symptom-present 'haematemesis symptom-list) 
(setf GU-score (大 GU-score (+ 1 (大 0.2 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf DU-score (大 DU-score (+ 1 (* 0.2 
(symptom-certaintY symptom-required))))) 
(setf Ca-stomach-score (大 Ca-stomach-score ( + 1 0.2 
(symptom-certaintY symptom-required))))) 
(setf cholelithiasis-score cholelithiasis-score (一 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom—certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf gastroenteritis一score (大 gastroenteritis-score (一 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certaintY symptom-required)))))) 
(when (symptom-present 'melaena symptom-list) 
(setf GU-score (大 GU-score (+ 1 (大 0.2 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf DU-score (* DU-score ( + 1 (大 0.2 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) • 
(setf Ca-stomach-score (大 Ca-stomach-score (+ 1 (* 0.2 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf cholelithiasis-score (* cholelithiasis-score (一 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf gastroenteritis-score (* gastroenteritis—score (— 1 0.5 
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(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(when {symptom-present ‘loss-of-weight symptom-list) 
(if (> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (大 ca-stomach-score ( + 1 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 




(if (member ‘(amount >10) (symptom-description symptom-required) 
:test S'equal) 
(setf ca-stomach-score ca-stomach-score ( + 1 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 





(when (symptom-present ， l o s s - o f - a p p e t i t e symptom-list) 
(when {> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (大 ca-stomach-score (+ 1 (大 2.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
gu-score (* gu-score ( + 1 (* 0.3 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
du-score (大 du-score (一 1 (大 0.3 
(symptom-certainty symptom—required)))) 
) 
(if (or (member ‘ (character severe) (symptom-description 
symptom-required) :test # ， e q u a l ) 
{member ‘ (intensity severe) (symptom-description 
、 symptom-required) :test equal)) 





(when (or (symptom-present 'jaundice symptom-list ) 
(symptom-present 丨tea—coloured—urine symptom-list)) 
(setf du-score du-score 0.1) gu-score (大 gu-score 0.1)) 
(setf cholelithiasis-score (大 cholelithiasis-score 1.3) 
. pancreatitis-score (大 pancreatitis-score 1.5)) 
) 
(setf dx-list 
(list (list 'cholelithiasis cholelithiasis—score) 
(list ,DU DU-score) 
(list 'GU GU-score) 
(list 'PPU PPU-score) 
(list 'Ca-stomach Ca-stomach-score) * 
(list 'Hepatitis Hepatitis-score) 
(list 'Hepatoma Hepatoma-score) 
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(list ‘Pancreatitis Pancreatitis-score) 
(list 'Gastroenteritis Gastroenteritis-score))) 
dx-list) 
) 




； ; L I F - P A I N 
；； M E L A E N A 
(defun g e t - d x - m e l a e n a (symptom) 







(when (member ‘(colour reddish) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(setf o e s o p h a g e a l — v a r i c e s — s c o r e (大 o e s o p h a g e a l — v a r i c e s — s c o r e 1.5)) 
(setf D U - s c o r e DU-score 1.1)) 
(setf GU-score (大 GU-score 1.1))) 
(when (member ‘(amount large) {symptom-description symptom) 
；test equal) 
(setf o e s o p h a g e a l — v a r i c e s — s c o r e (大 o e s o p h a g e a l — v a r i c e s — s c o r e 2)) 
(setf D U - s c o r e DU-score 1.1)) 
(setf GU-score (* GU-score 1.1))) 
； s e t the chance of ca stomach to be p r o p o r t i o n a l to the cube of the age 
； in excess of 30 up to age 55 after which chance is set to be 10 times 
(when (> (case-age 大p*) 30) 
(if (< (case-age 大p大)55) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (大 ca-stomach-score (+ 1 
(/ (- (case-age 大p大)30) (一 (case-age 大 ) 3 0 ) ) 1250)))) 
(setf c a - s t o m a c h - score (大 ca-stomach-score 5)))) 
(when -(symptom-present ’loss-of-weight symptom-list) 
(if (> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (大 ca-stomach-score (+ 1 (大 0,5 
(symptom—certainty symptom—required)))) 




(if (member ‘ (amount >10) (symptom — description sYmptom-ireqiiiired) 
:test equal) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (大 ca-stomach-score ( + 1 (大 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom—required)))) 





(when (symptom-present 丨loss_of-appetite symptom-list) 
(when 0 (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (* ca-stomach-score ( + 1 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
9 \ 
gu-score (* gu-score (+ 1 (大 0,5 
(symptom-certainty SYmptom-required)))) 
du-score (* du-score ( - 1 (大 0.4 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
) . . 
(if (or (member ‘ (character severe) (symptom-description 
symptom-required) :test equal) 
(member ‘ (intensity severe) (symptom-description 
symptom-required) :test #*eqiiai)) 





(when (symptom-present ’history—of—jaundice symptom-list) 
(setf oesophageal—varices—score (大 oesophageal—varices—score 
( + 1 (大 1 (symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(when (symptom-present 'history-of-hepatitis symptom-list) 
(setf oesophageal—varices—score (大 oesophageal—varices—score 
( + 1 (大 1 (symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(setf dx-list 
(list (list 'DU DU-score) 
(list 'GU GU-score) 
(list 'Ca-stomach Ca-stomach-score) 
(list 'Gastritis gastritis-score) 
(list ，Anastomotic—ulcer anastomotic—ulcer—score) 





(defun get-dx-haematemesis (symptom) 







(when (member ‘(form fresh-blood) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test # ， e q u a l ) 
(setf oesophageal-varices-score (大 oesophageal-varices-score 1.5)) 
{setf DU-score (大 DU-score 1.2)) 
(setf GU-score (大 GU-score 1.2))) 
(when (member ‘(form coffee-ground) (sYmptom-description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(setf DU-score DU-score 1.5)) 
(setf GU-score (大 GU-score 1.5))) 
(when (member ‘(amount large) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test # ， e q u a l ) . 
(setf oesophageal—varices—score (大 oesophageal-varices-score Z)) 
(setf DU-score (大 DU-score 1.1)) 
(setf GU-score (* GU-score 1.1))) 
； s e t the chance of ca stomach to be proportional to the cube of the age 
； in excess of 30 up to age 55 after which chance is set to be 10 times 
(when 0 (case-age 大p*) 30) 
(if (< (case-age 大 p 大 ) 5 5 ) 
(setf ca-stomach-score ( 大 ca-stomach-score (+ 1 。 [ 。 、 、 、 、 
(/ (大 ( - ( c a s e - a g e 大p大)30) (- (case-age *p大)30)) 1250)))) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (大 ca-stomach-score 6)))) 
(when (symptom-present ' loss-of-weiglit symptom-list) • 
(if {> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (* ca-stomach-score (+ 1 (* 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
gu一score (大 gu-score ( + 1 0,25 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
) 
)(if (member ‘ (amount >10) (symptom-description symptom-required) 
:test #,equal) , i “ i 
(setf ca-stomach-score (大 ca-stomach-score (+ 1 (大 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 





(when (symptom-present 'loss-of-appetite symptom-list) 
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(when (> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf ca-stomach-score (大 ca-stomach-score ( + 1 (* 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
gu—score {* gu-score (十 1 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
du-score (大 du-score (- 1 (* 0.4 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
) 
(if (or (member ‘ (character severe) (symptom—description 
symptom-required) ；test equal) 
(member ‘ (intensity severe) (symptom—description 
symptom-required) :test #'equal)) 






(list (list 'DU DU-score) 
(list 'GU GU-score) 
(list 'Ca-stomach Ca-stomach-score) 
(list 'Gastritis gastritis—score) 
(list 'Anastomotic-ulcer anastomotic—ulcer—score) 





； ; D I A R R H O E A 
(defun g e t - d x - d i a r r h o e a (symptom) 






(when (> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom)) 167) 
(setf c o l i t i s - s c o r e colitis-score 0.75)) 
(setf c a - c o l o n - s c o r e (大 ca-colon-score 1.5)) 
(setf b e n i g n - t u m o u r - c o l o n - s c o r e (大 b e n i g n - t u m o u r - c o l o n - s c o r e 1.5)) 
(setf g a s t r o e n t e r i t i s - s c o r e (大 gastroenteritis-score 0,75)) 
(setf i r r i t a b l e — b o w e l — s c o r e (大 irritable-bowel-score 1.5)) 
) 
(when (> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom)) 4319) 
(setf c o l i t i s - s c o r e (大 colitis—score 0.1)) 
(setf c a - c o l o n - s c o r e (大 ca-colon-score 1.2)) 
(setf b e n i g n - t u m o u r - c o l o n - s c o r e .benign-tumour-colon-score 1.5)) 
(setf g a s t r o e n t e r i t i s — s c o r e (大 gastroenteritis—score 0.1)) 
(setf i r r i t a b l e - b o w e l - s c o r e (大 irritable-bowel-score 1.5)) 
) 
(when (< (time-length (syniptom—duration symptom)) 73) 
(setf c o l i t i s - s c o r e colitis-score 1.1)) 
(setf c a - c o l o n - s c o r e (大 ca-colon-score 0.5)) 
(setf b e n i g n - t u m o u r - c o l o n - s c o r e (大 benign—tumour—colon—score 0.5)) 
(setf g a s t r o e n t e r i t i s — s c o r e (大 gastroenteritis—score 2)) 
(setf i r r i t a b l e - b o w e l - s c o r e (大 irritable-bowel-score 0.75)) 
) 、 
(when (member，(character, watery) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(setf c o l i t i s — s c o r e (大 colitis-score 1,5)) 
(setf g a s t r o e n t e r i t i s — s c o r e (大 gastroenteritis-score 1.5))) 
(when (member ,(character mucus) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test #'equal) 
(setf colitis—score (大 colitis-score 1.2)) 
(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score 1.5)) 
(setf b e n i g n - t u m o u r - c o l o n - s c o r e b e n i g n — t u m o u r — c o l o n — s c o r e 2))) 
(when (member ‘(character bloody) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(setf colitis-score (大 colitis-score 0.8)) 
(setf g a s t r o e n t e r i t i s — s c o r e (大 gastroenteiritis—score 0.5)) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score 1.5))) 
(when (member ‘(character blood-and-mucous) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test #'equal) 
(setf colitis-score (大 colitis—score 1.1)) 
(setf gastroenteritis—score (大 gastroenteritis—score 0.3)) 
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(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score 2))) 
(when (not ( or 
(member ‘(character blood-and-mucous) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(member ’(character bloody) (symptom-description symptom) ‘ 
:test t'equal) 
(member ‘(character mucus) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test t'equal))) 
(when (symptom-present 'loss-of-weight symptom-list) 
(if 0 (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptorn—required)))) 
colitis-score (大 colitis—score (+ 1 (大 0.25 
(symptom-certaintY symptom-required)))) 
) 
(if (member ‘(amount >10) (symptom—description symptom—required) 
:test equal) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score ( + 1 (大 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 





(setf colitis-score (大 colitis—score 0.9)) 
(setf gastroenteritis-score (大 gastroenteritis-score 1.5)) 
(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score 0,5)) 
(setf irritable-bowel-score (大 irritable-bowel-score 1.5)) 
) 
(when (member , (brought—on—by eating) (symptoni—description symptom) 
:test # ， e q u a l ) 
(setf irritable—bowel—score (大 irritable—bowel—score 3))) 
(if (> ( c a s e - a g e 大p大)15) 
(if (< ( c a s e - a g e 大p大)30) 
(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score 
(/ (大(一 (case-age 大p大)15) (一 (case-age 大p大)15)) 225))) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score 
(+ 1 (/ (- (case-age 大p*) 30) 40)))) 
) 
(setf ca-colon-score 0) 
) 
(when (symptom-present 'tenesmus symptom-list) 
(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score 2))) 
(when (symptom-present ‘change-of-bowel-habit symptom-list) 




(list (list "colitis colitis-score) 
(list ‘ca~colon ca-colon-score) 
(list ‘benign-tumour-colon benign-tumour-colon-score) 
(list 'irritable-bowel irritable-bowel-score) 





； ; P R - B L E E D I N G 
(defun get-dx-pr-bleeding (symptom) 







(when (member ‘(relation-to-stool mixed) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test equal) 
(setf haemorrhoid-score (大 haemorrhoid-score 0.5)) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score 1.5)) 
(setf pruritis-ani-score (大 pruritis-ani-score 0,2)) 
(setf colitis-score (大 colitis—score 1.2)) 
(setf fissure—in—ano—score (大 fissure—in—ano—score 0.5))) 
(when (or (member •(relation-to-stool separate) (symptom-description symptom) 
： t e s t # ， e q u a l ) (member '(relation-to-stool on-surface) 
(symptom-description symptom) :test equal)) 
(setf haemorrhoid-score (大 haemorrhoid-score 1.5)) 
(setf colitis—score (* colitis—score 0.5)) 
(setf fissure-in_ano-score (大 fissure-in-ano-score 1.5))) 
(when (or (member ‘ (relation-to-stool on-toilet-paper) 
(symptom-description symptom) :test #'equal) 
(member ‘(relation—to—stool dripple-after-motion) 
(symptom—description symptom) :test equal)) 
(setf haemorrhoid-score (大 haemorrhoid-score 1.2)) 
(setf pruritis-ani-score (大 pruritis-ani-score 1.5)) 
(setf fissure—in—ano—score (大 fissure—in—ano—score 1.5))) 
(when (member ‘(brought—on—by constipation) (symptom—description symptom) 
:test #'equal) 
(setf fissure—in—ano—score (大 fissure—in—ano—score 2))) 
(if (> (case-age 大 p 大 ) 1 5 ) 
(if (< (case-age 大 p 大 ) 3 0 ) 
(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score 
(/ (大(一 (case-age 大p大)15) (一 (case-age 大p大)15)) 225))) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score 
(+ 1 (/ {- (case-age 大 p 大 ) 3 0 ) 40)))) 
) 
(when t 
(setf ca-colon-score 0) 
(setf haemorrhoid-score (大 haemorrhoid-score D ) 
(setf colitis-score (大 colitis—score 1.5)) 
(setf fissure-in-ano-score (* fissure-in-ano-score 3)) 
(setf benign-tumour-colon-score (大 benign-tumour-colon-score 2)) 
) 
) 
(when (symptom-present ' loss-of-weigtit symptom-list) 
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(if {> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 




(if (member ,(amount >10) (SYmptom^description symptom-required) 
:test #'equal) 





(when (symptom-present ‘tenesmus symptom-list) 
(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certaintY symptom-required)))))) 
(when (symptom-present ， m u c o u s - i n - s t o o l symptom-list) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score ( + 1 0.3 
(symptom-certaintY symptom-required)))))) 
(when (and (symptom-present 'constipation symptom-list) 
(symptom-present 'diarrhoea symptom-list)) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score (+ 1 (* 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(setf dx-list 
(list (list 'colitis colitis-score) 
(list ‘ca-colon ca-colon-score) 
(list 'haemorrhoids haemorrhoid-score) 
(list ‘fissure-in-ano fissure—in—ano—score) 
(list ，pmritis—ani p m r i t i s — a n i — s c o r e ) 




； ; T E N E S M U S 
(defun get-dx-tenesmus (symptom) 




(when 0 (time-length (symptom-duration symptom)) 167) 
(setf colitis-score (大 colitis—score 0.5)) 
(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score 1.2)) 
) 
(if 0 (case-age 〒 ） 1 5 ) 
(if (< (case-age 大 p * ) 30) 
(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score 
(/ (大(一 (case-age 大p大)15) (一 (case-age 大p大)15)) 225))) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score 
(+ 1 (/ (- (case-age 〒 ） 3 0 ) 20)))) 
) 
(when t 
(setf ca-colon-score 0) 
(setf benign—tumour—colon—score (大 benign—tumour—colon—score 3)) 
) 
) 
(when (symptom-present 'loss-of-weight symptom-list) 
(if {> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
) 
. (if (member ， (amount >10) (symptom—description sYmptom-required) 
、 :test # ， e q i i a l ) 





(when {symptom-present 'pr-bleeding symptom-list) 
(sett ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom—required)))))) 
(when (symptom-present 'mucous-in-stool symptom-list) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score ( + 1 0.5 . 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(when (and (symptom-present ,constipation symptom-list) 
(symptom-present 'diarrhoea symptom-list)) 




(list (list ‘colitis colitis-score) 
(list ，ca-colon ca-colon-score) 
(list ‘benign-tumour-colon benign-tumour-colon-score))) 
dx-list) 
) 
1 9 \ 
t 
； ; C O N S T I P A T I O N 
(defun get-dx-constipation (symptom) 




(if {> (case-age 大p*) 15) 
(if (< (case-age 大p大)30) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score 
(/ (大 ( - ( c a s e - a g e 大p*) 15) (一 (case-age 大p大)15)) 225))) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score 
• (+ 1 (/ (- (case-age 〒 ） 3 0 ) 60)))) 
) 
(setf ca-colon-score 0) 
) 
(when (symptom-present ‘loss-of-weight symptom-list) 
(if (and (> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(member ,(amount >10) (symptom-description symptom-required) 
:test #’eqiial)) 
(setf constipation—score (大 constipation—score (— 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom—certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
) 
(when (symptom-present 'pr-bleeding symptom-list) 
(setf constipation-score (大 constipation-score (一 1 (大 0.2 
(symptom-certainty symptom-reciuired))))) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score (+ 1 (大 0,5 
、(symptom-certaintY symptom-required)))))) 
(when (symptom-present 'diarrhoea symptom-list) 
(setf constipation-score (大 constipation-score (- 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom—required)))))) 
(setf dx-list 
(list (list 'constipation constipation—score) 





(defun get-dx-mucous-in-stool {symptom) 





(when (> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom)) 167) 
(setf colitis—score (大 colitis-score 0.75) 
gastroenteritis-score (大 gastroenteritis—score 0.5) 
ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score 1.2) 
benign—tumour—colon—score (大 benign—tumour—colon—score 1.2)) 
) 
(if (> (case-age 大 p 大 ) 1 5 ) 
(if (< {case-age 大 p 大 ) 3 0 ) 
(setf ca-colon-score ca-colon-score 
(/ (大(一 (case-age 大p大)15) (一 (case-age 大p大)15)) 225))) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score 
(+ 1 (/ (- (case-age 30) 40)))) 
) 
(when t 
(setf ca-colon-score 0) 
(setf benign-tumour-colon-score (大 benign—trnnour—colon—score 3)) 
) ‘ 
) 
(when (symptom-present 'loss-of-weight symptom-list) 
(if (> (time-length (symptom-duration sYmptom-required)) 335) 
、 (setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
) 
)(if (member ‘ (amount >10) (sYmptom—{description symptom — required) 
:test equal) 





(when (symptom-present 'tenesmus symptom-list) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certaintY symptom-required)))))) 
(when (and (symptom-present 'constipation symptom-list) 
(symptom-present 'diarrhoea symptom-list)) 
(setf ca-colon-score (大 ca-colon-score ( + 1 (大 0,3 
(symptom-certainty sYmptom-required)))))) 
(setf dx-list 
(list (list 'colitis colitis-score) 
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(list ‘ca-colon ca-colon-score) 
(list 'gastroenteritis gastroenteritis-score) 
(list ‘benign-tumour-colon benign-tumour-colon-score))) 
dx-list) 
) 
• 22 ‘ 
； ; H A E M A T U R I A 
(defun get-dx-haematuria (symptom) 











(when (< (case-age 15) 
(setf bph-score 0) 
(setf ca-bladder-score 0) 
{setf ca-kidney-score 0) 
(setf endometriosis-score 0) 
(setf u r e t e r i c - s t o n e - s c o r e 0) 
(setf kidney-stone-score 0) 
(setf bladder-stone-score 0) 
(setf glomerulonephritis—score 0.5) 
(setf Wilms-tumour-score 0.05) 








(setf Wilms-tumour-score (大 wilms-tumour-score 
(+ 1 (/ (一 15 (case-age 大p大)15))))) 
(setf glomerulonephritis—score (大 glomerulonephritis—score 1.5)) 
) 
(if (symptom-present 'mass-in-loin symptom-list) 
{setf wilms-tumour-score (大 wilms-tumour-score ( + 1 0.5 
(_ 15 (case-age 大p*))) (symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 
) 
) 
(when {> (case-age 14) , . 
(if (member ‘(character fresh) (symptom-description symptom)) 
(setf ca-bladder-score (大 ca-bladder-score 1,2))) 
(when (eq (case-sex 大p大)'m) 
(setf endometriosis-score 0) 
(setf UTI-score (大 UTI-score 0.6)) • 
(setf ureteric-stone-score (* ureteric-stone-score 1.2)) 
(setf Bladder-stone-score (大 bladder-stone-score 1.2)) 
(setf Kidney-stone-score (大 Kidney-stone-score 1.2)) 
(setf ca-kidney-score (大 ca-kidney-score 1.2)) 
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(setf ca-bladder-score ca-bladder-score 1.2)) 
(if (> (case-age 大p大)55) 
(if (< (case-age 大p*) 70) 
(setf BPH-score (* BPH-score 
(+ (/ (- (case-age 60) 10) 1))) 
(setf BPH-score BPH-score 2))) 
(setf BPH-score 0))) 
(when (eq (case-sex 〒 ） ' f ) 
(setf bph-score 0) 
(setf UTI-score (大 UTI-score 2)) 
(if (or (< (case-age 大 p 大 ) 1 5 ) 0 (case-age 大 p 大 ) 4 0 ) ) 
(setf endometriosis-score 0))) 








(if (< (case-age 大p*) 65) 
(setf ca—kidney—score (大 ca—kidney—score 
(+ 1 (/ (- (case-age 〒 ） 5 0 ) 15)))) 
(setf ca-kidney-score {* ca-kidney-score 2)) 
) 
(if (< ( c a s e - a g e 大p大)75) 
(setf ca-bladder-score (大 ca-bladder-score 
(+ 1 (/ (- (case-age 50) 25)))) 
、(s e t f ca-bladder-score ca-bladder-score 2)) 
) 
(setf ureteric—stone—score (大 ureteric—stone—score 0.25)) 
(setf kidney-stone-score (大 kidney—stone—score 0.8)) 
(setf bladder-stone-score (大 bladder-stone-score 0.75)) 
) 
(when t 
(setf ca-bladder-score 0.1) 
(setf ca-kidney-score 0.1) 
) • 
) 
( w h e n t 
(setf ca-bladder-score 0) 
{sett ca-kidney-score 0) 
) 
) 
(if (eq (case-sex 大p大)'m) 
(if 0 (ease-age 大 p 大 ) 5 9 ) 
(setf bph-score (* bph-score 2.5)) 
(if 0 (case-age 大 p 大 ) 5 5 ) 




(setf b p h - s c o r e 0) 
) 
(if (symptom-present ‘R-loin-pain symptom-list) 
(setf k i d n e y - s t o n e - s c o r e (大 k i d n e y - s t o n e - s c o r e (+ 1 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(if (symptom-present *L一loing—pain symptom-list) 
(setf k i d n e y - s t o n e - s c o r e (大 kidney-stone-score ( + 1 (* 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(if (symptom-present ‘RIF-pain symptom-list) 
(setf u r e t e r i c — s t o n e — s c o r e (大 ureteric—stone—score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(if (symptom-present ‘LIF-pain symptom-list) 
(setf u r e t e r i c - s t o n e — s c o r e (大 ureteric—stone—score 
( + 1 0.5 (symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(if (symptom-present ‘suprapubic-pain symptom-list) 
(when t 
(setf UTI-score U T I - s c o r e ( + 1 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
{setf B l a d d e r - s t o n e - s c o r e bladder-stone-score 
(+ 1 (大 0,5 (symptom—certainty symptom-required))))) 
) 
(if 0 (case-age 大 ) 5 0 ) 
(when t 
‘ (setf ca-bladder-score ca-bladder-score 1.5)) 
(setf ca—kidney—score (大 ca—kidney—score 1.5)) 
) 
(setf g l o m e r u l o n e p h r i t i s - s c o r e 








(if (symptom-present 'urgency symptom-list) 
(setf u t i - s c o r e (大 uti一score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certaintY symptom-required))))) 
(setf ca—kidney—score (大 ca—kidney—score 0.75)) 
) 
(if (symptom-present 'frequency symptom-list) 
(setf u t i - s c o r e uti-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
) 
(if (symptom-present ，dysuria symptom-list) 
(setf u t i - s c o r e (大 uti-score (+ 1 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(if (symptom-absent 'dysuria) 
(setf uti-score (* uti-score 1.3) 
ca-bladder-score ca-bladder-score 1.2) 
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ca-kidney-score ca-kidney-score 1.2) 
) 
) 
(if (symptom-absent 'urgency) 
{setf uti-score (大 uti-score 1.2) 
ca-bladder-score (大 ca-bladder-score 1.2) 
ca-kidney-score (大 ca—kidney—score 1.2) 
) 
) 
(if (symptom-absent 'frequency) 
(setf uti-score uti-score 1.2) 
ca-bladder-score (大 ca-bladder-score 1.2) 




(list (list 'Ca-bladder Ca-bladder-score) 
(list ,Ca—kidney Ca—kidney—score) 
(list ，BPH BPH-score) 
(list 'Bladder-stone Bladder-stone-score) 
(list 'Kidney-stone Kidney-stone-score) 
(list 'Ureteric-stone Ureteric-stone-score) 
(list 'UTI UTI-score) 
(list 'Endometriosis Endometriosis—score) 
(list 'Wilms-tumour wilms-tumour-score) 




； ； N O U R I N A R Y PAIN 
(defun no-u-pain (s-list) 
s-list 
(and (symptom-absent 'R-loin-pain) 
(symptom-absent 'L-loin-pain) 
(symptom-absent 'RIF-pain) 
(symptom-absent ， L I F - p a i n ) 
( s y m p t o m - a b s e n t， S u p r a p u b i c - p a i n ) ) ) 
； ; D Y S U R I A 
(defun g e t - d x - d Y S u r i a (symptom) 






(when (eq (case-sex 大p大)'f) 
(setf B P H - s c o r e 0) 
(setf U T I - s c o r e (大 UTI-score 1»5))) 
(when (eq (case-sex 大 p * ) 'm) 
(setf u t i - s c o r e (大 uti-score 0.25)) 
(if (> (case-age 大p大）55) 
(if (< (case-age 大p大)70) 
(setf BPH-score (大 BPH-score 
( + ( / (一 (case-age 大p大)60) 10) 1))) 
(setf BPH-score BPH-score 2))) 
(setf BPH-score 0)) 
(when (< (case-age 大 p 大 ) 1 2 ) 
、 (setf uti-score (大 uti-score 5)))) 
(if 0 (case-age 大p大)15) 
(if (< (case-age 大p大)30) 
(setf u r e t e r i c - s t o n e - s c o r e u r e t e r i c - s t o n e - s c o r e 
(+ 1 (/ (case-age 大p大)15)))) 
(setf u r e t e r i c - s t o n e - s c o r e (大 u r e t e r i c - s t o n e - s c o r e 2))) 
(setf u r e t e r i c - s t o n e - s c o r e 0)) 
(setf dx-list 
(list (list 'BPH BPH-score) 
(list 'Bladder-stone Bladder-stone-score) 
(list 'Ureteric-stone Ureteric-stone-score) 




； ; F R E Q U E N C Y 
(defun g e t - d x - f r e q u e n c y (symptom) 
symptom 








(when (eq (case-sex 大p大),f) 
(setf B P H - s c o r e 0) 
(setf U T I - s c o r e (大 UTI-score 3)) 
(when (eq (case-sex 'm) 
(if 0 (case-age 大p大)55) 
(if (< (case-age 大p大)70) 
(setf BPH-score BPH-score 
(+ (/ (- (case-age 60) 10) 1))) 
(setf BPH-score BPH-score 2))) 
(setf BPH-score 0)) 
(if {< (case-age 大p大)12) 
(when t 
(setf n e u r o g e n i c - b l a d d e r - s c o r e (大 n e u r o g e n i c - b l a d d e r - s c o r e 2}) 
(setf uti-score (大 uti-score 2))) 
) 
(setf u t i - s c o r e (大 uti-score 0.25)) 
) 
) 
(if 0 (case-age 大p大)60) 
(if (< (case-age 大p大)70) 
(setf n e u r o g e n i c - b l a d d e r - s c o r e (* n e u r o g e n i c - b l a d d e r - s c o r e 
(+ {/ (- (case-age 60) 10) 1))) 




(list (list 'BPH BPH-score) 
(list 'Bladder-stone Bladder-stone-score) 
(list 'ureteric-colic ureteric-colic-score) 
(list 'UTI UTI-score) 
(list 'TB-bladder TB-bladder-score) 




； ; H E S I T A N C Y 
(defun get-dx-hesitancy (symptom) 
(let ({dx-list nil) 
(BPH-score 0.9) 
(Urethral-stricture-score 0.1)) 
(when (member ,(progression worsening) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test #I equal) 
(setf BPH-score (大 BPH-score 1.5))) 
(if (or (member ‘(width-of-stream thin) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test ft'equal) 
(member ‘ (widtli-of—stream narrow) (symptom-description symptom) 
:test # ， e q i i a l ) ) 
(setf urethral—stricture—score (大 urethral—stricture—score 2)) 
(setf BPH-score (大 BPH-score 2))) 
(dolist (s (symptom-description symptom)) 
(when (eq (first s) •time—of—wait—before—initiation) 
(setf BPH-score BPH-score (+ 1 (/ (second s) 30)))) 
(return BPH-score))) 
(if (eq (case-sex 大p*) ，m) 
(if {> (case-age 大p大)55) 
(if (< (case-age 大p大)70) 
(setf BPH-score (大 BPH-score 
(+ (/ (- (case-age 60) 10) 1))) 
(setf BPH-score (大 BPH-score 2))) 
(setf BPH-score 0) 
) 
(setf BPH-score (大 BPH-score 0))) 
(setf dx-list 
(list (list 'BPH BPH-score) 




；； U R G E N C Y 
(defun get-dx-urgency (symptom) 





(when (eq (case-sex 大p*) ，f) 
(setf BPH-score 0) 
(setf UTI-score UTI-score 3))) 
(when (eq (case-sex 大p*) ’m) 
(if 0 (case-age 大p大)55) 
(if (< (case-age 大 ) 7 0 ) 
(setf BPH-score (大 BPH-score 
(+ (/ (- (case-age 大p*) 60) 10) 1))) 
(setf BPH-score (大 BPH-score 2))) 
(setf BPH-score 0)) 
(when (< (case-age 大p大)12) 
(setf uti-score (大 uti-score 2))) 
) 
(setf dx-list 
{list (list 'BPH BPH-score) 
(list 'Bladder-stone Bladder-stone-score) 





(defun get-dx-jaundice (symptom) 







(when (member ‘(colour greenish) (SYmptom-description symptom) 
:test #I equal) 
(setf peiri—ampillaiTY一ca—score (大 peri—ampillary一ca—score (+ 1 
(大 0.3 (symptom-certainty symptom—]required))))) 
(setf RPC-score (大 RPC-score ( + 1 0.3 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(when (and (member ‘ (degree mild) (syinptom-description symptom) 
:test # ， e q u a l ) (symptom-present ， e p i g a s t r i c — p a i n symptom-list)) 
(setf pancreatitis—score (大 pancreatitis—score 2))) 
(when (< (case-age 大p大)30) 
(setf hepatoma-score (大 hepatoma-score 0.1)) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score 0)》 
(when (> (case-age 大p大)50) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score 
(+ 1 (/ (- (case-age 大 ） 5 0 ) 15))))) 
(when (symptom-present 'tea-coloured—urine symptom-list) 
(setf rpc-score (* rpc-score ( + 1 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri—ampillary一ca_score 
( + 1 (大 1 (symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(when (or (symptom-present 'ruq-pain symptom-list) 
(symptom—present ,epigastric—pain symptom-list)) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-score (+ 1 (大 2 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf cholelithiasis-score (大 cholelithiasis-score (+ 1 (大 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf peri—ampillary—ca—score (大 peri—ampillary—ca—score {- 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
) 
(when (and (symptom-absent 'ruq-pain) (symptom-absent 'eqpigastric-pain)) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-score 0.75)) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score 3)) 
) 
(when (symptom-present 'loss-of-weight symptom-list) 
(if 0 (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score 
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( + 1 (大 0.5 (symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 




(if (member ‘(amount >10) (sYmptom—description symptom-required) 
:test equal) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri~ampillary-ca-score 
( + 1 (大 1 (symptom—certainty symptom—required)))) 





{when (symptom-present ‘loss-of-appetite symptom-list) 
(when 0 (time-length (symptom-duration symptom-required)) 335) 
(setf peri—ampillary—ca—score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score 
( + 1 0.3 (symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 





(when (symptom-present ‘fever symptom-list) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-score ( + 1 (大 1 
(symptom-certaintY symptom-required))))) 
(setf cholelithiasis-score (大 cholelithiasis一score (+ 1 0.5 
(symptom-certaintY symptom—required)))))) 
(when (symptom-present 'chills symptom-list) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf peri—ampillarY—ca—score (大 peri—ampillary—ca—score (— 1 (大 0.25 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(when (symptom-present 'rigor symptom—list) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score (一 1 (大 0.25 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) • 
(when (and (symptom-absent 'fever) (symptom-absent ’chills) 
(symptom-absent 'rigor)) 
(setf rpc-score (* rpc-score 0.5))) 
(when (symptom-present 'pale-stool symptom-list) 
{sett hepatitis一score (大 hepatitis-score (+ 1 (大 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score (+ 1 (大 1 
(sYmptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(setf dx-list 
(list (list •cholelithiasis cholelithiasis—score) 
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(list 'Hepatitis Hepatitis-score) 
(list 'Hepatoma Hepatoma-score) 
(list ‘Pancreatitis Pancreatitis-score) 
(list 'RPC RPC-score) 




； ; T E A - C O L O U R E D - U R I N E 
(defun get-dx-tea-coloured-urine (symptom) 






(when (symptom-present 'jaundice symptom-list) 
(setf rpc-score rpc-score ( + 1 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf peri—ampillary一ca—score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score ( + 1 (大 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(when {symptom-present ‘ruq-pain symptom—list) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-^score ( + 1 2 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score (— 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
) 
(when (symptom-present ,epigastric—pain symptom-list) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-score ( + 1 (大 2 
(symptom—ceirtaiiitY symptom-required))))) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score (- 1 {* 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
) 
(when (and (symptom-absent 'ruq-pain) (symptom-absent 'epigastric-pain)) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-score .75)) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score 3)) 
) 
(when (symptom-present 'loss-of-weight symptom-list) 
(if 0 (time-length (symptom-duration symptom—required)) 335) « 
{setf peri—ampillary—ca—score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score 
( + 1 (大 0.5 (symptom—certainty symptom-required)))) 




(if (member ， (amount >10) (symptom-description symptom-required) 
:test #'equal) 
(setf peri—ampillary—ca—score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score 
( + 1 1 (symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 





(when (symptom-present ‘loss-of-appetitie symptom-list) 
(when (> (time-length (symptom-duration symptom—required)) 335) 
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(setf peri-ampillary-ca—score (* peri-ampillary-ca-score 
(+ 1 (* 0.3 (symptom-certainty symptom-required)))) 





(when (symptom-present ‘fever symptom-list) 
(setf rpc—score .(大 rpc-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
) 
(when (symptom-present ‘chills symptom-list) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-score (+ 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score (- 1 ( 大 . 2 5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-reqidred)))))) 
(when {symptom-present ‘rigor symptom-list) 
(setf peri一ampillary一ca一score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score (一 1 (大 0.25 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required))))) 
(setf rpc-score (大 rpc-score (十 1 (大 0.5 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(when (symptom-present 'pale-stool sYmptom-list) 
(setf peri-ampillary-ca-score (大 peri-ampillary-ca-score ( + 1 (大 1 
(symptom-certainty symptom-required)))))) 
(setf dx-list 
(list (list ，Hepatitis Hepatitis-score) 
(list 'Hepatoma Hepatoma-score) 
(list IRPC RPC-score) 




； ; T h e f o l l o w i n g s y m p t o m s a r e g e n e r a l l y o n l y s u p p o r t i v e a n d in i t s e l f 
；； d o e s n o t p o i n t to a p a r t i c u l a r d i s e a s e 
； ; F A T - I N T O L E R A N C E 
；； F L A T U L E N C E 
；； I T C H I N E S S 
； ; P A L E - S T O O L 
；；FEVER 
； ； G E N E R A L - M A L A I S E 
； ; L O S S - O F - W E I G H T 
；；CHILLS 
； ; R I G O R 
( d e f u n r e t u r n - n i l (s) 
s 
n i l 
) 
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APPENDIX 4E: (getdescr.lisp) 
； ; ' ' " ‘ FILE CONTAINING ；； 
； ； P R O G R A M S TO GET DESCRIPTIONS OF SYMPTOMS ；； 
• 
(in-package 'user) 
(defun set-system-list 0 
；；Function which defines all the possible systems 
； ; C a l l e d b y M T S 
；； Returns none 
；；side Effects set system-list to point at all the systems of 
；； symptoms 
(setf system-list 
(list ^abdominal-pain^ GI Gen—Uriii Gyn Hepatic Biliary General)) 
) 
• • 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 • ： 
t t / / 
； ; G e n e r a l Descriptors ；； 
• • 一 一 — 一 一 一 一 一 “― 一 ― ~ — “― — 一 一 一 一 
9 i 書羣 
(defun get-certainty (symptom) • * 
；‘； Function asking for the Certainty factor of the symptom 
；; i.e. how sure is the user that the patient does have the symptom 
；； Called by get-symptom own-history 
；; Returns a figure between 0 and 1 
；; Side Effects Nil 
(let ((c nil)) 
(do 0 
((and (numberp c) (not (< c 0)) (〈 c 1))) 
(format t ""%'"% How certain are you that A is genuine?" 
(symptofii-name symptom)) 
(format t ""‘% in a scale of 0 to 1.") 
(format t % 1 = completely certain ") 





(defun get-duration (symptom) 
； ; F u n c t i o n asking for the duration of symptom 
；; accepts two entries: first must be a figure and second a time unit 
；； Called by get-symptom own-history 
；; Returns a list of two objects 
； ; S i d e Effects none 
(let ((duration nil)) 
(format t '""%"'% For how long did you have "A “ (symptom-name symptom)) 
(setf duration (list (read) (read))) 
(if (not (and (numberp (first duration)) 
(or (eq (second duration) 'days) (eq (second duration) 'months) 
(eq (second duration) 'years) (eq (second duration) 'hours) 
(eq (second duration) 'weeks) (eq (second duration) 'minutes)))) 
(setf duration (get-duration symptom))) 
duration) 
) 
(defun time-length (duration) 
；； Function to return the number of hours equivalence of the duration 
；; Called by Get-dx-rif 
；； Returns a number 
.；； Side effects none 
" ( l e t ((factor D ) 
(if (eq (second duration) 'years) 
(setf factor (大 365 24))) 
(if (eq (second duration) 'months) 
(setf factor 24 30))) 
(if (eq (second duration) 'weeks) 
(setf factor (大 24 7))) 
(if (eq (second duration) 'days) 
(setf factor 24)) 
(if (eq (second duration) 'minutes) 
(setf factor (/ 1 60))) 
( 大 ( f i r s t duration) factor) 
) 
) 
(defun get-site (symptom) 
； ; F u n c t i o n asking for the site of symptom 
；- accepts only legal entries in variable legal-site 
；；Called by get-symptom own-history 
； ; R e t u r n s site of symptom 
； ; S i d e Effects none 
(let {(site nil)) 、、 
(format t Where did you have "A “ (symptom-name symptom)) 
(setf site (read)) 
(if (not (legal-site site)) 




(defun legal-site (site) 
；；Function to check if site is a valid entry 
；；Called by get-site 
；；Returns t if site is a member of ^legal-site* otherwise nil 
；；Side Effects none 
(member site 大legal—site*) 
) 
(defun get-description (symptom) 
； ; F u n c t i o n asking for the descriptions of symptom 
each description is a list of 2 objects: 
；； descriptor and value 
；; Called by get-symptom own-history 
；；Returns list of descriptions 
；; Side Effects none 
(let ((description nil)) 
(do ((descriptor nil)) 
((eq (first descriptor) 'no)) 
(format t %~% Describe your ~A 'No More' if finished “ 
(symptom-name symptom)) 
(setf descriptor (list (read) (read))) 
(when (not (eq (first descriptor) ’no)) 
(do ((ans 'p)) 
({or (eq ans 'y) (eq ans 'n))) 
(format t Is that correct? Y/N ") 
(setf ans (read)) 
、 (when (eq ans 'y) 









；; Specific Descriptors ；; 
(defun d e s c r i b e - s y m p t o m (symptom) 
； ; F u n c t i o n to ask for unasked descriptors listed in slot symptom-descriptor 
；; Called by funcall to the slot get-description of the class symptoms 
；； Returns list of descriptions each being a pair of descriptor and value 
；; Side effect none 
(let ((des nil)) 
(dolist (description (symptom-descriptors symptom)) 
(when (not (null description)) 
(format t %~%What is the ~A of the description symptom) 







；； T h e s e Methods checks the unasked descriptors of the symptom 
；； and asks for them 
； ; C a l l e d by take-history 
；; Returns updated symptom-description slot of symptom 
；; side effect none 
(defmethod get-descriptor ((symptom symptoms)) 
(let ((descriptor-list (symptom-descriptors symptom)) 
(description (symptom-description symptom)) 
(already-asked nil)) 
(dolist (descriptor descriptor-list) 
(when (not (null descriptor)) 
(setf already-asked nil) 
(dolist (desn description already-asked) 
(when (eq descriptor (first desn)) 
{setf already-asked t) 
(return already-asked))) 
(when (not already-asked) 
(format t ""'%"% How would you describe the "A of your "A “ 
descriptor (symptom-name symptom)) 
(setf description (append description 






(defmethod get-descriptor ((symptom pains)) 
(let ((descriptor-list (symptom—descriptors symptom)) 
(description (symptom—description symptom)) 
(already-asked nil) 
(descpt nil)) 
(dolist (d description) 
(when (eq (first d) 'character) 
(when (or (eq (second d) 'colicky) 
(eq (second d) 'intermittent)) 
(setf descriptor—list (append descriptor-list 
(list 'progression))) 
(return descriptor-list)) 
(setf descriptor-list (remove 'periodicity descriptor-list)) 
(setf descriptor-list (remove ‘frequency descriptor—list)) 
(setf descriptor-list (remove ‘length-of-each-attack 
descriptor-list)) 
(return descriptor-list))) 
(when (< (time-length (symptom-duration symptom)) 4) 
(setf descriptor—list (remove ， r e l i e v e d — b y descriptor-list))) 
(do ((change nil)) 
((eq change t) description) 
(setf change t) 
(dolist (descriptor descriptor-list) 
(when (not (null descriptor)) 
(setf already-asked nil) 
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(dolist (desn description already-asked) 
(when (eq descriptor (first desn)) 
(setf already-asked t) 
(return already-asked))) 
(when (not already-asked) 
(format t Please describe the "A of your "A “ 
descriptor (symptom-name symptom)) 
(setf descpt (read)) 
(setf description (append description 
(list (list descriptor descpt)))) 
(when (eq descriptor ‘character) 
(when (not (or (eq descpt 'colicky) 
(eq descpt ‘intermittent))) 
(setf descriptor-list 
(remove ‘periodicity descriptor-list)) 
(setf descriptor—list • 
(remove 'frequency descriptor-list)) 
(setf descriptor-list (remove 
’length-of-each-attack descriptor-list)) 
(setf change nil)) 
(when (or (eq descpt 'colicky) 
(eq descpt ‘intermittent)) 
(setf descriptor-list (append descriptor—list 
(list 'progression))) 







(setf (symptom-descriptors symptom) descriptor-list) 
description) 
) 
(defmethod g e t - d e s c r i p t o r ((symptom GU-symptoms)) 
(let ((descriptor-list (symptom-descriptors symptom)) 
(description (symptom—description symptom)) 
(already-asked nil) 
(descpt nil)) 
(do ((change nil)) 
((eq change t) description) 
(setf change t) 
(dolist (descriptor descriptor-list) 
(when (not (null descriptor)) 
(setf already-asked nil) 
(dolist (desn description already-asked) 
(when (eq descriptor (first desn)) 
(setf already-asked t) 
(return already-asked))) 
(when (not already-asked) 
(format t What about the "A of your "A ” descriptor 
(symptom-name symptom)) 
(setf descpt (read)) 
(setf description (append description 
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(list (list descriptor descpt)))) 
(when (eq descriptor •character) 
(when (not (or (eq descpt 'on-and-off) 
(eq descpt 'intermittent))) 
(setf descriptor-list 
(remove ， p e r i o d i c i t y descriptor—list)) 
(setf descriptor-list 
(remove 'frequency descriptor-list)) 
(setf descriptor-list (remove 
‘length-of-each-attack descriptor-list)) 










A P P E N D I X 4F: K N O W L E D G E OF DISEASES (diseases.lisp) 
fffiftffifffifftffftff/iffrtffiefifffrffrffffif 
； ; F I L E CONTAINING KNOWLEDGE ABOUT DISEASES ；; 
(in-package 'user) 
； r D I S E A S E ' C L A S S DEFINITIONS ；; 
I t t r r t t t t f r I r I t r I t I t t I r t f f t r t t f 
(defclass disease-type () 
；; Define the Class of diseases 
((name :accessor disease—name ； name of disease 
:initarg :disease—name 
:initform nil) • 
(symptoms :accessor disease-sYmptoms ； symptoms of disease 
、 ：initarg :disease—symptoms ； list of symptoms: 
:initform nil) ； (name score) 
； s c o r e is unused 
(specific-symptoms :accessor d i s e a s e - s p e c i f i c - s y m p t o m s ； specific symptoms 
:initarg :disease-specific-symptoms ； to add and amend 
••initfonn nil) ； symptoms 





；‘； The following definitions defines subclasses of disease 
；; first according to anatomy and then further 
；； subclasses according to pathology 
；； The subclasses may have a new set of symptoms 
；; and specific symptoms 
者• 
f f 
(defclass stomach—disease (disease—type) 
((symptoms :iiiitform ‘ ((epigastric-pain 0.5) (vomiting 0.1) (melaena 0.1) 
(haematemesis 0.05)))) 
) 
(defclass ulcer—stomacli—disease (stomach—disease) 
((symptoms rinitform ,((epigastric-pain 0.5) (vomiting 0.1) (melaena 0.1) 
(haematemesis 0.05)))) 
) 
(defclass m a l i g n a n t - s t o m a c h - d i s e a s e (stomach-disease) 
{(symptoms :initform ‘ ((loss-of-appetite 0.75) (loss-of-weight 0.5) 




(defclass colon-disease (disease-type) 
((symptoms :initform ‘ ((PR-bleeding 0.2)))) 
) 
(defclass malignant-colon-disease (colon-disease) 
{(symptoms linitform ‘((change-of-bowel-habit 0.75) {tenesmus 0.5) 
(PR-bleeding 0.75) (mucus-in-stool 0.3) 
(loss—of — weight 0.3.) (constipation 0.1) 
(diarrhoea 0.5)))) 
) 
(defclass inflammatory-colon-disease (colon-disease) 
((symptoms linitform •( (diarrhoea 0.9) (PR-bleeding 0.5) 
(Mucus-in-stool 0.3)))) 
) 
(defclass biliary-disease (disease-type) 
{(symptoms :iiiitform ‘ ((RUQ-pain 0.95)))) 
) 
(defclass inflammatory—biliary—disease (biliary—disease) 
((symptoms :initform ‘ {(fever 0.8) (chills 0.4) (rigor 0.4) 
(jaundice 0.6) (ruq-pain 0.9)))) 
) 
(defclass malignant—biliary—disease (biliary—disease) 
((symptoms :initform ‘ ((jaundice 0,8) {tea-coloured-urine 0.6) 
(pale-stool 0.1) (ruq-pain 0.3) 
(loss-of-weight 0.75) (loss-of-appetite 0.5) 
(general-malaise 0.4)))) 
) 
(defclass urinarY—disease (disease-type) 
((symptoms :initforin ‘ ({frequency 0.8) (nocturia 0.7) (dysuria 0.4) 
(haematuria 0.25)))) 
) 
(defclass obstructive-urinary-disease (urinary—disease) 
((symptoms rinitform ‘ ((frequency 0.8) (nocturia 0.75) (drippling 0.5) 
(narrow-stream 0.2) (weak-stream 0.2) 
(hesitancy 0.5)))) 
) 
(defclass stone-urinary-disease (urinary—disease) 
((symptoms linitform ‘ ((haematuria 0.7) (urinary-pain 0.95)))) 
) 
(defclass malignant-urinary-disease (urinary-disease) 
((symptoms linitform ‘ ((haematuria 0.8) (loss-of-weight 0.3)))) 
) 
(defclass gynaecology-disease (disease-type) 
((symptom ：土！！土七壬。!：!！ ‘ ((PV-bleeding 0.5) (Vaginal-discharge 0.5) 







；；Defines the v a r i a b l e disease-systems used by set-disease to go 
；； t h r o u g h all kinds of disease and load them onto ^diseases* 
(defvar d i s e a s e - s y s t e m ,(stomach-disease colon-disease urinary-disease 
biliary-disease Gl-disease gynaecology-disease)) 
；； T h e following functions loads the knowledge onto 大diseases大 
； ; C a l l e d by set-diseases 
；； R e t u r n s none 
；；side Effects add data to 大diseases大 
(defun stomach-disease 0 
(setf 大diseases大(append 大diseases大 
(list (make-instance 'ulcer-stomach-disease 
:disease-name 'DU 






-disease—specific—symptoms ‘ ((Epigastric-pain 0.8) 








idisease—specific—symptoms ，（（Epigastric—pain 0.8) 
(loss-of-appetite 0.8) 
(loss-of-weight 0.5) 




••disease—specific—symptoms ， （ （ E p i g a s t r i c — p a i n 0.8) 







(defun colon-disease () , 
(setf 大diseases大(append •diseases大 
(list (make-instance 'malignant-colon-disease 
•.disease-name，Ca-Colon ) 
(make-instance ‘inflammatory-colon-disease 
:disease-name ‘Colitis ) 
(make-instance •colon-disease 
:disease-name 'Haemorrhoids 
:disease—specific—symptoms '((Prolapse-rectum 0.5))) 
(make-instance ‘colon-disease 
:disease-name ‘FIA 
















(defun b i l i a r y - d i s e a s e () 
(setf 大diseases大(append 大diseases大 
(list (make-instance 'biliary-disease 
••disease-name ’cholelithiasis 
:disease-specific-symptoms ‘ ((fat-intolerance 0.3) 
(flatulence 0.2) (belching 0.1)) 











:disease-specific-symptoms ‘ ((jaundice 0.8) 
(tea-coloured-urine 0.3))) 











(defun urinary-disease () 
(setf ^diseases* (append ^diseases* 
(list (make-instance ‘stone-urinary-disease 
:disease-name 'kidney-stone 




:disease-specific-symptoms ‘ ((hesitancy 0.8))) 
(make-instance ,stone-urinary-disease 
:disease-name 'ureteric-stone 
:disease—specific—SYmptoms '((rif—pain 0.5) 








:disease-specific-symptoms ' ((Suprapmbic-paiii 0.6) 
(haematuria 0.8) (dysuria 0.6) 
(frequency 0.6)) 










(defun Gl-disease 0 
(setf ^diseases* (append ^diseases* 
(list (make-instance 'disease-type 
:disease—name ’appendicitis 
:disease—specific—symptoms ‘ ((RIF-pain 0.9) 
(fever 0.5)(vomiting 0.75)) 







:disease-specific-symptoms ‘ ((abdominal-pain 0.4) 




(defun Gynaecology-disease () 
(setf ^ d i s e a s e s大 ( a p p e n d 大 d i s e a s e s * 
(list (make-instance ‘Gynaecology-disease 
:disease-name ‘pid 





:disease_specific—symptoms ‘((miss-period 0.9) 





(defvar ^diseases* nil) 
(defun set-disease () 
；；Function to load knowledge of diseases into 大diseases大 and update 
；; symptoms of each disease by its specific symptoms 
；；Called by mts 
；； Returns none 
；； side Effects load data into 大diseases大 
(dolist (sys disease-system) 
(funcall sys) 
) 
(dolist (d ^diseases*) 
； ; p r o g r a m segment to eliminate duplications 
； ; w h e n duplication occurs specific symptom takes priority 
(if (not (null (disease—specific—symptoms d))) 
(dolist (dss (disease—specific—symptoms d)) 
(do ((slist {disease-symptoms d)) 
(found nil)) 
((or (eq found t) (null slist))) 
(if (eq (first (first slist)) (first dss)) 
(when t 
(setf (second (first slist)) (second dss)) 
(setf found t)) 
(setf slist (cdr slist)) 
) 
(if (and (null slist) (eq found nil)) 
(setf (disease-symptoms d) (append 








A P P E N D I X 4G: K N O W L E D G E OF SYMPTOMS (symptoms.lisp) 
；; FILE CONTAINING THE CLASS‘STRUCTURE‘SUBCLASS‘AND‘DATA 
；； OF ALL THE SYMPTOMS ；； 
(in-package 'user) 
；；‘SYMPTOMS CLASS DEFINITIONS 
(defclass symptoms () 
； ; c l a s s definition for symptoms 
((symptom-name :accessor symptom-name ； name of the symptom 
:initarg :symptom-name 
:initform nil) 
(certainty '.accessor symptom-certainty ； degree of certainty of 
linitarg :symptom-certainty ； the symptom being present 
:initform 1) 
(duration :accessor symptom-duration ； duration of the symptom 
:initarg :symptom-duration ； in form of a list of 
:initform nil) ； a number and a time unit 
(site :accessor symptoin—site ； site of the symptom 
:initarg ；symptom-site 
linitform nil) 
(description ••accessor symptom-description ； list of descriptions 
:initarg :symptom-description ； each descpription consists of 
:initform nil) ； a descriptor and a value 
(descriptors :accessor symptom-descriptors ； list of descriptors to ask 
:initarg :symptom—descriptors ； can be modified by 
:initfonn nil) ； get—description 
(get-description ； function to modify descriptors 
、 :accessor symptom-get-description 
:initarg :symptom—get—description 
:initform #•describe-symptomj 
(related-symptoms ； list of related symptoms 
:accessor symptom-related-symptoms ； (name only) 
:initarg :symptom-related-symptoms 
linitform nil) 
(path-system :accessor s y m p t o m - p a t h - s y s t e m ； not used at present 
:initarg :symptom-path-system 
iinitfonn nil) 




(symptom-of :accessor symptom-symptom-of ； function to generate DDX 
linitarg :symptom—symptom—of ； and their score for this 
:initform nil) ； symptom 
(questions :accessor symptom-questions ； list of question to ask 
••initarg rsymptoin—questions ； when this symptom is wanted 




I 1 t I I I I I I t I I t I I t t I I I t J I 1 t 
； ; S y s t e m a t i c Symptoms ；; 
；；subclasses of symptoms according anatomical systems 
；; with site and descriptors initialized 
(defclass gi-symptoms (symptoms) 
((site linitform 'gi) 
(descriptors :initform '(onset))) 
) 
(defclass upper-gi-symptoms (gi-symptoms) 
((site :iiiitfo]:m 'upper—gi) 
(descriptors :initforin，（onset))) 
) 
(defclass lower-gi-sYmptoms (gi-symptoms) 
((site :initform "lower-gi) 
(descriptors :initform，（onset))) 
) 
(defclass gu-symptoms (symptoms) 
((site linitform ， G e n - u r i n ) 
(descriptors l i n i t f o m ‘(character onset periodicity frequency 
brought-on-by relieved-by progressive))) 
) 
(defclass Gyn-symptoms (symptoms) 
((site linitform 'gyn) 
(descriptors :initform ‘ (character onset periodicity frequency 
brought-on-by))) 
) . 
(defclass biliary-symptoms (symptoms) 
((site linitform 'biliary) 
(descriptors :iiiitform ‘ (onset form brought-on-by relieve-by ’ 
progressive))) 
) 
(defclass hepatic-symptoms (symptoms) 
((site :iiiitfonn 'hepatic) 




；；General (Non-systematic) symptom types ；； 
；；subclasses of symptom according to pathological grouping 
；； with descriptors initialized 
(defclass pains (symptoms) 




(defclass infection-symptoms (symptoms) 
((descriptors linitform ‘ (periodicity frequency))) 
) 
(defclass malignancy-symptoms (symptoms) 
({descriptors :initform 'nil)) 
) 
(defclass gp-svmptoms 0 
((name :accessor name 
••initarg :name 
:initform nil) 




KNOWLEDGE OF SYMPTOMS DEFINED ACCORDING ；； 
；; TO PATHOLOGICAL GROUP ；; 
# 
(defvar *groiip-symptoms大 . 
(list (make-instance 'gp-symptoms 
: n a m e， a M o m i n a l - p a i n 








:symptoms ‘ (haematuria dysuria frequency urgency hesitancy)) 
(make-instance 'gp-symptoms 
:name 'urinary-pain 








(defun set-Biliary 0 
(setf Biliary 
(list (make-instance ‘biliary-symptoms 
:symptom-name ‘fat-intolerance 
:SYmptom—site 'biliary 
:symptom-path-system (list Biliary) 
tsYmptom-related-symptoms ‘(flatulence ruq-pain jaundice) 
:symptom—diagnostic—of ‘nil 
:symptom-symptom-of return-nil 
:symptom-questions ‘ ((Any problem with your meals?) 
(Any particular food you can't tolerate?) 




:symptom—path—system (list biliary) 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(ruq-pain fat-intolerance) 
:symptom—diagnostic—of 'nil 
:symptom-symptom-of return-nil 
:symptom-questions ‘((Any excessive passage of wind?))) 
(make-instance ，biliary-sYmptoms 
:symptom-name •jaundice 
:symptom—path—system (list biliary hepatic) 
:symptom—descriptors ‘(degree progression colour) 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(tea-coloured-urine itchiness ruq-pain) 
:symptom-symptom-of #'get-dx-jaundice 
:symptom—questions '((Any change in your complexion?) 
(Any discoloration of your skin or eye?) 
(Do you notice jaundice?))) 
(make-instance 'biliary-symptoms 
:symptom-name ‘tea-coloured-urine 
:symptom—path—system (list biliary hepatic) 
:symptom-descriptors ‘ (colour) 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(jaundice itchiness pale-stool) 
:symptom-symptom-of #'get-dx-tea-coloured-urine 
:symptom—questions ‘ ((Any change in the appearance of your urine?) 
(Has your urine become deeper in colour?) 
(Is the colour of your urine as deep as Chinese Po Li Tea?))) 
(make-instance 'biliary-sYmptoms 
:symptom-name ‘pale-stool 
••symptom—path-system (list biliary hepatic) 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(jaundice itchiness tea-coloured-urine) 
:symptom-symptom-of return-nil . 
: s Y _ o m - ( i u e s t i o n s ‘ {(Anything wrong with your bowel?) 
(Any change in the appearance of your bowel?) 
(Any change in the colour of your bowel?) 














:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(chills rigor headache) 
:symptom-symptom-of return-nil 
:symptom-questions ‘ ((Is it true that you are not feeling well generally?) 






:symptom-questions ‘ ((Any change of your body weight?) 




:sYmptom-related-symptoms ‘(loss-of-weight fever loss-of-appetite) 
:symptom-symptom-of return-nil 
:symptom-questions '((Are you not working well recently?) 




:symptom-related-symptoms ‘ (fever rigor) 
:symptom-symptom-of #‘return-nil 
:symptom-questions ,((Is it true that you are not feeling well generally?) 
(Do you feel hot and cold?) 




:symptom-related-symptoms ‘ (chills fever) 
:symptom-SYmptom-of return-nil 
:symptom-questions ‘ ((Is it true that you are not feeling well generally?) 
(Do you feel hot and cold?) 




:symptom-related-symptoms ‘ (fever) 
:symptom-symptom-of #'return-nil 





(defvar GI nil) 
(defun set-GI () 
(setf GI 
(list {make-instance •upper—GI—symptoms 
:symptom-name ‘vomiting 
:symptom-site *upper-GI 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(nausea epigastric-pain) 
:symptom-symptom-of #，return-nil 
:symptom-questions '((Do you have any stomach upset?) 




:symptom—related—symptoms •‘(vomiting epigastric-pain) 
:symptom-symptom-of return-nil 







:symptom-questions ‘ {(Any problem with your meals?) 
(Do you have problem taking a normal meal?) 
(Any loss of appetite?))) 
(make-instance 'GI-symptoms 
:symptom-name 'melaena 
:symptom—related—symptoms ‘{haematemesis epigastric—pain) 
:symptom-symptom-of get-dx-melaena 
:symptom-descriptors ‘(amount colour) 
!symptom—questions '((Anything wrong with your bowel?) 
(Any change in the appearance of your bowel?) 
、 (Any change in the colour of your bowel?) 
(Have you passed any black and soft stool?))) “ 
(make-instance ‘upper-GI-symptoms 
•.symptom-name 'haematemesis 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(melaena epigastric-pain) 
:symptom-symptom-of If ‘ get-dx-haematemesis 
:svmptom-descriptors ‘(form amount colour) 
:symptom-questions ‘((Do you throw up anything?) 
(What did you throw up?) (Have you vomited blood?))) 
(make-instance ,lower-GI-symptoms 
:symptom-name 'diarrhoea 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(PR-bleeding mucous-in-stool) 
：symptom-symptom-of #,get-dx-diarrhoea 
:symptom-questions •((Anything wrong with your bowel motions?) 
(Any change in your bowel habit?) 
(Any increase in bowel frequency?))) 
(make-instance ‘lower-GI-symptoms 
:symptom-name ’pr-bleeding 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(mucous-in-stool tenesmus) 
：symptom-symptoin-of # ‘ get-dx-pr-bleeding 
:symptom-descriptors ,(form relation-to-stool brought-on-by) 
:symptom-questions ‘((Anything wrong with your bowel motions?) 
6 \ 
(Any change in your stool?) (Any blood in your stool?))) 
(make-instance ‘lower-GI-symptoms 
:symptom-name ‘tenesmus 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(PR-bleeding mucous-in-stool) 
:symptom—symptom—of #‘get-dx-tenesmus 
:symptom-questions ‘((Anything wrong with your bowel motions?) 
(Any change in your bowel habit?) 
(Any increase in bowel frequency?) 
(Do you feel like going to toilet all the time?))) 
(make-instance •lower-GI-symptoms 
:symptom-name ‘mucous-in-stool 
:symptom-related-symptoms ’ (PR-bleeding tenesmus) 
:symptom-symptom-of #‘get-dx-mucous-in-stool 
:symptom-questions ‘ ((Anything wrong vith your bowel motions?) 
(Any change in your stool?) 





:symptom-questions • ((AnYthing wrong with your bowel motions?) 
(Any change in your bowel habit?) 





(defvar Gen-Urin nil) 
(defun set-Gen-Urin 0 
(setf Gen-Urin 




:symptom-related-symptoms ‘ (dysuiria frequency urgency hesitancy) 
:symptom-symptom-of #•get-dx-haematuria 
:symptom-descriptors ‘(colour whole-stream amount) 
:symptom-questions ‘{(Anything wrong with your water-works?) 
(Do you notice any change in the appearance of your urine?) 
(Is there any change in colour of your urine?) 





:symptom-related-symptoms ‘ (haematuria frequency urgency hesitancy feve 
:symptom-symptom-of #‘get-dx-dysuria 
:symptom-descriptors ‘ (character) 
:symptom-questions '((Anything wrong with your water-works?) 
(Anyttiing wrong with the passage of urine?) 
(Any pain in your water passage?)' 





:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(haematuria frequency dysuria hesitancy) 
:symptom-symptom-of #‘get-dx-urgency 
:symptom-descriptors ‘ 0 
、：symptom—questions ‘ {(Anything wrong with your water-works?) 
(Anything wrong with going to the toilet?) 





:symptom-related-syinptoms ‘ (haematuria frequency urgency dysuria) 
：symptom-symptom-of #‘get-dx-hesitancy 
:symptom—descriptors ,(time—of—wait—：before—initiation drippling 
strength-of-stream width-of-stream) 
:symptom-questions ‘((Anything wrong with your water-works?) 
(Any difficulty in passing urine?) 
(Can you pass immediately when you go to toilet?) 





:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(haematuria dysuria urgency hesitancy) 
：symptom-symptom-of #,get-dx-frequency 
••symptom—descriptors ，（no—of — times—per—day no—of—times—per—night) 
8 \ 
：symptom-questions ‘ ((Anything wrong with your water-works?) 
(Any change in the number of times you have to go to toilet?) 




• 9 . 
(defvar *abdo[ninal-pain=^ nil) 
(defun s e t - a M - p a i n () 
；；define abdominal pain symptoms 
(setf ^abdominal—pain大 
(list (make-instance 'pains 
:symptom-name ‘RIF-pain 
:symptom-site ‘RIF 
:symptom-path-system (list GI Gen-Urin Gyn) 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(vomiting constipation diarrhoea 
dysuiria haematuria frequency nocturia) 
••symptom—diagnostic—of ‘ (appendicitis ureteric—colic) 
:symptom-symptom-of # ’get-dx-rif-pain 
:symptom—questions ‘((Any tommy pain?) 




:symptom-path-system (list GI Gen-Urin Hepatic Biliary) 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(nausea vomiting diarrhoea dysuria) 
:symptom—diagnostic—of '((cholelithiasis 0.8) (DU 0.8)) 
:symptom-symptom-of #‘get-dx-ruq-pain 
••symptom—quest ions ‘ ((Any tommy pain?) 




:symptom-path-system (list GI Gen-Urin Hepatic Biliary) 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(diarrhoea constipation pr-bleeding 
haematuria dysuria frequency) 
:symptom-symptom-of # ， r e t u r n - n i l 
、：symptom-questions ‘((Any tommy pain?) 
(Do you have pain in the LIF?))) 
(make-instance ， p a i n s 
、 :symptom-name 'Epigastric-pain 
•.symptom-site 'Epigastrium 
:symptom-path-system (list GI Gen-Urin Hepatic Biliary) 
:symptom-related-symptoms ‘(nausea vomiting regurgitation) 
“ :symptom-symptom-of g e t — d x _ e p i g a s t r i c — p a i n , 
:symptom-questions ‘ ((Any tommy pain?) 











A P P E N D I X 4H： M O D U L E T O R E T R I E V E R E C O R D S O F P A T I E N T S 
(readcase.lisp) 
； ; ; R E A D I N G CASES 
(in-package •user) 
(defvar rcase nil) 
(defvar fname "temp.lisp") 
(defun makefile (fname casefile) • • 
/ f 
(with—open—file (file fname ••direction :output) 
(format file "(in—package 'user)"%") 
(format file “(defun record (case)"%") 
(format file “ (setf case~%") 
(format file “ (list "%") 
(with—open—file (casebook casefile :direction :input) 
( d o ( ( s t r " X X”）） 
((null str)) 
(setf str (read-line casebook nil nil t)) 
(if (not (null str)) 
(write-line str file)) 
) 
) 
(format file ” )"'%") 
(format file “ 




(defun summarise (case) 
(format t ”~%~%SUMMING—UP") 
(format t NAME: ~A “ (case-name case)) 
(format t “ SEX: "AfA “ (case-sex case) (case-age case)) 
(format t “ OCC: "A" (case-occupation case)) 
(format t " “ C H I E F COMPLAINT: ~A for "A "A" 
(symptom-name (case-chief-complaint case)) 
(first (symptom-duration (case-chief-complaint case))) 
(second (symptom-duration (case-chief-complaint case)))) 
(format t ""%"% H I S T O R Y OF PRESENT I L L N E S S : " ) 
(dolist (s (case-history case)) 
{when (not (null s)) 
(when (> (symptom-certainty s) 0) 
(format t "A for ~A ~A with a certainty “ 
(symptom-name s) (first (symptom-duration s)) 
(second (symptom—duration s)) (symptom-certainty s)) 
(if (not (null (symptom-description s))) 
(dolist (d (symptom-description s)) 
(if (not (null d)) 
(if (and (not (eq (second d) 'none)) (not (eq (second d) 'n))) 








(dolist (s (case-symptoms-already-asked case)) 
(when (not (null s)) 
(if (not (symptom-present (symptom-name s) symptom-list)) 




(when (not (endp (case-diagnosis case))) 
(format t "'"%'"% DIAGNOSIS: ~A “ (first (case—diagnosis case)))) 
(when (not (endp (case-differential-dx case))) 
(format t DIFFERENTIAL D I A G N O S E S : " ) 
(dolist (dx (case—differential—dx case)) 
(if (not (null dx)) 、 




(when (not (endp (case-less-likely-dx case))) 
(format t % REMOTE D I F F E R E N T I A L D I A G N O S E S : " ) 
(dolist (dx (case-less-likely-dx case))n 
(if (not (null dx)) 





(defun disp-case (casefile) 
(makefile fname casefile) 
(load fname) 
(setf rcase (record rcase)) 
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APPENDIX 5: SAMPLE OF STATISTICAL DATA (ABDOMINAL PAIN) 
IDNUMBER DURATION FREQUENCY DUR_ATTACK SITE CHARACTER 
B601XXXXX 1 DAY RUQ CONTINUOUS 
G226XXXXX 3 HOUR CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS LIF COLICKY • 
E672XXXXX 1 WEEK LOIN COLICKY,SHARP 
VOIOXXXXX 1 DAY CONTINUOUS EPIGASTRIUM 
E718XXXXX 3 MONTH EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
E257XXXXX 3 DAY ON k OFF UMBILICAL DULL 
G329XXXXX12 HOUR RUQ COLICKY 
G040XXXXX 3 HOUR DIFFUSE SHARP 
K705XXXXX17 HOUR CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS RIF DULL 
G048XXXXX 1 DAY RIF DULL 
H051XXXXX 1 DAY UMBILICAL COLICKY 
K596XXXXX 3 WEEK FEW HOURS FEW HOURS RIF LIF DULL 
B951XXXXX 2 DAY FEW MIN 1/2 MIN DIFFUSE COLICKY 
B527XXXXX14 HOUR CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS RUQ DULL 
A260XXXXX 4 HOUR 4 HOUR RUQ COLICKY 
E296XXXXX 1 WEEK 3 DAY FEW HOURS R LOIN COLICKY 
E609XXXXX 6 HOUR CONSTANT EPIGASTRIUM DULL 
B129XXXXX 3 DAY CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS WHOLE ABD COLICKY 
K555XXXXX 3 MONTH VARIABLE RIF COLICKY 
G058XXXXX12 HOUR 2-3 HOUR 15 MIN EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
B585XXXXX 3 DAY 1/2 HOUR CENTRAL COLICKY 
G347XXXXX11 HOUR HOURLY 1/4 HOUR RIF COLICKY 
D314XXXXX 5 HOUR 2-3 HOUR 1 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
K418XXXXX 2 MONTH CONSTANT EPIGASTRIUM 
B642XXXXX 3 DAY RIF DULL 
C537XXXXX18 HOUR RIF UMBILICAL COLICKY 
C649XXXXX 6 DAY DAILY 5-10 MIN RIF COLICKY 
B891XXXXX 8 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM MEAL 
E105XXXXX 8 HOUR RIF DULL,CONTINUOUS 
‘G421XXXXX 4 HOUR '45 MIN 1/2 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
C632XXXXX 8 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM SHARP 
H452XXXXX 4 HOUR CONTINUOUS RUQ EPIGASTRIUMDULL 
K066XXXXX 2 WEEK VARIABLE SUPRAPUBIC COLICKY 
A460XXXXX 3 MONTH VARIABLE EPIGASTRIUM DULL 
B097XXXXX 5 DAY FEW HOURS 1/2 HOUR RUQ DULL 
G156XXXXX 7 HOUR 1/2 HOUR FEW MIN EPIGASTRIUM LIFDULL 
E635XXXXX10 HOUR CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS WHOLE ABD COLICKY 
B373XXXXX10 HOUR CONSTANT DIFFUSE RIF DULL 
B081XXXXX10 DAY CONSTANT RUQ CONSTANT 
B816XXXXX24 HOUR CONSTANT EPIGASTRIUM GRAWING 
E021XXXXX10 DAY FEW HOURS MINS CENTRAL COLICKY 
E479XXXXX 3 DAY FEW HOURS FEW HOURS EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
A256XXXXX 3 HOUR CONTINUOUS EPIGASTRIUM DULL 
K207XXXXX 1 WEEK OFF & ON RIF COLICKY 
B032XXXXX 1 WEEK 6 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
E488XXXXX12 HOUR RIF RIF COLICKY,DULL 
B919XXXXX 3 DAY 3-4 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
K570XXXXX 5 HOUR CONTINUOUS UMBILICAL DULL 
D371XXXXX 5 HOUR 5 MIN. CENTRAL COLICKY 
1 
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珊 
I3RAVATE RELIEVE PROGRESS V N D C B H H e F R D DIAGNOSIS 
-丨 STABLE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CA GALL BLADDER r 
I ANALGESIC WELL 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 LT. KIDNEY STONE WITH HYDRONEPHROSIS ‘ 
I 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 LT RENAL COLIC 
i 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 A B D O M I N A L PAIN (CAUSE?) ‘ 
IAL STABLE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? BILIARY 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O O A B D P A I N 
i STABLE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D.U. 
I W O R S E N E D 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
I W O R S E N E D 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
I 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
I 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
|AL B . O . WORSENED 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 ABDOMINAL PAIN OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN 
I W O R S E N E D 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 SMALL INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION 
i WORSENED 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
|AL MEDICINE STABLE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GALL STONE 
I A D D E R F U L L A F T E R B U S C O P A N W O R S E N E D 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 UTI 
I W O R S E N E D 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GESTROENTERITIS 
I WORSENED 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 SMALL INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION 
^ WORSENED 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 CONSTIPATION 
I STABLE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NON-SPECIFIC ABDOMINAL PAIN ： 
| O D • 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION DUE TO ADHESI~ 
I SAME 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
I BUSCOPAN NO 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A B D O M I N A L PAIN, U N C E R T A I N ORIGIN 
I … 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CA OF ANTERIOR 
i WORSENED 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 TORSION GREATER OMENTUM 
: 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
BETTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
/ WORSENED 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? CHOLANGITIS 
I STABLE 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLANGITIS WITH SUBACUTE BOWEL OBSTRL: 
； 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 REFLEX 
DRINKING WORSENED 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 BLEEDING D.U. 
WORSENED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ACUTE PANCREATITIS 
WORSENED 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 CA SIGMOID COLON 
)00D WORSENED 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ACUTE PANCREATITIS 
WORSENED 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLECYSTITIS 
ON & OFF 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G.E. 
BUSCOPAN WORSENED 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUBACUTE BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 
WORSENED 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 AC APPEADICITIS 
O O O O O O O O O O R HEPATIC CYST 
CONSTANT 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D U O D E N A L AND GASTRIC ULCER 
IATING PARSING FLATUS W O R S E N E D 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 CA OF TRANS COLON 
OVEMENT SLEEPING WORSENED 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ABD PAIN FOR MV (DMA) 
WORSENED 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ACUTE PANCREATITIS 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ABDOMINAL PAIN - RESPONDED TO CONSERVE 
ILCOHOL, FOODANALGESICS PROGRESSIVO 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLANGITIS 
I BETTER 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 APPENDICITIS 
I BELCHING STABLE 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D.U. 
® WORSENED 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 CONSTIPATION 
ILCOHOL WATERY DIARHOEASEVERE 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GASTROENTERITIS 
1 
鏊 1 
I ^ ^ ^ 
C423XXXXX 2 DAY 10 HOUR 6 HOUR L LOIN COLICKY 
E 5 7 3 X X X X X 5 H O U R C O N T I N U O U S L I F S H A R P 
C673XXXXX 8 HOUR 1 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
A249XXXXX 8 MONTH RUQ DULL 
A456XXXXX 1 WEEK ON & OFF 1 HOUR LLQ COLICKY 
B410XXXXX 6 MONTH FEW MONTHS 3 HOUR RUQ DULL 
D175XXXXX 2 DAY PARA UMBILICAL CONTINUOUS 
G705XXXXX 2 HOUR 15-20 MIN 5-10 MIN CENTRAL COLICKY 
K068XXXXX 1 DAY CONTINUOUS DIFFUSE RIF DULL 
‘ B944XXXXX 2 YEAR FEW MONTH FEW DAYS EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
K651XXXXX 2 DAY 1/2 DAY 1-2 HOUR UMBILICAL DULL 
A386XXXXX 7 HOUR PERSISTENT 7 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM DULL 
E615XXXXX 3 DAY CONTINUOUS 3 DAY GENERALISED DULL 
A192XXXXX12 HOUR CONTINUOUS 10-15 MIN RUQ COLICKY 
C044XXXXX 1 DAY CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS EPIGASTRIUM RIFDULL 
2896XXXXX 3 M Y CONTINUOUS 15 MIN UMBILICIAL COLICKY 
A456XXXXX 2 YEAR 1 DAY 1 DAY LIF LUQ COLICKY, DULL 
E128XXXXX10 DAY HOURS 5-10 MIN WHOLE ABD EPIG COLICKY 
H050XXXXX 1 HOUR 1/2 HOUR 15 MIN EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
E189XXXXX 1 WEEK 4-5 HOUR • CONTINUOUS RUQ COLICKY 
E605XXXXX 1 HOUR LUQ COLICKY 
B733XXXXX 5 DAY 1/2-1 HOUR FEW MIN LLQ DULL 
B775XXXXX 0 RIF DULL 
2813XXXXX 4 HOUR 15 MIN 20-30 MIN EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
B361XXXXX 1 WEEK DAILY 3 HOUR GENERALISED COLICKY 
B550XXXXX 4 DAY ？CVA DISOPHAGEA 
A114XXXXX 3 YEAR BEFORE MEAL HUNGRY L FLANK DISCOMFORT 
B282XXXXX 3 YEAR 5 HOUR LOIN COLICKY 
A103XXXXX 8 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
E615XXXXX 3 DAY 30 MIN 5 MIN GENERALISED COLICKY 
E535XXXXX 5 DAY 3-4 HOURLY 1/2 HOUR UMBILICAL 
B992XXXXX 1 DAY 2 WEEK 1-3 DAY RUQ COLICKY 
B871XXXXX 6 HOUR CONTINUOUS EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
A163XXXXX 2 DAY 6 HOUR LIF DULL 
E228XXXXX 1 WEEK 6 HOUR 1/2 HOUR SUPRAPUBIC COLICKY 
E909XXXXX 5 YEAR 1ST EPISODE L FLANK SHARP 
E031XXXXX 6 HOUR 20 MIN 5-10 MIN RIF COLICKY 
D355XXXXX 5 DAY 3 DAY 2 DAY EPIGASTRIUM DULL 
B378XXXXX 6 HOUR 20 MIN 5-10 MIN EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
B623XXXXX10 HOUR ONCE 10 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
A204XXXXX 1 WEEK RIF LIF COLICKY 
E052XXXXX 6 MONTH CONSTANT 6•MONTH RIF CONSTANT 
D698XXXXX 3 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
E306XXXXX 1 DAY DIFFUSE DULL 
E694XXXXX 3 HOUR 3 DAY 1 WEEK R LOIN COLICKY 
A129XXXXX24 HOUR 2-3 HOUR 20 MIN UMBILICAL COLICKY 
E664XXXXX 3 WEEK 3 WEEK 5 HOUR RIF COLICKY 
HI27XXXXX 4 DAY 2 DAY 7 HOUR L LOIN COLICKY 
G124XXXXX12 HOUR 2.5 DAY 4 HOUR L LOIN COLICKY 
H137XXXXX 6 HOUR 20 MIN 10-15 MIN EPIGASTRIUM SHARP 
B881XXXXX 4 HOUR ONCE 4 HOUR R LOIN COLICKY 
HOIOXXXXX 1 MONTH 3-4 DAY FEW MIN RIF COLICKY 
K176XXXXX 5 DAY CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUS EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY, DULL 
C603XXXXX 2 DAY 1 HOUR EPIGASTRIUM COLICKY 
B132XXXXX 7 DAY CONSTANT RUQ DULL 
2 \ 
1 1 
i rEDING BUSCOPAN WORSENED O l O O O O l O O O L URETERIC COLIC 
WORSENED O l O O O l O O O l L URETERIC COLIC 
CHIN. MEDICINE WORSE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 INTESTINAL COLIC 
i 3TTING UP LYING DOWN WORSENED 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 CONSTIPATION 
I fTER DINNER ANALGESIC WORSENED 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ? URETERIC STONE 
丨 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 STRANGULATION 
WORSENED 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
WORSENED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 INTESTINAL COLIC ^ 
WORSENED 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
IDNIGHT FEEDING WORSENED 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 PANCREATITIS 
’ FEEDING WELL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MITTLESBERG SYNDROME r 
WORSENED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 EPIGASTRIC PAIN FOR MV 
：-! BETTER 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0. 
： BUSCOPAN BETTER 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLECYSTITIS . 
IVEMENT WORSENED 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
BETTER 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 
1 BUSCOPAN RELIEF O O O O O O O O O O L URETERIC COLIC 
；EDING WORSENED 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 CA SIGMOID 
BUSCOPAN BETTER 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 EPIGASTRIC PAIN X IX 
N.P.O. BETTER 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GALL BLADDER STONE 
j STABLE 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ? L RENAL CALCULI (FOR I.V.P.) 
I [ANGE POSITILYING WORSENED 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 
J 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
5 WORSENED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
， 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PPU 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLANGITIS WITH BILIARY CALCULI 
隱GER MEAL,ORAL ANALGBETTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 TINY POLYP AT 1.2M (COLONOSCOPY DR YUE 
BETTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 BLADDER CALCULI 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 EPIGASTRIC PAIN (INTESTINAL COLIC) 
； WORSE 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 FEMORAL HERNIA 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NEUROTIC 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLECYSTITIS 
PROGESSIVEO O O O O O O O O O PERFORATED DUODENAL ULCER 
J N O 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 C O N S T I P A T I O N 
丨 REGRESSINGO 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 UTI 
M L G E S I C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 INTESTINAL COLIC 
1 WORSE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
I WORSENED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLENGITIS 
I O D BETTER 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ？HEPATITIS - F.U.OPD 
丨 STATIC , 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PEPTIC ULCER 
STABLE .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 OVARIAN TUMOUR 
WORSE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CA CAECUM 
： 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 EPIGASTRIC PAIN (GASTRITIS) 
^ WORSE 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 INESTINAL OBSTRUCTION 
BETTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 RENAL COLIC RT 
3VEMENT WORSENED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLECYSTITIS 
STATIC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 URETERIC STONE 
STATIC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ABD PAIN 
STATIC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 UTI 
EAL ANALGESIC BETTER O O O O O O O O O O P D U 
ON & OFF 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 RENAL COLIC 
ROLONG WALKIMASSAGE STATIC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ABD PAIN 
WORSENED 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 HYPEREMESIS , EARLY PREGNANCY 
MEAL WORSENED 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GASTRITIS 
DECREASINGO 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 SIMPLE LIVER & RENAL CYSTS (U/S) 
2 
i 
B121XXXXX 4 DAY CONTINUOUS RUQ DULL 
H137XXXXX 5 HOUR 20 MIN 10-15 MIN EPIGASTRIUM SHARP, COLICKY 
B569XXXXX12 HOUR ONCE CONSTANT RUQ DULL 
C624XXXXX 1 DAY RIF DULL, COLICKY 
D071XXXXX 1 DAY 4 HOUR 15-20 MIN EPIGASTRIUM DULL 
B741XXXXX10 HOUR ONCE 10 HOUR RIF COLICKY 
E032XXXXX 2 DAY CONSTANT 2 DAY GENERALISED COLICKY 
B971XXXXX 6 YEAR TWICE LUQ LMQ DULL 
B207XXXXX 4 DAY 4 HOUR 1/2 HOUR GENERALISED COLICKY 
B217XXXXX 7 DAY 7 DAY EPIGASTRIUM 
B781XXXXX 1 MONTH 1/2 HOUR 5 MIN DIFFUSE COLICKY 
B067XXXXX 2 DAY CONSTANT 2 DAY RUQ DULL 
G128XXXXX 2 DAY CONTINUOUS 2 DAY “ RIF SHARP 
C262XXXXX18 HOUR CONTINUOUS EPIGASTRIUM BURNING 
B815XXXXX 3 DAY 1/2 HOUR 2-3 MIN RIF LIF COLICKY 
C510XXXXX 8 YEAR CONTINUOUS EPIGASTRIUM DULL 
G 3 7 9 X X X X X 2 Y E A R W I T H H U N G E R F E W M I N - H O U R E P I G A S T R I U M S H A R P , B U R N I N G 
A802XXXXX 3 HOUR ONCE 3 HOUR LT ABD COLICLE COLICKY 
E942XXXXX 2 DAY 6 HOUR 30MIN-2 HOURL LOIN COLICKY 
C376XXXXX20 DAY 3 DAY 3 HOUR R LOIN COLICKY 
A571XXXXX 1 WEEK WHOLE DULL, CONTINUOUS 
E514XXXXX 2 DAY VARIABLE 1/2 - 1 HOURUMBILICAL RIF COLICKY 
G017XXXXX 4 WEEK 1 DAY 1-2 HOUR GENERALISED COLICKY 






P STABLE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GALLSTONE + CBD STONE 
I I E A L ANALGESICS STABLE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P.P.U - ANTERIOR AND POST D.U. 
IV WAV 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLECYSTITIS 
WORSE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
BUSCOPAN WORSE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DU, GU 
’ FLUCTUATE 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 BILATERAL URETERIC COLIC 
BETTER 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 
STABLE 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 URETHRAL STRUCTURE WITH DETRUSOR SPHIN 
STATIC 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 DIVERTICULOSIS 
NO CHANGE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PYLORIC STENOSIS 
‘ WORSENED 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 LARGE BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 2 SIGMOID VOLV 
BETTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 CHOLECYSTITIS 
BETTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
LOOD BENDING IN TWO WORSE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ？HEPATITIS - (REF TO MEDICAL) 
WORSENED 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 
L BENDING UP KNEEWORSENED 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DUODENAL EROSIONS 
丨 U N G E R , NIGHT STABLE 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D.U. (G.D.SCOPY) 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 INTESTINAL COLIC 
: BETTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 URETERIC STONE 
WORSE 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 URETERIC STONE 
R STABLE 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUBACUTE BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 
丨 W O R S E N E D 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPENDICITIS 
‘ B E T T E R 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUBACUTE BOWEL OBSTRUCTION 
STATIC 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ABDOMINAL COLIC 
t* -
• I - vomiting 1- Nausea - D i a r r h o e a - C o n s i t p a t i o n - B o w e l Habit change - H a e m a t u r i a e - Hesitancy - F r e q u e n c y 
- R e t e n t i o n of Urine 
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